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Spiritual companion 
A popular multifaith 
calendar takes confusion 
out of cultural awareness 
\COMMUNITY B3 
Bring it on 
Cal's boys basketball team 
gears up for the Kermode 
Classic here this 
weekend\SPORTS B7 
Big welcome 
The first truck bearing 
supplies rolls into 
the tiny village of 
Kincolith\NEW$ A15 
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Chamber pushes Thornhiil merger 
port in Terrace but was defeated in 
Thornhill, where 58 per cent of voters re- 
jected the plan. 
The city responded with a strategy of 
gradually expanding its boundaries and it 
began by taking over the airport lands. 
The mayor pursued the idea three 
years ago of extending city water to 
Braun's Island if it joined Terrace, but is- 
landers refused. 
Love says construction of a multiplex 
is another area where the chamber wants 
to push for action. 
"If you had that here you'd see more 
weekend sports, note conventions like 
Rotary," she said. 
Love also said the chamber also wants 
to see a container port develop in Prince 
Rupert and new measures to boost tour- 
BUSINESS leaders are planning a push to 
put Terrace-Thornhill amalgamation back 
on the local agenda. 
Terrace and District Chamber of Com- 
merce president Sheila Love said amal- 
gamation, along with construction of a 
multiplex, are two th'ings the chamber 
thinks could speed the city toward econo- 
mic recovery. 
"We need to have something happen 
here," Love said. "Nothing's happening 
.and people are leaving Terrace in 
• droves." 
She said merging Terrace and outlying 
areas would create a larger, stronger city 
with more clout in the region and a bigger 
draw for visitors. 
"It makes it more appealing to people 
wanting to come into Terrace," Love 
planning to catch people dodging road blocks by placing spotters 
in the surrounding areas. It's a new method RCMP hope will 
keep drunk drivers off the road. SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO 
THIS WILL be a familiar sight to Terrace area drivers in the com- 
ing weeks, as the RCMP cranks up its holiday anti-drinking and 
driving campaign. Constable J.R. Walker, above, says police are 
said. "If both communities work together 
as one city rather than regional district 
and city council it would be stronger." 
She also said amalgamation would put 
an end to the current wo different juris- 
dictions that sometimes complicate deve- 
lopment plans. 
One example, she said, is if Wal-Mart 
wants to come to Terrace. There's relat- 
ively little suitable land in Terrace, but 
development i  Thornhill would mean the 
tax base wouldn't benefit he city. 
Love said she and Terrraee Mayor 
Jack Talstra are planning a chamber- 
council meeting in January to find ways 
to advance the idea and to explore other 
development ideas. 
Amalgamation was last tried in 1996, 
when a referendum got 87 per cent sup- 
Budget cutters get more exposure 
THE NAMES of people who sit on a school 
district committee looking at ways to cut $5 
million from the annual operating budget will 
be circulated among community groups. 
The move comes after new school trustees 
asked why only Parent Advisory Council 
members from one school - E.T. Kenney in 
Terrace - appear to have joined the district's 
are different in each community." 
She would like to see trustees meet with 
PACs and schools to develop community- 
based reconfiguration committees. 
"There's a real issue of the big, i~ad board 
that is sitting in chambers and making deci- 
sions for communities," she said. 
There is a precedent. School board chair 
Peter King said the district set up community 
advisory committees after the Kit,mat and 
Terrace school districts amalgamated. 
He suggested something similar could be 
set into motion on budget cuts. 
We re sort of inventing the wheel as we go • 
along," King said. i~ ~ 
The reconfiguration committee's ideas are~ 
now •being studied by various ad hoe and 
standing committee for review and recommen, 
dation, 
Their findings will be presented to the board 
in February. 
cerned the committee may not have enough 
First Nations representation. 
She also wants the district to create reeon- 
figuration committees in each community be- 
cause issues vary widely. 
The district was forced to close five schools 
and delayed opening Mountainview; Elemen- 
tary School in Terrace in order to save money 
reconfiguration committee, struck in Septem, for the current school year. About 35 teachers 
her to suggest ways to save money or find n6w lost their jobs as a direct result of cuts, 
sources of revenue. With continued eclining enrolment and a 
"I went to all the Thomhill PAC meetings funding freeze, the Coast Mountains school 
and this didn't come up at all," newly-elected District faces another shortfall for the coming 
trustee Lorrie Gowen said. year. 
Schools superintendent Randy Smallbrugge That means school closures are once again 
said PACs and schools were invited to take on the table, along wit h more than 50 other 
part. ' " " suggestions, which range from year-round 
Whoever showed up at that first meeting schooling and a four-day week to magnet 
formed the committee, he said. schools and selling theatres. 
Another newcomer to the board, Hazelton "We will be looking at cuts in the next fis- 
trustee Jess,ca Mikolayczyk, said she's con- cal year," Mikolayczyk said. "The priorities 
Rec site handoff deadline looms 
]3.C, 
"The ministry is out o f  the 
management of recreation sites 
and trails," Johansen said. 
For years he has battled to 
keep the district's ites In good 
condition against' sometimes diffi- 
cult odds. ' 
lead to dismantling of Picnic tables, signs and out- 
sites, trails. A5 houses eventually rot and break 
, • down under the elements - i f  
• move to another ministry position~ they're not first attacked by  van- 
' Two recreation officers'based .. dalsor partier[.., . - , '  , i ,  i',-~:,~ • 
, in Prince 'George will oversee all • Johansen h~ worked,doseiy~ ~'!.' 
i sites ,and trads across northern : Continued Pg~AS): ':: 
By JEFF NAGEL 
THE PROVINCE's drive to off- 
load forest recreation sites and 
trails is moving into high gear. 
Volunteer groups are up against 
a Dec. 18 deadline to decide if vide access to for alpine hikers, 
they want to take over mainte- snowmobilers and anglers to  
nance of trails and ree sites - at places like Pine Lakes, Thornhili 
no further cost or liability to Vic- Mountain, Sleeping Beauty and 
toria. Sterling Mountain. 
The forest ministry's decision The job of :handing them off to 
to cut off cash for 1,250 forest ser- new;caretakerg l~ One Of the :final 
vice rec sites and 55OtraiiS pro': tasks fbrl car l  :JOhansen~:i~ithe: 
vince-wide is supposed to~ save : Kalum i Forest District reereiition 
around $5 million, technic,an who has worked iode,  
in the Kalum Forest District velop or improve many of the 
there are 16 recreation sites local trails and sites. 
-places like Red Sand Lake, Ex -  His current job ends next year, 
stew, and Lakelse River. Ir~ add,- when he'll use his seniority to 
tion, there are 25. trails. They pro- 
A special report 
' [] Users fear policy will 
ism. 
She said the chamber has invited Lib- 
eral leadership frontrunner Paul Martin to 
visit in the hopes of getting a sympathetic 
government voic~ in Ottawa. 
Also on the chamber's to-do list are 
pushing for development of lands around 
the airport, increasing its capacity, more 
connections with aboriginal governments 
and businesses, promoting passenger rail 
traffic to Terrace in conjunction with the 
Prince Rupert cruise ship industry and 
promoting community projects such as 
the 75th anniversary mural, the new track 
at Skeena Junior Secondary School and 
extending the millennium pathway to 
fishermen's park. 
"We want to get the message out that 
we will do whatever we can," said Love. Sheila Love 
CounterAttac : 
has returned 
By SARAH A. ZIMMEILMAN 
DRINKING drivers won't be able to dodge roadside po- 
lice checkpoints very easily this month, thanks to a 
local new emphasis. 
"We'll be using spotters to get people who are avoi- 
ding the road blocks," says Terrace RCMP Constable 
J.R. Walker. 
He said drivers try to avoid road blocks when they see 
police lights flashing, but. spotters loc~ited in the vicinity 
Will help police broaden their target area, -
Those people dodging roadblocks generally have 
something to hide, says Walker, They: may have been 
drinking, may not have appropriati~ registration, insur- 
ance or a valid driver's licence. 
Using spotters is just one way RCMP members are 
trying to be more innovative when it comes to getting 
drunk drivers off the road. 
But that desire to be innovative and use different me- 
thods to nab drunk drivers is what led, in'part, to the 
B.C. RCMP not taking part in this year's CounterAttack 
program until just last week. 
"The issue is a balance between the police's.need for 
flexibility and ICBC's need for accountability," say s 
ICBC spokesman Doug McClelland. "If we are going to 
spend our policy holders' money we need to know what 
we are going to get because we need to measure its ef- 
fectiveness." 
After months of negotiations between the Crown cor- 
poration and the RCMP, an interim agreement was 
signed Dec. 4. It sees ICBC giving $1.6 million to the 
provincial Solicitor General's office which will, in turn, 
give the money to the RCMP to run an anti-drinking and 
driving campaign for the next 10 weeks. 
Cont'd Page A2 
Accident claims 
northwest artist 
Freda Dieslng 
THE KITSUMKA- 
LUM.community hall 
was filled Dec. 8 as 
people paid tribute tO 
Freda Diesing, one of 
the northwest's pre- 
.rater artists and tea- 
chers, who was killed 
in a motor vehicle ac- 
cident Dec. 3. 
Diesing, 77, was 
i killed when her pick- 
Uptruck: went off the 
road about 35kms 
west ~ o f  Terrace on 
HWY !6.  She was 
driving alone heading 
eastbound at about 
4:40 p.m. Dec. 3 when 
she lost control of her 
pickup•truck on an icy patch of the highway, says 
RCMP Constable Natasha Stultz. 
The vehicle went off the highway near Andesite 
Creek. It rolled and came to a rest upside down in 
a slough. Stultz said the water was about one 
metre deep at the side of the road. 
Several people stopped to help. A passing tow 
truck'was used to right the vehicle and Diesing 
was ~pulled from her truck.before fire, RCMP and 
ambulance crews arrived on the scene but officials 
say she likely had already drowned. .... 
The accident happened on a fairly straight sec- 
tion of the highway, Terrace fire chief Randy 
Smith said. "The road conditions were interesting 
that night - a lot of places were dry and clear and 
• then@ll of a sudden areas had black ice," he said. 
: For  more on the life of Freda Diestng, please see 
Pdge',, BI" ,i ~ ' I/~' .... ~ ~ 
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THE PLANNED startup of Skeena Cellulose's pulp mill He says the clunky 
and sawmills is being pushed back two months to May 
1, president Dan Veniez told a business luncheon Mon- 
day. 
The planned March 1 restart of the pulp mill is no 
longer realistic, Veniez said. 
Much more work still needs to be done, he said, add- 
ing markets remain weak. 
"There will be a progressive buildup of staff to ensure 
that we hit the ground running," he said. 
The company last week recalled 50 workers at its 
Prince Rupert pulp mill, and expects to recall more in 
the new year. "We must commence logging operations, 
recruit new people in key roles, and conduct training, 
maintenance, nvironmental remediation and capital tie- 
in work," he said. 
Veniez also plans to meet with IWA officials later 
this week in hopes of negotiating a new contract hat 
will be in place when he wants to open the sawmill 
here, also on May 1. Approximately 200 millworkers 
have been idled since the mill closed in 2001. 
The company will also go under the name of "New 
Skeena" when it restarts operations in the spring. 
Veniez says some variation of that name will be 
used, possibly "New Skeena Forest Products", once ihe 
legalities of registering the new name are complete. 
From front 
',Cellulose" part of the 
name will go, but the 
Skeena identity - though 
tarnished in B.C. - remains 
well,known and valuable 
among international custo- 
mers. 
"Skeena as a product in 
our markets has a very, 
very strong brand 
identity," Veniez said. 
It makes no sense, he 
said,  to ditch the entire 
name because of the com- 
pany's image in this pro- 
vince as a bailed-out bas- 
ket case of a forest com- 
pany. Dan Ven lez  
"l'm going to transform 
that," Veniez said. "It's more important o build on the 
strength of our name in the markets than to be politically 
correct and change the name." 
"There's not one customer on the pulp or lumber side 
that has anything but good things to say about Skeena's 
products.', 
Cot ,nterAttack is back, for now 
How that money will be divvied up and whether Ter- 
race will see any of the cash to supplement the program 
it has planned remains to be seen. 
"I haven't heard that we are getting additional funds 
for the impaired driving campaign yet," said Terrace 
RCMP Inspector Marlin Degrand last week. 
"We were aware some time ago that it didn't look 
like the ICBC program was going to be in place this 
year so we were planning for this some time ago." 
Historically, CounterAttack money paid for five hours 
a day of overtime for highway patrol officers, which was 
then matched by the detachment. Without that money to 
pay for overtime, local detachments are finding other 
ways to make sure roadblocks continue, particularly 
throughout the holiday season. 
Walker says it means highway patrol will be working 
with regular members at rural detachments hroughout 
the northwest over the next month. 
They'll also be assisted by auxiliary police officers, 
Citizens on Patrol and a number of RCMP members vo- 
lunteering their time. Walker estimates police will be 
out on area streets about 50 per cent of the evenings in 
the next month. 
Last year ICBC gave $7 million to police province- 
wide for CounterAttack program for the year - 60 per 
cent of which would have gone to RCMP detachments 
and the remaining money to municipal forces. 
The insurance corporation and RCMP representatives 
will continue to work toward negotiating a longer term 
agreement, says McClellan& 
"We believe that for every dollar we put in the pro- 
gram we get $2.70 back," he says. "lit] reduces the num: 
bar of impaired drivers on the road, which reduces colli- 
sions which reduces claims costs which keeps premiums 
low." 
McClelland said the reduction in numbers of fatalities 
related to drinking and driving show the high visibility 
program helps save lives. 
Ninety-seven people were killed in alcohol related 
crashes in B.C. in 2000, McClelland says. That com- 
pares to 160 deaths due to alcohol related crashes in 
1993. 
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Jada's Fashions & Bridal Boutique 
will be holding their 
THURSDA X DEC. 12 
ONLY!. 
Not December 16-21 as stated in the Dec. 4ttl Terrace Standard. 
Sorry for any inconvenience. 
| 
PRINCE RUPERTNST ! Mixer" _ _ .  
SID DICKENS GarlicG°ormett '' * ~'~~nn 
, .  &More . . . .~ .~m 
Keep your vents and meter clear for a safe and carefree winter. 
When the snow needs ltoveling, it's probably a good time to tile a look at your outdoor gts mete. 
Overhead irides aM froemg rm-offcam create problems for the meter and the cotmeedons. 
If you find a bu/Id-up of'snow or ice on your meter, never kick or hit the racier in sn attempt to remove 
it If you feel the~e isa ixdmtid problem please ~ your local Psdfic Not-them Gas oflie~. 
Tips for a safe Meter 
~/Do mt =hovel mow up ~"Remove ~ icicl= from o~ad 
=o~'t your me~. =tve= nouns. 
snow blowor or plow neat a doe=£t splash m~d fieeze 
I','I r~e~r lmmow o0mpmely ~,4u  mspe~om of =dural gas 
cover your meter, rn~da tit or equipmmt daodd be done b/ 
exlu,m ~tm or ddmmys, qualified t~Imidtm. 
S•fety Tip 
Natural Gaz e#pmmt mhoCd be kela dean attd ~ ~dmt, lint, ~ ~ sawdust md I/t. 
ttr, daich not only em a Em hutd, lint could tl~o blade quilamUt sir imtkis: N~ ahmdd k 
arocmd equipment. Combust/bles must be kept awW fi~m mtttmd gas ~luilxmttt 
Smell • Problem? 
One of'the safety features at;rotund ilts is its odottr.---a smell ike roUm eggs. If you smell nattn~ 
or m~sot c.=tmn moaoxi~ your lecsl Pae, ific Nordmm Ca= oflic, immediately. "" ---.. 
CALL  YOUR LOCAL OFF ICE .  
NO DOWNPAYMENT , NO INTEREST 'tll, 
Dining Room Suite 
Was $4"50"  
.o',,s2299 
"not as shown 
TERRACE FURNITURE MART Lakelse Ave., Terrace 
2 0 0 6  , ea on ,ox * Spring & Mattress 4 Season - 
Wool /Winter  * S i l k /Sum 
Was ~ 
°638-0555° T011Freel.800.638-0530 NOW $ 1 1 4 9  Mueensize 
• ,, ~..~ ~ : .~:~.~.,,.~'~,~ 
$2~. v 
' O.A.C. =~,~o~,=.,,, 
New tow one-way fares. And daily non-stop jets to Vancouver. 
Now you can catch one of our daily non-stop jets from Terrace to Vancouver the very affordable way. 
® 
Or continue on with new lower fares to Victoria, Nanaimo, and Calgary. And collect Aeroplan Miles ~~ 
every step of the way. Now how's that for a low note? . . ,  
.148sanC°°ver sVict°ria sNanaim° CalgaryfroxlSlP ..189 _229 . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  
every business day f rom $467 from $467 - ,  
Executive Class from $391 
...... r0p  How low can we go? Book online at flyjazz.c• and save an extra $2.50 one-way. Or call your traVel agent or A r Canada at: 1-888-2_247-2262 Hearing-impaired (TTY): 1-800-361-8071 Ae  [an @ 
i i i i  i i i  i i  i i 
Fares are one-way, valid el time of printing and apply to' new bookings only. Taxes NAV CANADA; Insurance and fuel SUrcharges apply/and airport fee8 ate not Included. Air Travellers Security charge of up to $12 (one.way) not Included. A 10-day advance purchaLSe Is requln~l. Tickets ; 
are non-refundable. Seats are limited and subJecl to availability. Fares may vary depending on date of depadure, Unless 0the~lSe specified, flights may be operated by either Air Canada or Jazz Air lnc. M.b.a. Air Canada Jezzr"). Other conditions apply. AeSOpian w Is a Trademark of ~ 
Aeroplan Limited Pednershlp, Air Canada Jazz IS a Trademark el Air Canada. 
Heritage Park and millennium pathway also shininq 
The old bridge lights up 
RESIDENTS GATHERED 
at three Ideations Dee. 8 to 
welcome community ef- 
forts to brighten the night 
with Christmas lights. 
The Public Dreams 
Committee was first on the 
list 5:30 p.m. that night 
when its lights outlining 
|be old Skeena bridge 
were turned on. 
The centrepiece is an 
illuminated large version 
of the city's Kermode bear 
logo installed on the 
bridge itself. 
It was crafted by weld- 
ing students at Northwest 
Community College. 
Inside the bear and also 
lit up are the numbers '75,' 
signifying the 75Oh anni-. 
versary of the city's incor- 
poration. 
College welding in- 
structor Peter Haigh said 
the idea grew out of a 
meeting with the Public 
Dreams Committee. 
The students, Dan 
Praught, Major William- 
son, Myles Sampson and 
Darren Connolly, worked 
from a design made to 
scale. 
Haigh said the number 
75 can be  removed once 
the anniversary is over, 
paving the way for other 
symbols to be displayed as 
the years go on. 
Just 30 minutes after 
the old bridge was lit up, 
the lights went on at the 
millennium pathway cour- 
tesy of the Terrace Beauti- 
fication Society and at the 
gazebo, courtesy of the 
Terrace Rotary Club. 
And at the same time, 
lights Heritage Park took 
on a Christmas glow 
thanks to the Terrace 
Tourism Society. 
Santa was on hand, as 
were refreshments. 
The night before, La- 
kelse Ave. sprang to life 
with a Christmas parade 
featuring a large number of 
floats. Music and refresh- 
m.~nts f~?~+~ at the 
G~orge i:~'~ftii~!~:"M e m or i a 1 
~t+ , I -': z , ,',,++;'~ ; 
YarK. ; ~ ~'+,~P 
;And don't forget the 
Christmas lights decora- 
tion contest sponsored by 
iii:!ii!!!ii+!ii!i'!  
~;~i ¸ ::;i~ + 
STUDENT WELDERS at Northwest Community Col- 
lege crafted the large Kermode bear logo and the 
number 75 located inside of it which now grace the 
old Skeena Bridge. The work of Dan Praught, Major 
I 
The Terrace Standard, the 
B.C. Northern Real Estate 
Board, the Terrace Beauti-. 
fieation Society and local • 
businesses. 
There are four categor- 
ies - best home, best ef- 
fort, best apartment/mobile 
and  best  
business/commercial. You 
can nominate yourself or 
other people. 
The entry deadline is 
Dee. 16 and judges provi- 
ded by the B.C. Northern 
Real Estate Board and the 
Wiiliam'son. Myles Sampson and Darren Connolly 
complement the Christmas lights which now illumi- 
nate the bridge thanks to the work of the Public 
Dreams Committee. They were turned on Sunday. 
beautification society will 
be out Dec. 18. 
Entries can be faxed to 
The Terrace Standard at 
638-8432 or mailed to us 
at 3210 Clinton St., Ter- 
race, B.C., VSG 5R2. 
They can also be 
emailed to The Terrrace 
S tandard ,  a t 
newsroom@terr acestanda r 
d.cora. 
We'll also be glad to 
list places you've run 
across that others will also 
.. enjoy.. 
Work sche Juled to start soon 
for dialysis t nit at the hospital 
TERRACE-BASED Progressive Ventures has won a 
$378,000 contract o turn the old administration wing at 
Mills Memorial Hospital into a six-station hemp dialysis 
ward. 
Work is to start as soon as possible to have it finished 
by next March. That's to fit a timetable for the installa- 
tion of dialysis equipment leading to a late spring open- 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, December 11, 2002 " A3 
Conceived by the former NDP government, the dialy- 
sis unit was halted by the Liberals after they were first 
elected in the spring of 2001. 
But the project was revived earlier this year after in- 
tensive lobbying efforts. 
The money comes from the provincial government but 
it will be operated by the Northern Health Authority on 
ing. behalf of the Provincial Health Services Authority which 
"We're.::p'leas.e4 that a contractor has,.,now, been is| respons'ible for province-wide specialty services. 
named for this project, and that work will now get under- +" 
way," Skeena ML~ 'Roger. Harris.. +iaid .la.st w.+eek. ,,"~,,:s, 
Northwesterners with kidney illnesses have either had 
to move away for life-saving dialysis or, if they were 
medically able, undergo it at home. 
is++: NEID  : .eNreRPRUS 
m iiii +++ ! 
i!ii!i~ii 
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I 
ALUMINUM 
CHRISTMAS 
. . . . .  " . . . .  :+' " . , , , ,  :+  :+:: : : .+'-7 
Running Boards 
Tool Boxes 
Mud Flaps 
Headache Racks 
Box Liners 
And Much More! 
i iProgressive Ventures was one of 11 bidders for the~ 
w+0rk, says health :authoriiy official Mark K+irjaluoto,ill 
"'They were the low bidders," he added. All told, the 
project from start to commissioning is to cost nearly $1.5 
million. 
Ends Dec 31101 
Your Christmas 
donation guide 
HERE ARE some ways you can help others enjoy 
their Christmas. 
Light up the tree 
HELP THE Terrace Child Development Centre 
purchase specialized equipment for kids by spon- 
soring a red, silver or gold light on the Tree of 
Lights in the Skeena Mall. 
Purchases can be made up until Dec. 16. Tax re- 
ceipts are available. 
It's a special meal 
THE BREAD of Life Soup Kitchen is hosting a 
party and dinner for families and individuals who 
would not otherwise have a Christmas meal. 
Tax deductible financial donations can be made 
to RR3, S-3A A-10, Terrace, B.C. VSG 4R6, or by 
calling 635-2807. The soup kitchen is operated 
year round by volunteers from the Seventh Day 
Adventist Church. 
Salvation Army appeal 
THE SALVATION Army delivers hampers filled 
with all the fixings for a Christmas meal and gifts 
for children to hundreds of local families. Volun- 
teers seeking your generous upport will be ringing 
bells and manning kettles at various locations 
around Terrace, including the Skeena Mall and 
other major retail locations. 
The Sharing Tree 
Gifts for the Sharing Tree can be dropped off at the 
offices of the Mix, CJFW, and NTV. You're asked 
to donate an unwrapped, new gift for a child, teen 
or adult for distribution by the Salvation Army. 
Terrace Totem Ford is filling its Sharing Truck 
with gifts and non-perishable food items as part of 
the campaign. 
Send a gift to a child 
IMAGINE Christmas morning without any gifts 
under the tree. Thanks to Terrace Anti-Poverty, and 
its Christmas Campaign partners, Zeilers, the Bar- 
gain Shop, and other local groups, that doesn't 
have to happen. You can purchase a gift or article 
of clothing for a local child or teenager through the 
Children's Christmas campaign. 
Select a gift tag containing a child's ages first 
name and clothing size from one of the trees de- 
corated at Zellers or the Bargain Shop and pur- 
chase a gift. Volunteers will wrap and distribute 
the gifts. 
Donations can also be dropped off at Terrace 
Anti.Poverty, located at 4628 Park Avenue. 
Shelter dinner 
THE TERRACE emergency shelter at 2812 Hall 
St. is hosting a Christmas meal Dec. 22 from 2 p.m. 
to 5 p.m. 
Donations of food are gladly accepted. The shel- 
ter also appreciates donations of winter clothing, 
especially coats, boots, t0que's'and glOves: + ' ': 
as to ser~,+..and, to ci+an:on.:Dec+ 22 arei also nee- 
ded. 
Please call the shelter at 635-5890. 
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S TABARD 
IT'S NOT exactly a gripping title, "Report on 
the 2002 Budget Consultation Process," but its 
content is a must-read for us all and particularly 
for provincial finance minister Gary Collins 
concerning what it has to say about rural B.C. 
The report comes from the Select Standing 
Committee on Finance and Government Ser- 
vices, struck by the provincial legislature to 
take comment from the public and then to re- 
commend how the province should structure its 
budget next year. This past fall, the committee 
made up of 11 Members of the Legislative As- 
sembly (the sole NDP MLA was Joy MacPhail) 
received 303 oral and written submissions. 
From those submissions, the committee re- 
leased four recommendations. What's startling 
is that each of the four recommendations speaks 
to the condition rural B.C. is in nowadays. 
Equally as startling is the admission by the 
committee that provincial budget cuts have af- 
fected rural B.C. far more than in the cities. 
In the committee's words, "The situation is 
becoming critical for resource-dependent com- 
munities hit hard by the combined impact of the 
government's restraint program and the current 
economic uncertainty in forestry and the mining 
sector." 
The committee advocates assistance for rural 
communities, more money for schools, making 
transportation a top priority to develop natural 
resources and restoring child care subsidies (cut 
this year by the province) to make it possible 
for lower income people to find and keep work. 
While a northern response to this might be 
"Tell us Something We don't know'," the com- 
mittee's report should give pause to Mr. Collins 
and his advisors embarked as they are on their 
ideologically driven budget-making journey. 
What the province has done is cut jobs and 
services in rural areas which traditionally have 
provided stability in times of natural resource 
economy downturns. We can argue all we want 
about whether it makes sense to artificially sup- 
port small-town B.C. or not, but the simple fact 
remains that when a place like Terrace loses, as 
it has this year, at least 60 provincial govern- 
ment jobs, everybody hurts. 
To be sure, the Liberals say they have a plan 
to replace the provincial government economic 
presence with jobs from the private sector. But 
there is a gap between the former and the latter 
and when that gap is wider than first believed, 
the province has a responsibility to bridge it. 
The tricky part is that committee pays hom- 
age to the government by saying it should conti- 
nue its plan to balance the budget and to cut 
spending. That sounds like more bad news for 
rural B.C. But it is bad news that should be buf- 
fered by giving the committee's recommenda- 
tions due and proper consideration. 
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,, brother pays P is final tr ibute 
HELFERSKIRCI-IEN, GER- __  inevitable with every ounce of going onpub crawls with me. 
MANY - His blood pressure ~iiiii strength left in his weakened Sunday morning, Nov. 10. 
had dropped to 35 over 25. He i~ii body. His five sons, Edi, The- The phone call comes at about 
didn't look much like the bro- i mas, Andi, Holger, Stefan and 6:20 a.m. Karl Heinz is fading 
thor anymore I had known all I continue our death watch at fast. Thomas gets there first, 
my life. his bedside, just in time to witness my bro- 
I had received the kind of Flashback: April 1945. The thor's last few breaths. Death 
phone call one dreads from German army, beaten and de- comes at 7 a.m. My other ne- 
one of my brother's five sons. moralized is in full retreat, phews and I get there at 7:10 
Their dad had taken a turn for Thousands of German soldiers a.m. 
the worse, and was in inten- stream through Stadtprozelten. We all take a last look at 
sive care in an induced coma. Many throw their weapons into him and are finally able to cry. 
Next day, I was in Germany. ~ the river Main that flows by the Flashbacks: I think of the 
Thursday, Nov. 7: The sight . _  ^:.. , . ,~.  . . . . .  [] town. Those who can get them, good times we had together. I
- 'ROM :THE : :CAPITAL of my brother hooked up to do- 1 change into civilian clothes, think of the time he and I went 
zens of wires and tubes, sub- HUBERT BEYER We haven't heard from my on a week-long trip on his mot- 
ject to forced breathing, his brother since he left for the orcycle. I think of the time he 
eyes occasionally open, but at about 35 over 25. Whenever front. My mother asks the odd gave his little brother 20 marks 
empty, without recognition be- he opens his eyes, I hope in soldier what conditions in Cze- so he could take a few more 
cause of likely brain damage, vain for some sign of recogni- choslovakia are like. Dehuma- rides at the midway. 
the result of not enough oxy- tion. They remain empty, star- nized by the horrors of war, I think of the times he and I 
gen reaching the brain, made ing through me. some tell her cruelly that if the went pub-crawling, coming 
me seek refuge in memories. Flashback: October 1944. Russians haven't killed her son, home in the wee hours of the 
Flashback: lt's 1938. Karl Mother, Karl Heinz and I sit in the Czechs urely have. All me. morning, able to sleep only a 
Heinz, 11, six years older than our tiny kitchen~living room in ther has left is tears, couple of hours before we had to 
me, and I are in a beautifuI Ba. Stadtprozelten, a small village Saturday evening, Nov. 9. report for work in our dad's bu- 
varian village at the foot of the in northern Bavaria, to which The machine keeps Karl Heinz siness. 
Alps. we had been evacuated to es- breathing. His blood pressure I think of how his eyes lit up 
We were sent here because cape the increasingly heavy air ~ .keeps,hoveringrjust thislside of and how he hugged+ime, :avery 
mother was sick: Ah, what raidson Duesseidorf)" +~ '+death:'We Wish it. were.over ,timelvisitedhim~omC-anada,,!,~ 
memories oJ; kids from the city, Karl Heinz has to leave next and feel guilty for it, even think of the 67 years l had my . 
seeing the majesty of the Alps day for the Russian front, though there is no hope. We brother. What great years they 
for the first time, of riding on which by now is in Czechoslo- leave at about 11 p.m., asking were. 
oxen-pulled wagons piled high vakia. He is 15 years old. In its the nurse to phone if my bro- The day my brother went 
with hay, of harvesting and last throes, the Hitler regime is thor's condition worsens, into a coma, a little boy was 
thrashing grain, of collecting drafting children as cannon Flashback: September 1953. born to his youngest son, Ste- 
fresh eggs in the morning, of ri- fodder for a madman's dream. My brother's first son, Edi, is fan. My brother has left, Marie 
ding horses and milking cows .  Saturday morning, Novem- born. l'm an uncle for the first has arrived. Another cycle is 
Friday, Nov. 8: The attend- ber 9. It's been more than 24 time. Somehow, I feel older, if complete. 
ing doctor says it's a matter of hours that the doctor thought not more responsible. To the Beyer can be reached at: 
an hour or two, but my brother my brother would last no more dismay of Regina, my sister-in- E-mail: hubert@coolcom.com; 
stubbornly refuses to die. His than a few hours. As in life, he law, I keep getting my brother Tel (250) 381-6900; Web 
blood pressure remains teady refuses to give up, fighting the into trouble by talking him into http://www.hubertbeyer.com 
B) oadway ligl- ts in Thornhill 
THORNHILL JUNIOR Sec- posting future triumphs when trying to do in the bigger 
ondary School now sports a one of the school's bands or picture." 
Broadway-style marquee on its sports teams wins their next He enjoys showing off his 
front wall announcing school provincial or national award, school, and welcomes anyone 
events to passing motorists The school's November 21 who wishes to stop in a visit 
travelling Highway 16. parent-teacher interviews on- his school. 
My first thought when I saw joyed the best ever parent The marquee is connected 
the scrolling words in orange turnout. Were parents respond- to a computer. Words appear at 
light bulbs was, "Good grief! ing to the marquee's reminder? the touch of a keyboard. Mes- 
Five schools closed, kids Were parent numbers the re- sages must be readable to the 
crammed in classrooms, half suit of a series of introductory passing motorist, so will be ten 
their equipment doesn't work, meetings last June with in- words or less. Watch for a new 
yet the school district has i coming Grade 8's when par- message once or twice a week 
money for a doodad." ents and students talked about depending upon need and rele- 
I ii | I :[elgEe"l-" [ ]  : I  12[eIo~.,I L~ My second thought was un- what you need to do to suc- vance. Fresh messages will ap- 
printable in a family newspa- CLAUDETTE SANDECKI ceed in junior high school? pear when dates pass. 
per. Or were parents keen to What I thought to be a 
In fact, no school board learn how well their kids were spendthrift modernization turns 
funds Went into the cost of the "increase the effectiveness of adjusting after the turmoil of out to be old hat in lower 
marquee, which is in the communication to parents and last spring? mainland schools. Sure, I 've 
$10,000 range. A smaller mar- community", a goal identified Most parents drop by the seen those climb-the-ladder- 
quee inside the school an- in the school's most recent ac- school several times a week with-an-armload -of-letters bill- 
nounces block changes and creditation carried out several ferrying kids to or from clas- boards front and center in news 
other student messages, years ago. Messages will bols- sos, sports and band practice, stories when the camera pans 
The marquee was funded ter the newsletters sent home But for the Thornhill commun- to identify the site of a news 
mainly by the Parent.Advisory to parents. Any editorial corn- ity at large the marquee offers story. 
Committee from the school's ment would get me into trou- one more way to learn what is But a scrolling message in 
share of gaming commission ble. happening at the school be- Broadway lights struck me a 
bingos. Already the marquee has yond the three R's. flamboyant and a poke in the 
The shortfall was made up announced the band's craft "The school exists in the eye during these cutback times. 
from in-school funds derived fair, parent-teacher r port card Thornhill community," says Turns out no school board 
from gym rentals and pop ma- interviews, and a Parent Advi- the principal. "It's important dollars went into this electronic 
chine sales, sory Committee meeting. The the Thornhill community un- 
The marquee's job is to principal is looking forward to derstands what the school is newsletter. 
. . . .  - • " OKA'/ 'eO PLE!CoUERY2UlR EYP_,SANP 
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CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
The Mail Bag 
Saddened at the loss 
Dear Sir: 
1 am saddened to hear that beloved artist and 
mentor Freda Diesing has passed. This past fall 
semester I have taken a Northwest coast native art 
class and had the privilege of looking at her work. 
She was an amazing artist and creator, as well as 
the mother of Northwest coast carving. She 
spearheaded a movement, an appreciation, for all 
things beautiful. 
Diandra Oliver, Vancouver, B.C. 
TERRACE-KITIMAT Hiking Club volunteers worked in November to rebuild a 200-foot section of boardwalk on the trail to Clearwater 
Lakes. The trail off Hwy 37 south of Lakelse Lake is one of 25 in the Kalum Forest District maintained up until now by the province. 
Wrecked sit 
That's the bleak future some see as the province forges ahead with its 
plan to offload or decommission forest service recreation sites and trails. 
T 
OURISM will suffer as a 
result of Victoria's plan to 
dump forest service re- 
creation sites and trails, 
critics here charge. 
Terrace Tourism president An- 
nalee Da,¢is is protesting the 
move, saying it will drastically 
cut access to some of the most 
scenic spots in the northwest. 
'C~'I')tn ,~gi'n~,the" government', to 
Ida,~tiluf~ theOh~nd~.q)'f~h~'mini- 
stry df.fo~est~,'~sfie atd. ~., ..... 
'Groups must decide by next 
week whether they will take on 
sites and trails starting next April. 
The cost of the sites is small, 
Davis argues, compared to the ty- 
pical scale of government expen- 
ditures and compared to their 
value to residents and tourists. 
Maintaining all 41  rec sites 
and trails in the Kalum Forest 
District - and upgrading some of 
them - cost the province only 
$36,000 this year. 
"It's nothing," Davis said. "It's 
less than $1,000 per site." 
"The benefits far outweigh the 
savings," adds Chris Sturrock, 
president of the Terrace-Kitimat 
Hiking Club. " I f  I were the gov- 
ernment, I 'd focus on the big 
things - not the nickel-and-dime 
issues." 
The sites are popular attrac- 
tions .for tourists and residents 
alike, he says. 
"This area is really well known 
for its hiking trails," he said. 
The decision is expected to 
save $5 million a year province- 
wide. Critics point out that by 
comparison, tourism generates 
A special report by Jeff Nagel 
nearly $90 million a year for 
northern B.C. alone. 
Even the forests ministry's de- 
scription of local rec sites on its 
own web site reads like a tourism 
brochure. 
"Soak in a hotspring along the 
Douglas Channel," it says. 
"Check out interpretative trails at 
Red Sand Lake, go rock climbing 
sites around the province. 
Forests minister Mike de Jong 
called the new policy an 
"excellent opportunity" for local 
groups to get involved in man- 
aging sites that are important o 
them. 
But Davis said rather than at- 
tract new partners, the policy 
threatens to drive away existing 
Davis said she feels recreation 
sites and trails ought to be main- 
tained by Victoria as some small 
share of the resource revenue the 
province extracts from the region. 
"We've been providing the 
jobs and employment and the 
work in the north and all the 
money gets sent down south," she 
said. "This land belongs to the 
f~at, 2(2hi,~ ~t~eek~,r:;,hike,.ahistoric~, ~ones. :',:,,.~., .,:, ..... :~. . . . .  ,,,:,, people.'." , , , : ,: • 
• :~naining,,trails~ini'the',B~ar:l~alley or "The~,:don't  recognize that ~, Dissatisfaction w,ith parks a nd~ 
,snowmobile into s 'ectaculur ah ,,, community groups have been.in- . recx;eation policy, has,beeri on the 
ine areas" P volved all along," Davis said. rise on other fronts as well! . . . . .  p 
The" decision of the forests Snowmobilers, hikers, cross- She noted northwesterners are 
ministry to get out of recreation 
came as a result of the govern- 
ment-wide core services review 
aimed at cutting costs to balance 
"If I were the govern- 
ment, I 'd focus on the 
big things - not the 
n ic  ke I -and-d im e 
issues. "' 
B.C.'s budget by 2005. 
In the case of rec sites and 
trails, Victoria hopes non-profit 
users will take them over. 
If that doesn't work it will try 
commercial operators. Otherwise 
the sites and trails will be left 
user-maintained or decommis- 
sioned. 
That's the ultimate fate that 
awaits most sites, Davis fears. 
"Decommissioning basically 
means wrecked," she says. 
So far the province has had ta- 
kers for only a fraction of its tee 
country skiers have long helped 
maintain and upgrade facilities at 
rec sites. 
One of the 
latest exam- 
ples was the 
Terrac e-Ki t i- 
mat Hiking 
Club's volun- 
teer work this 
fall in helping 
rebuild more 
than 200 feet 
of boardwalk 
a long the Annalee 
Clearwater  Davis 
Lakes trail 
south of Lakelse Lake. 
But the club doesn't plan to 
sign up to formally take over the 
trails its members use. 
Road deterioration is also ex- 
pected, reducing access. 
Victoria has said some roads 
previously maintained by the for- 
est service to get to sites will be 
downgraded to "wilderness road" 
status - likely 4x4 access only - 
to save money. 
already angry about the elimina- 
tion of the campground at Ex- 
chamsiks provincial park. "It will 
be years before that will ever be a 
campground again, if ever," Davis 
said. 
And regional district directors 
are furious about the removal of a 
dock at the popular Bishop Bay 
Hotsprings recreation site south- 
west of Kitimat. 
"It's a real slap in the face," 
Kitimat director Jeanne Mon- 
aghan told a forests ministry offi- 
cial who met the regional board 
last month. "People in the north 
have so little already." 
Replacement of the dock at the 
internationally known yachting 
destination would cost $50,000 to 
$100,000, the board was told. 
• Efforts to turn the site over to 
the Hartley Bay band have 
stalled, forests ministry official 
Matthew Lamb-Yorski indicated. 
He said parks ministry officials 
have so far refused to take over 
the site, even though it's supposed 
to eventually become a park. 
From front 
Hiking club won't take over trails 
with user groups and donors to 
marshall volunteer labour and 
supplies to help rebuild sites and 
break new trails like the one to 
Gunsight Lake. 
It's clear he has a higher opi- 
nion' of the value of the sites and 
trails than the decision-makers in
government. 
And he worries new operators - 
if they materialize at all - may be 
unable to keep up with the de- 
mands without provincial cash 
and some local administration. 
"The sad part about it is we're 
going backward," Johansen says. 
"There's hundreds of thousands of 
dollars worth of infrastructure in 
this district alone." 
"It's like building a library or a 
hospital and then saying it's user- 
maintained." 
Johansen says the ministry al- 
:ready has six agreements with 
local users covering some existing 
trails, 
About half of those are with 
Kitlmat and Terrace snowmobile 
clubs for maintenance of trails 
and alpine cabins, Those cover 
Sterling Mountain, Big Cedar 
north of Terrace plus Clague 
Mountain and Robinson Ridge in 
the Kitimat area. 
There's also an agreement with 
the Snow Valley Nordic Ski Club 
to maintain the Onion Lake cross- 
country ski trails and with the Mt. 
Remo Backeountry Society for a 
cabin it operates on l.arson Ridge. 
In those agreements, the groups 
agree to provide public access in 
exchange for use of Crown land. 
Johansen expects 
to strike more agree- 
ments with the Skee- 
na Valley Snowmo- 
bile Club likely cov- 
ering Trapline Moun- 
tain and Copper 
Mountain. 
And the Kitsum- 
kalum band has expressed interest 
in taking over Red Sand Lake. 
But he is less optimistic the 
ministry will get similar deals 
with smaller hiking clubs to en- 
sure walking trails are safe and 
clear of debris, 
That's because the province re- 
quires those groups take on liabi- 
lity insurance to shield the gov- 
ernment from any claims that 
arise. "Much smaller groups may 
not be able to afford or want to 
take on the responsibility," Johan- 
sen said. "It becomes a bit of a fi- 
nancial burden upon them as vo- 
lunteers." 
Terrace-Kitimat Hiking Club 
considered signing up to maintain 
trails up Thornhill Mountain, Bur- 
nile Mountain and to a waterfall 
near the Exstew River. 
But that's now unli- 
kely. 
"it's like build- "we won't be sub- 
ing a library or a mitring any propo- 
hospital and then sals," said hiking 
saying it's user- club president Chris 
maintained." Sturrock. "We don't 
like the liability 
issues." 
"We're more than willing to 
help out, but not if it Involves us 
being sued by somebody." 
Hikers may continue to work to 
keep trails usable on an informal 
basis, he said, 
Sturrock notes there's little to 
stop rec site and trail users f rom,  
simply carrying out what mainte- 
nance they want to do themselves 
- without going through the pro- 
vince's formal process and paying 
for liability insurance. 
"If they're not monitoring the 
trails, how are they going to know 
who's  doing what to them 
anyway?" he asked. 
Liability isn't the only expense 
awaiting new operators. 
"It's the proponent's respons- 
ibility for all financial costs," Jo- 
hansen said. "If  a picnic table is 
destroyed or falls apart it will be 
the proponent's responsibility to 
replace it at their cost." 
If non-profit, non-commercial 
groups don't volunteer to take on 
sites and trails, the forest service 
says it may turn next to commer- 
cial operators, although the land 
would remain Crown land. 
If that doesn't work, the policy 
indicates trails and sites with no 
safety or maintenance problems 
could be simply left open to the 
public, 
"It will become user main- 
tained until such time it probably 
becomes a liability to the govern- 
ment and we'd go in and deacti- 
vate it," Johansen said, 
Get it in the open 
Dear Sir: 
The recent letter to The Terrace Standard by Gary 
Mills ("Too much German guilt" Nov. 20, 2002) 
elicited a curious, private response. Mills, an 
acquaintance of mine, had written that columnist 
Hubert Beyer ignores the current Israeli-Palestinian 
conflict in a guilt-ridden defence of Judaism. 
Mills then received a mailing of two photocopied 
items: Jewish gravestones spray painted with Nazi 
swastikas, and the emblem of the Jewish Defence 
League (JDL). Though unsigned, similar mailings to 
others point to a particular individual, who, it 
appears, wishes to remain anonymous. Why? 
Just above Mills's letter appeared a letter I had 
written concerning how mild, unthinking criticism can 
turn into censorship. There is a connection between 
censorship and the anonymous mailing Mills 
,received. The anonymous mailer is negligent in his 
implied threat toward Mills, ignoring what Amnesty 
International and Human Rights Watch have 
repeatedly told us about Israeli culpability in 
Palestine. And it should be noted that within Israel 
itself, Peace Now and other activist groups object to 
their government's policies against he Palestinians. 
This is not, however, to forgive the Palestinian 
suicide bombers. Both sides suffer from the excessive 
influence of extremists. Some years ago, when I was 
at university in Montreal, an Israeli Peace Now 
activist, Ari, stayed at our residence, lie told of how, 
wanting to show lsraelis how they behave toward 
Palestinians, he had dressed as.one (the head scarf) 
and behaving harmlessly had a hidden friend video 
encounters. Bigotry was amply displayed, though 
there was some sympathy too. 
After Ari showed the video, however, he received 
a visit from an agent of the Israeli security force, the 
Mossad. He was warned that if he ever did that again, 
he would not live to tell of it. 
Such intimidation is far beyond the anonymous 
mailing to Mills. Yet, the two are of a kind in the 
suppression of freedom of speech. Reprehensible 
though some of what wehear and read may be, even 
more dangerous is the prohibition of our right to 
encounter this material, as well as to present what 
some may find reprehensible. 
To press his point, the mailer to Mills uses the 
power of an organization, the JDL, though he may 
" have no connection at all wtth it. Evidently Jewtsh or 
• .at legist sympathetic to,.;Israel; either .he feels 
intimidated ,enough to prefer, anonymity,, or<he prefers 
:.. to intimidate by posing as, sordidly, a secret agent. 
I believe it is the former, and I would like to help 
him enter the form of civil debate, which is sadly 
.lacking in both Israel and Palestine. Declarations of 
background are crucial in such matters, as Canadian 
philosopher Charles Taylor has shown in his work on 
the politics of identity (it was Taylor's work on 
multiculturalism that got Trudeau to devise our 
policy, and Germany has used that work to revise its 
laws to allow non-ethnic Germans citizenship). 
Assuming the mailer to Mills needs to overcome 
his alienation over being either Jewish or pro-lsraeli, 
to help him I will describe my identity, with which he 
will find some relation and hopefully security. 
My family is highly mixed central European. My 
father's from Switzerland, truces back to Celts. But 
his grandfather married a Jew from Germany, and the 
Nazi race laws would have put him into a camp - but 
not me - though he grew up as an Evangelical 
Christian. My mother's ide is German and Hungarian 
Catholic. But also, not too far back, Moslem from the 
Balkans. When 1 described this recently, it was 
commented, "A real Canadlan."A compliment, 
obviously. 
What makes a real Canadian is the ability to 
transcend ethnicity for civility. I have sympathy for 
Israel and for Palestine, but only in the respect of 
each for human rights. Canada's gift to the world is 
the thinking around how to create the multicultural 
.political entity. Germany has accepted it. Are Israel 
and the whole of the Moslem world next7 Let us 
hope. Perhaps, then, the mailer to Mills will find the 
courage to enter the debate, knowing another shares 
at least some of his background and concerns. Only in 
turning from intimidation to goodwill and reason is 
any sane solution found. 
David Heinimann, Terrace, B.C. 
Let's be neutral 
Dear Sir: 
We should not remain a pawn for the U.S., 
expected to automatically join them in their 
aggressive posture to the world. 
Being neutral would assure an unprecedented and 
far reaching respect for Canada. Let the States arm 
and let them harvest he terror that they are nurturing 
around the world. 
We should not fear. We are not fostering enemies 
as our neighbours. Our greatest concerns as Canadians 
is the subtleness and creeping sphere of dominance 
by the indiscriminate marauders outh of our border, 
that on more then one occasion has threatened 
Canada with bombing. With friends such as this, need 
we look further for enemies. 
How about a referendum on whether or not Canada 
should be a nation of neutrality? 
D. L. Bulleid, Terrace,  B.C, 
About the Mail Bag 
The Terrace Standard welcomes letters. Our 
address is 3210 Clinton St,, Terrace, B.C. VSG 
5R2, You can fax us at 250-638-8432 or e-mall 
us at standard@kermode.net, No attachments, 
please. We need your name, address and 
phone number for verification, Our deadline is 
noon Friday or noon Thursday if it's a,long 
weekend. 
i" f 
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er it lovely, and grow to love it, like your 
seniors do. 
As for finding time for this, easy. The 
last time I was there, three of the four 
days, were spent at night in the ER sim- 
ply because of staff shortage. Now there 
is an empty room, a nice place to start, 
and I am sure you would not hear a single 
senior citizen complain. 
Senja Pledge, Terrace, B.C. 
been discharged. 
But most of all the nurses need our 
love and humble admiration. They are de- 
voted to the care of us mostly creaking 
and cranky aging citizens, who really 
love our hospital and the staff. 
As for the floors being dirty, think of 
the women who daily scrub each floor, 
polish and clean the toilets, share love 
and laughter, and m general brighten our 
Let's paint the hospital 'ltar"atl'eR"°ntim 
Need to re-work the layout of your business space? :::!:'!:i: ank YOUr [;: [~" ,'II~.Ij: Plannlngarenovation?LetAltematlveRenovatl0ns 
YO ~!: ~ help you with your capital planning so you can 
, ,Z : ' : J  U I ~~: : I I :  '~ CORRESPONDENCE FOR 'THE TERRACE STANDARD ~ ~ b e r  ono: ~our cusmmm. 
Tothreestr°keS'lmanyofour The ailBag i1o=;,o,,o I can truly say l II Support have spent long 
hours in hospitals. : ~: : . :  ::::, • On budget e- . . . . . . .  
I ~ U !  • Detailed pro oct anolysi, ...~,~,o,x~, II wot,c,v  , --~.i~j:.:,'" .,nsiderotosbythehourorbycontroct ~ l~4tat~-~4 senior citizens, I 01~osglgn~net Tel: 250-635-4181 7-.~.~ 'e.nt~4~ 
Mills myself and my husband included, I 
Memorial Hospital, means life itself. The I will have to agree the place needs a 
bonus is a priceless gift of a very loved couple of coats of paint. I wonder what I I i i  WORKING FOR YOU 
and much dedicated and a very over- the place would look like, if you and all I I worked staff. This includes everyone from yours got together, each bought a gallon |1  (RES.) 638-1327 (OFFICE) 638-7320 
caring and considerate doctors, to the Of paint, took them up to the hospital and |1  (FAX) 638-8662 
dear people, who mop the floors, scrub went to ~vork. It would certainly improve l |  emaih ddhull@telus, net the toilets and beds after patients have the place. So much you may even consid- 
a proud sponsor  o f  
~ CITY OF TERRACE (;III|V|I-." 
Do you want absurd? 
Bear Sir: 
So, MLA Roger Harris feels Richard 
Eckert's comments regarding some of the 
proposed ways of saving money in Coast 
Mountain School District are inappropri- 
ate, in particular Mr. Eckert's choice of 
the word absurd. I think Mr. Eckert should 
be applauded for his comments. 
Absurd is a kind and gentle choice 
compared to the words I would use to 
label some of the ideas our school district 
is considering to do to "save" money. 
As an employee of Coast Mountain 
School District I can not publicly pro- 
claim what 1 think of some of the ideas. I 
do not ,believe for one minute Mr. Eckert 
feels all of the ideas are absurd but some 
of the notions that have been forwarded to 
the reconfiguration committee are just 
plain scary. Mr. Harris should ask permis- 
sion of the school board to publish the en- 
tire list in our aewspaper so the public 
can see what some of us consider absurd. 
What I think is absurd is the MLA's, 
government making promises to protect 
education and health care. Freezing the 
education budget is in fact taking money 
USK FERRY users have been spared a 
user fee for now. 
cial aid for our school district as yet an- 
other part of our community suffers at the 
hand of our elected provincial officials. 
Absurd is taking money away from our 
seniors, vcho have paid taxes all of their 
working lives and are rewarded by cuts to 
pensions and benefits to pay for tax cuts 
to the wealthy six per cent of this pro- 
vince. 
Absurd is Gordon Campbell sneaking 
in a back way at our golf course to a Lib- 
eral dinner because he's afraid of about 
50 taxpayers holding signs - scary, 
peaceful teachers and other union mem- 
bers being filmed by RCMP security ca- 
meras because we might yell something 
mean at him. Oh, wait a minute, 1 forgot 
- any gathering of more than a handful of 
people in B.C. these days is considered a
special interest group and we all know 
what that means. Spend more of our tax 
dollars filming possible trouble makers 
and threats to our government. 
Absurd is Roger Harris afraid to leave 
the entrance of his constituency office 
unlocked because only trouble makers 
want to see him. Absurd is thinking we 
out of the education coffers. Do you and are all trouble makers. 
your legislative cronies not realize that Absurd is our government becoming so 
freezing a budget means less money? power hungry and thoughtless that they 
Even this arts major can do that math. seem to actually take joy in bullying the 
How is that protection? citizens of this province while still pro- 
Absurd is giving teachers a raise and claiming prosperity is just around the cur- 
only funding one,-third o~the  money, nor and think,that:we:belieye:them. 
'" ' ....... "' ~ffr&-.,.-~ leaving strugghng~smaller.~and ruraVihs~:- Now that.~'~l~i~riJ~ ,. ,, .,,. _' 
tricts such as ours With e~/eh less money. "= :~:': ~ ~'' "f~.!,Greer'Kaiser, 
Absurd is Mr. Harris not demanding finam . . . . . . . .  Terrace, B.C. 
Usk  fe r ry  fees  put  on  ho ld  fo r  now 
the overall context of the plan and that 
was reasonable to me," said Reid. 
The $18 a month fee for people using That still means inland ferry users face 
user fees eventually. And it also could 
very well mean other motorists will face 
tolls on roads and bridges to compensate 
for reduced government budgets. 
Reid didn't deny that a wide variety of 
user fees and tolls will be unveiled within 
her transportation strategy next year, but 
she did not confirm them either. 
"There are needs out there that don't 
fit within the existing budget," said Reid. 
the ferry to cross the Skeena River was to 
start in January but it and all other plan- 
ned fees across the province are on hold 
pending the release of a transportation 
strategy. 
Transportation minister Judith Reid 
said ferry users told her they wanted to be 
treated in the same fashion as other 
people when it comes to user fees. 
"They wanted to see how they fit into 
'E ARE SOLUTIONS 
IND WE CAN HELP 
I & Business Bankruptcy 
d Counselling 
Appointments 
Monthly Terms 
'Proposals 
s Revitalization 
:O/tmA r/ON PACKAGE 
CONSUt rAnmv 
sonalized Service Call 
250)614-4053 
-800-665-5595 
Under Bylaw No. 1313-1993, and amendments 
thereto, every municipal street and road is desig- 
nated as a snow removal route, and parking on 
them is prohibited during the winter months, from 
November 15th to April 1st. 
Any vehicle that impedes snow removal and/or 
road maintenance work on any snow removal 
route can be towed. 
Also, it is an offence to place snow from any pri- 
vate property onto the road right-of-Way; it creates 
drainage blockages and interferes with routine snow 
plowing and/or road maintenance• 
FRIDAY N IGHT 
• SHOPUNTIL ] ] :00  RIMI,::( r 
Atoll 4Ge~ma,s I~ti0ns:&:sonn~s~Coileitabies 
1:'. I~;'I . A t ti:i :~; i ! .Fe /#~y~;  I}:!:i:., ~{: 
• : , :: 
,:%. 
• i~,q, 
~i . . :  
• ~ 
Terrace Crime Stoppers are asking for help to 
solve an arson to a ditch digger/excavator on 
Thornhill Mountain Trail near Terrace, B.C. 
On November 23rd, 2002, a tracked 
excavator was located on fire on Thornhill 
Mountain Trail. The fire appears to have:~:i 
started at about 5:30 a.m. in  the ca61:::i 
compartment, i t  spread to  the  iengi~e:ii:i 
compartment and  the vehicle rendered(  I
fuseless. No  one was injured. The vehicleAs::? 
valued at approximately $140,000.00 : .~ 
The cause o f  the fire has not yet been 
determined but appears suspicious. : :;/ii!il 
Ter race  Cr imestoppers  wants  :yo:urlii~ii;~ 
information,: not :your name. Any informat on:is!!~¢ 
valuable and may lead to the arrest::!arl 
conviction of the offenders. ~ ..... 
Crime Stoppers offers e cash reward of up to $1.000.00 for 
Information leading to an arrest and chargos b01ng laid egalnst 
en Indiv idual  in this or  o thor  unsolved cr ime.  If you have any 
in format ion  call Cr ime Stoppers  et 635-TIPS that's 635-8477, 
Callers wi l l  not  be required to reveal their  Identity nor  testify In 
court.  Cr ime Stoppers does  not subscr ibe to call display. 
Call 635-T, IPS I 
|~CLmmerc? : l  • Liability : Jet Boats '6S~l  
[k  CO Mobile Homes- Travel ~ ,~ 
- -  .g~t~ . . . . . .  • ' I -i 
. . . . .  . . . . . . .  t 
I 1-800-335-8088 i 
1 250-635-5232 1 
i Fax: 250-635-3288 I 
4635 Greig Avenue, Terrace, B.C. (Next To SA.AN) i 
~i~ ii!! ~i:i. ~i. .... 
U. !!ii:'F :~: '::ii~ 
IIm'l 
, i~i~. 4~, ~: '  
I ] ~ii:" x.~:" 
" NO-NO-NO!  " 
No Interest For six months °'c 
No Downpayment, 
No Parnents, 
on every~ing instom! / 
: L: 
,or,e  rson n our 
Bring one home for the holidays• 
Totem Furniture has a h,ge selection of La.Z-Boy recliners 
and chairs for those busy boys and girls on ),our list 
~*"~;~*~ ..... I Come and check out the selectwt" and long lasting comfort ~ ~, ~ , 
~~ I t~ot h., made La.Z.Boy legendary. Chair styles and sizes to fit I ~I~L~ 
~ ] [ ~  eveo,one with unbelievably low prices to fit your holiday budget I .~ :~.~: t :~~ ~ . ~  I .~ ,~,  I '~,,~ll l '~:,~*-' 
l Stort, ng at only 4. IV i/~,~¢~ 
~ ~ #  TOTEM FURNITURE & APPLIANCES 
~- I i i~  ,ot=~u~,t..~.~v,oo.m-mo ~ 
I~  Pendragon Computers Inc. ~ I WE ARE ~ . ~ I 
l~--"~r%.J .  . . . .  ' m iCARR~ MORE J "~ In~l P4 20 Ghz I~ lammL I 
ll]k~Td...U6...~.~dl~'. 103-4716 ~] leAve .  Terrace B.C. ItkF'4~'~J~l I ~ ]  • 286MBPC2100DDRSdram I ! l l#  i ~  1 
l " r  " ' " ' "  Te1:(250)635-3362 ~,t ' - ] l~ l l  I 5OFTWARE FOR ~ • 40GBHardDdve \ I ~  ! ~  I 
I CONPAn E-Maihpendragon1986@telus.net ~ I  . . . .  T;L_  -z~ • ,sx2,x,sco.,w ~ ~ I 
I www.pendragoncomputers.com - -~- -  j 6,t,.LOtm~o ~),~¢,~ ; 4eX CO.aftm . . . . .  ~,.. ~ II , .E , , .o . ,  ,n . ,  . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  , 
• USB 2.0 Supportl 
I I / q  ~ . . . . . .  AMD 1800. Athlon XP ~ ~)~Y~'~b ~, • 56k V.92 Modem Gatewa 500Sb • ,,1o,., y 
I I I I  ~ ~ ,: / ' ~ ~ Q ¢ ,  : ,X  101100 Network Card I • 256MB PC2100 DDR Sdram ~ • 
I I~1  1 "th!°~ • 40GB Hard Drive /¢ r , '~ / /  ~-~ ~l ~ • Optical Mouse end Keyboard L . . . . . . . . . . . .  I 
~qmll,;" .~:  • 40XCD-RW • Windows XP Home ,,..cu ~uppty 
• NForce Graphics I • Work Suite 2002 and Norton Antlvlrus . . . . . . .  I 
I . USB.,2;0S...ppo~ ~ [ ~ [ U } • 19"  Daytek  Mon i to r  and Speakers  ~ / ~ O ,q4  I 
l • OUR V.~ l muut l l l l  | [ I l l  | i i i la  | ~"  e l  ,1 .  l i l~  ~L~ .~ ~ ' / i  i ~ iw•  1 
! Compaq 6310CA 101t00 Ne..t.t.t.twork Card . . \,~-~ k ,~/  .Gateway SO0Sb Only I 
l • Compaq Mouse and Keynoaro v.v".~, \ J .~"/  . . . . .  t -  . . - - , , ~ • " . . . . . . . . .  \-'C,,_ \ / u IT,n,.,~d,~ t,~ ,~ 1~ II"~l~ /renoragon has certified teehmemns, I 
I ~ -w ,~  . I "  t~  OAr  • Norton internet Security and more software ,.. x~ j  ~ '~. J  ~ ~ . . . . . . .  | on stall" for installation, servicing i 
7~ , ,, 3; r zazranez[oromy I ~1~,' JV " / i l~  J~'  19 Daytek Mon i to r  and Speakers  "~.~)  Jeer  ~ ,~ / and virus removal. I 
I, O. J [ -  ~m t ~[.~L~* Monitor and speakers not exactly as shown ~ $250.00.* I Serving the community since 1986. I | 
,i 
i • 
I r le  le r race  otanaara, vveanescla~,, Lsecemoer  i I , ,  ZUL / / -  / -k /  
The 
SAFEST WAY 
to save 
Fiavoured Soft Drink 
Selected Varieties, Regular 
or Diet, 2 Litres ..°.. 
Plus deposit, enviro levies where applicable. 
card price 
r~ 
ea  
I 
cara price 
Whole Pork Picnic 
Fresh, Hock On, 2.18/Ib ~5220.0 
Prices ef fect i  
• " ' "  - r "  " " -  ~i~::~ ~ , 
Western Family . rl~ ~m~m~  Russet Potatoes 
Shrimp Ring .c~ 
Fully Cooked, Frozen, Thaw & Serve, 
227g 92,72~ , j ,  
l ocat ion  f rom Wednesday ' to  Saturday,  December  11 to  14, 2002.  f,.j 
I ) 
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Feds pony up 
$1 million for 
job training 
A FEDERAL job re-train- 
ing program has received a
$1 million infusion in the 
northwest. 
The exlra money puts 
the program budget at $9.3 
million this year. 
As it is, the budget had 
already been increased by 
a $1 million from the year 
before to reflect the north- 
west's economic downturn. 
The extra money came 
from other regions of the 
province which haven't 
experienced the kind of 
unemployment the north- 
west is going through, said 
zations and local govern. 
ments protested when the 
training money ran out in 
the summer, saying more 
help was needed in recOg- 
nition of the economic 
downturn here.~ 
Part of the pressure for 
more money came when 
employment insurance 
benefits for laid off Skeena 
Cellulose workers began to 
run out in late summer. 
Kimery first began ask- 
ing for extra money in late 
summer .  
That request coincided 
with an already-scheduled 
Chair is from Kitimat 
LONG-TIME Kitimat trustee Peter King has been 
elected school board chair, beating out the other 
nominee for the job, Terrace trustee Diana Penner. 
Trustees voted by secret ballot at the new 
board's inaugural meeting Dec. 4. 
Trustees split when it came to electing a new 
vice chair, resulting in a three-way tie between o- 
minees Penner, newcomer Nicole Bingham and 
Kitimat incumbent Barry Pankhurst 
The three nominees opted to serve as rotating 
chairs for the coming year rather than remove one 
of the nominees for a second ballot. 
Pankhurst was also elected as the Coast Moun- 
tains School District's delegate to the B,C. Public 
Schools Employers' Association, which represents 
school districts in contract negotiations. His alter- 
nate is Stewart rustee Donna Caruso, a newcomer 
who unseated incumbent Les Deacon-Rogers. 
Incumbent Terrace trustee Hal Stedham will re- 
present Coast Mountains trustees on the B.C. 
School Trustees Association. His alternate is new- 
comer Lorrie Gowen, who unseated Thornhill in-. 
cumbent Gary Turner, 
Shirley Kimery, the regio- 
nal manager for Human 
Resources Development 
Canada. 
Demand outstripped 
supply this summer due to 
the struggling northwest 
economy combined by a 
large number of people re- 
turning to school for the 
second year or third year 
of retraining programs. 
And that meant nearly 
200 people who had plans 
• to start retraining this fall 
received letters in late 
summer telling them there 
was no money available 
for them. 
Kimery said the first 
priority in early summer - 
as it is now - is to assist 
those people who had fin- 
ished the first year of two 
.or three year retraining 
programs and who had ap- 
plied for money to finish 
of f .  
"We didn't have the 
kind of slippage we norm- 
al ly do," she said of the 
unexpected high number of 
students who wanted to 
finish their training. 
In  more normal years 
when the economy was 
better, people on retraining: 
program s might not com- 
plete them for any number 
of reasonS, Kimery ,added,.. 
"If they were laid off, 
the lay off might have 
been shorter or something 
else may have come up. 
This year that didn't 
happen," she said. 
The extra $1 million 
will have a greater etrain- 
ing impact because the 
budget year concludes in 
four months, Kimery 
added. 
Successful applicants 
first have to have their 
plans approved by agen- 
cies contracted out by 
Human Resources Deve- 
lopment Canada. 
Kimery said her people 
quickly contacted those 
agencies last week when 
the $1 million news came 
through. 
She noted that the pro- 
gram emphasis is to assist 
people to obtain new jobs 
and should not be consid- 
review of the budget situa- ~ I 
tion at Human Resources [ ( . l | l | Y l l : l~  ~JE  911~--] 
Development Offices / 4UB===B}mu=m.=(~ I~_qr~m~l / l IW~ I 
around the province. L " )  IU I  n ' I . lS , , )  
I 
:' 
Dean Jarrefl 
Your health matters. 
Come visit our Pharmacy 
I would love to talk to 
you about your health 
care needs. 
Monday- Friday 
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. 
• " i.~.,, ~ "~'~-- • 
. . . . . . . . .  
Because the lingerie 
really is for you, Jim 
And you, Bill. And Ed, And Fred. 
And Joe and George and Mike and Mark. 
Those diamond studs - those are for het___£'! 
Business Programs 
Whether you are entering the business world, staffing your own business 
or updat ing your off ice skills, our Business Technology program will help. 
New semester begins in February with classroom and online learning options. 
Apply now - Business Adminlstration evening classes staff in January: 
• Account ing 151 - -  Fundamentals of Financial Account ing 
Weld ing  - -  Space  Still Ava i lab le  
Trades are a growing labour sector 
in BC. You determine your study 
schedule In our sel f -paced 
Welding C, B and A t icket courses. Take a closer look. 
You, BE THE JUDGE. 
Blame it on the parents! ~. . ,  , 
"Hurry up and get dressed, dear. And ~ , ~ Y O U !  _~7 
please turn off the television. It's Ryan's ~ E S ~  --' be. the  
graduation ceremony and you're glued to the ~ _ II B i i~ l l~ lHg~ 
news," Mrs. Milne coaxed her husband. ~ V  t , , I  ~ .4 i i~ l ,w  
Mr. Milne grabbed his tie. "There's been ~ ~ _ . . . .  ,*,-  
another forest fire just outside of town." ~ r.~v c=,.~,~ ~,~,r~,~: ,,
"That's awfull But can we focus on Ryan's Mrs. Milne fought back the tears. Oh 
graduation tonight? I'll go and see if he's up." 
"He's a big boy, Sandy. Don't coddle him. 
it's amazing that he graduated from high 
school the way you baby him." 
Mr. Milne tripped on his way to closet. 
"Geez, Sandy," he grumbled as he picked up 
a toy fire truck. "Does Ryan STILL plays with 
this thingl" 
"Honey, you know how he loves fire 
trucks. Ryan will never be like other 19 year 
olds, not with his developmental problems. 
He's doing very well working at the diner. 
He's not going to be a doctor or a lawyer. We 
have to be realistic." 
Mr. Milne's eyes were sad. "Realistic. 
Great." He looked back at the TV. "Hey, 
they've caught the guy who started all the 
fires." 
Then his eyes went wide. 
"And in custody is Ryan Milne from 
Springtown." 
Mrs. Milne shrieked, "No, It can't bel" 
Mr. Milne let out a deep breath. "Let's just 
get to the police station. We'll call our lawyer 
from the car." 
When they arrived at the station, Ryan 
was in tears. "1 just wanted to see firefighters 
in action. They're so brave and st=eng." 
RyanP' 
Mr. Milne turned to the officer. "You have 
to understand, officer, Ryan is not like other 
19 year olds." 
The police didn't press charges. But the 
Milnes' troubles had only begun. 
"We're being suedl" Mr. Milne's hands 
shook as he studied the summons. "The 
people who lost property in the fire say we 
were negligent parents." 
IN THE COURTROOM 
"Your Honour," the property owners 
began, "Ryan is emotionally and socially 
immature even though he's an adult. His 
parents should have supervised him more 
closely. Instead, he was out at night setting 
forest fires. The Milnes are responsible for 
the damage." 
Mr. Milne fought back. =Despite his 
problems, Ryan is of average intelligence. 
He's an adult and has no history of setting 
fires. No one could have expected this. Are 
we supposed to keep him under constant 
surveillance?" 
Are the parents responsible? Youl Be 
The Judge. Then look below for the court's 
decision. 
I TERENCE WRIGHT: LAW OFFICES 
TRIAL LAWYER S~NCE ~9~ 
Serving the Pacific Northwest 
TERENCE WRIGHT 
Cr imina l  and  Fami ly  Law and Civ i l  L i t igat ion  
Free Initial Interview for I.C.B.C. and 
Personal Injury Claims 
201-3219 Eby Street, Terrace, B.C. VSG 4R3 
Phone: 638-0354 Fax: 635-2919 
YOU! BE THE JUDGE - DECISIOH: '~he parents are not liable," held Judge Norman. "Just because Ryan Is 
immature doesn't mean his parents needed to supervise him constantly. Ryan finished high school and 
had a Job. There was no reason to susp~ he couldn't be busted. R/an is safely accountable. It's beside 
the point that he lacks the money to compensate the victims." 
Tt~lay's cohrom is h;c~t,d on a Ct,,e froin ndlish Othanb[a. If you have a sindlat problem, pl~;~.~ cont,.¢l TERENCE wt~l(;ifr or mod~er I~¢i~r in you r
provt,o2. We ,are proud to bring you .~,v~ of the current legal K~ues from acro~ d~e ceuntr/for di.mL~on ,'rod ebate. To provide compelling reading w 
ha~ ficdorod z~, d:e n,,'u~ d~e characters and die ~narios in d~e C:L~e, Any r~embl;mce toreal people is purely colnddenb'd. In tie inten~ ofdadly 
:ma ~re~tly, roe teg;d t.~ue~ mme ~e na~ m~n greatly ~uct'd aM simplified. Clare lkmstdn is a la~er ,and natlon,.dly s ndieat~ col Imll St. 
Col,yrlght 2002 H,'dka EnterprLce;. C31-6 
ered as a form of employ- 
ment insurance. 
Various groups, organi- 
~ EPILEPSY 
CANADA 
1-514-845-7855 
1-877-SEIZURE 
www.epilepsy.ca 
-.,~northem photo 
The Minoha 140 
Camera 
featured in the 
Dec. 4th issue of the 
Terrace Standard was 
incorrectly priced. 
The correct price 
should read: $279.95  
We appologize for 
any inconvenience. 
~ Ws~d~w~ I 
~~o~1 
"O~l~ TIRE" ~. I 
M 1.~T6'~ION ~~E,5145626 I 
~ ~beo~  01s~. .No ~l~k' 
P~ I.J~61/ZEI~iVt ~EE, 5145634 
~becd~i~l~.~.  
~6. ! '~  fl~f, S14S214 
~be ~ in ds~es.S0nv,~ r~l~. 
P0ge 6.11/7 P~.IJ/P~R ~, 51.4564.2 
Cousd Y0u. 
0m O3Y)/02.~Jzm 
I 
THIS YEAR, IT'S HEATED SEATS FOR THE BIG GUY, 
(And climate control, And 212HR And aluminum alloy wheels. And.,.) 
O~ 
An 
Financing From 
2.8°  
24 months 
THE OUTBACK H6 ANNIVERSARY EDITION will keep anyone comfortable on a cold winter's eve. it boasts Subaru's 
famed All-Wheel Drive, cou pied with a powerful 6-cylinder, 3.0 litre engine. We've also added ABS brakes, 
CD player, power steering, windows and locks, dual air bags and more. And the H6 Anniversary Edition comes in 
three unique colours, including titanium pearl monotone. It all adds up to one very special Outback. Stop by your 
nearest Subaru retailer for a test drive. After all, you're on the road more than just one night a year. 
SUBARU.  
OFFICIAL VEHICLE OF CYPRESS NOIJHTAIN 
BRIT ISH COL UM B IA  IS  SUBA R U Co  L INTRY Visit us at Www, subaru.ca 
3026 Hi! 
DLR #7041 
Terrace 
 orn tff  owrs 
TERRACE,  B.C.  
l'24.month flnandng available on all models. *Price shown Is MSRP, Indlvldualdealer may selHor 1e$$. Taxes and applknble fees are not included, 
1-8oo-559-7288 • 6es.7286 
/ ,  
News In Brief 
Internist search narrows 
HEALTH CARE officials are narrowing down their 
search to fill two vacant internal medicine speci- 
alty positions here. 
Cholly Boland, the Northern Health Authority of- 
ficial in charge of medical services in Terrace and 
Kitimat, said seven applications have been re- 
ceived. "Two of them are very strong," said Bo- 
land of the applications in hand. 
The area has traditionally had two internal medi- 
cine specialists, but that number dropped to one 
when Dr.: Michael Kenyon moved to Nanaimo in 
2001, leaving Dr. Barrie Phillips as the sole spe- 
cialist. 
A search for a 'replacement has been on-going 
since then and health authorities decided this year 
to recruit a third specialist. 
While there's more than enough work for two in- 
ternists but nat enough for three the plan is to find 
a third one who also has an interest in kidney ail- 
ments. That's based on the opening next year of a 
six-station herno dialysi's unit at Mills Memorial 
Hospital. 
Opposing Kyoto 
TERRACE's business community is solidly against 
Canada's implementation f the Kyoto Accord to 
slow the trend of global warming. 
The Terrace and District Chamber of Commerce 
sai a ~35 respondents o a survey of its members 
op  :J d Kyoto. 
Ovc~ 90 per cent of the people who returned our 
survey said they did not want to see the accord ra- 
tiffed this year and they wanted to see a made-in- 
Canada solution," chamber president Sheila Love 
said, She said local businesses fear increased costs 
and uncertainty as a result of measures to combat 
climate change. 
And the U.S. refusal to implement Kyoto threa- 
tens to create a huge cross-border cost disparity. 
"That was the big thing," Love said. "We're al- 
ready at a trade disadvantage with the States. And 
the high energy costs are another thing we can't 
afford." The chamber has sent a letter outlining its 
concerns to the prime minister. 
Councillor chosen 
STEW CHRISTENSEN, one of Terrace's two new 
city councillors, will join mayor Jack Talstra as 
the city's representatives to the Kitimat-Stikine re- 
gional district. 
Christensen and Taistra were selected Terrace 
directors on the regional district board through a 
vote of council members Dec. 2. 
Councillor Rich McDaniel, who for years had 
been one of the two Terrace directors, was also no- 
minated but did not get enough votes. 
Christensen has dealt extensively with some re- 
gional district issues in the past in his role as chair 
of the region's olid waste management commit- 
tee. All council members were also declared alter- 
hates.in, the ,event..~alstra or Christensen can't 
make. a mee}ing. 'l~Da'hi~l," L~'nn~' (~hi'istiansen 
and Marylin Davies are primary alternates. 
TERRACE PEAKS 
GYMNASTICS CLUB 
Winter Registration 
When: December 14, 2002 
Where: Ed Fairless Memofal Gymnasium 
(Attached to Thornhill Community Centre) 
Time: 10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. 
Classes are available for boys and girls at all ages 
and stages, including a "Bounces and Tickles" 
program for children under 2 1/2 years of age. 
Registrants are required to pay in full at time of 
registration (cash or cheques only). Your childs 
medical number is also requiredl For more 
5ust Kiddi n N 
Adventure Playgroun  
December 18 "V ' J l~ ,~ ~ 
w--  FREE ADMISSION ~ 
Starts at 4 p.m. 
Fun * Games 
Pr,zes * Snacks - 
Bid you know, more than 1,000 of B.C.'s sickest children ~,~/ '~  
receive treatment each year in the only Pediatric Intensive 5,~'en's Hospital 
Care Unit in the province, located at B.C.'s Children's Hospital? www.kidstelethon corn 
1-888463-3033 
~ Bring a hand saw & rope 
s25 .00  ea. 
snow li . . . . .  ho[n$ ~ i l ~ ~  ~ 
Oversize Trees, 10' $50 
Fresh Wreaths, 24" dia $25 
Kissing Balls $25 
Phone to place order 
635-5427 
Boy Scouts Are Selling At 
Canadian fire Dec. 61/I 
1pro- 6pm Weekdays 
l pm - 9pm Fridays 
10am - 6pm Weekends 
Varie~, of Specles & Sizes 
Prices Vary from $20.$40 
The Terrace and District Arts Council, inassociation with CBC Radio One Prince Rupert 
Invite you to a reading of the Charles Dickens Christmas Classic 
With 
Roger H 
Joe Gos 
Marilyn E 
Mar 3, Jean ( 
Kirstie Ht 
A BR 
C( 
AI~ 
At the 
REM Lee Theatre, 
Terrace 
Saturday, 
December 14th 
at 7:30 PM 
Tickets $10 
at 
Elan Travel 
Misty River Books 
and 
Sidewalkers 
/ 
All Proceeds totile Terrace Churches Food Bank 
SAVE AN ADDITIONAL 
10% OFF 
Menswear, Ladieswear, Childrenswear, 
Footwear, Sportswear, Toys, Hardware 
The- 
" "  ' ' " '  ' ' " ' " " "~ '~ * '~ 
From on-board surveys, Fall 2002 
"Thank you for providing such a pleasant local travel 
alternative!"- Kifimat 
"You do a wonderfuliob and it's always a pleasure 
• // S * on your flights.- mlthers 
"What a great way to travel. Non-stop, great in-flight 
service, close to home. Easy, no congestion in Vancouver at 
South Terminal• You have agood thing here, l am telling all 
my friends and work associates."- Dawson Creek 
"Great idea having plane on ground in Smithers 
for a.m. departure. It was foggy this marnin.cl and 
we got out. Other airline could not lancE. 
Your service is more dependable."- Nanaimo 
"Great group of people."- Ohio 
. "The best thing ever to happen to our community 
is Hawkair." -' Terrace 
"Great service and I Iovecl eaving from 
South Terminall" - Vancouver 
"1 really enjoyed the flight to/from Terrace. 
Thanks for your service." : Olympia, Washington 
"Keep up the good work."- Gitanyow 
"Nice muffin -- healthy."- Portland, Oregon 
"1 love this airline -- I wouldn't fly any other 
into the north!"- Victoria 
"Had a wonderful flight, eve~hing was nicer than 
large carriers."- Scoltsdale, Arizona 
"Thanks for being hereV' - Terrace 
"What I enjoy most about flying Hawkair is 
South Terminal"- Burns Lake 
"1 like that there is adequate leg room for 
taller people."- Terrace 
"Excellent customer service both when I booked 
and on the flight. You guys RAWK!" - Victoria 
"This is a wonderful affordable price."- Calgary 
"Stay at South Termihal. Outstanding service 
":":~ ~. and price."- Ro.ssland: : . .  :i: ~ "' 
qN 
"Great service always!"- Terrace 
"Dash in a flashl The only airline I fly now."- Kispiox 
"1 always fly Hawkair -- you have a good 
tfilng going here."- Smithers 
"Your sales rep visited my office, you're 
doing a g' real job."- Houston 
"Hawkair is greatly appreciated in 
the Terrace area."- Terrace 
"100% all the way."- Vancouver 
"The Reservations clerk was very helpful. 
' Thank you."- Kitimat 
"First time we flew Hawkair, we will do it again."- Holland 
"Your service is really good."- Montreal 
"It's nice a) to have a choice and b) to support local 
enterprise."- Vancouver 
"Awesome in-flight service."- Courlenay 
"The down, town ch~k-in is greatl Ch~k-in agents 
and Hight altendants were very polite and 
friendly."- Prince Rupert 
"Friendly handsome pilot, very enjoyable 
flight."- Prince Rupert 
"Thank .qoodness for South Terminal, thank goodness 
[or small regional airlinesl' - Victoria 
"Serve hot lunch, have videos, less clouds, continued 
successl" - New Aiyansh 
"Tell Rod Hayward he needs a new carl"- Terrace 
"Fly out of Abbotsford, tool"- Abbotsford 
"We need you in the Kooteneysl" - Cranbrook 
"Fly Comox to Vancouver."- Comox 
"How about Vancouver- Kelowna - Kamloops~." 
• Kamloops 
"Have flights to Nanaimo and other Vancouver 
Island cities,"- Victoria 
Thank you for choosing... 
HAWKAIR@ 
Your local airline 
1 800-487-1216 or I 866 429-5247 
::: : : iace.Kil imati i!635~42951: ~ ( ; i  :i : '  • L ~i- Ten  
~: ::i :NOW :booki:o ni: in~i ~:hawka i r ,  ~:a ": : i
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i ~ .  , ~,uKnow You W~lnt I t '  Vous en,'n~ ~ ~ '  
Chu  " 
H~ht Tuna 
Generic, 
170 g. 
Russet 
Potatoes 
Product of Canada. Canada 
No, 1 Grade, 10 lb. Bag. 
Tasty' Baked or Mashed. 
:3 
! :i)i~ ¸~ , 
T-Bone 
Steak 
! 
( I 
TERRACE STANDARI 
BUS NESS REVIEW %iinline 
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Did you know, physicians, nurses and treatment specialists from ~,~#~ 
B.C.'s Children's Hospitaltravel to more than 162 outreach clinics _~ 
Children's Hospital 
www.lenacestandard,c0m in 17 communities across B.C. to treat patients where they live? www.kidstelelhon.c0m 
. . . . . .  " " '~- - "  1-888.663-3033 
For you and the ones you love, may it sparkle like never before. 
Trucking firm closes 
By JEFF NAGEL will likely be able to expand and take on 
VIC FROESE Trucking Ltd. has shut extra employees. 
down after 44 years in business here. "With their knowledge, the employees 
The company s 10 employees have we laid off will not have too much diffi- 
been laid off, said operations manager eulty in  finding another job when the 
Jim_Mantel. _ . . . .  economy picks up," he said. 
Company founder Vic Froese says he's 
retiring and has opted to send all the 
company's equipment o the auctioneer 
rather than try to sell the firm. 
Lack of business from shut-down Skee- 
na Cellulose - a key customer in the past 
-was  also a factor in the decision, 
They expect hat turnaround to start to 
happen in the months ahead. 
. . . . . . . . .  By this time next year 
1 think things are going 
to be on the upswing 
again," Mantel said. 
The company, which 
I • = • 
Froese said. "It's mainly because I'm re- started out as Birch . . . .  
tirement age," he said. and Froese in 1959, . • . . . . . . .  
Vic Froese Trucking has been a fixture has gone from a peak 
in the city for decades, carrying out work of around 30 employ- 
like city street reconstruction, snow plow- ees in good years to 
ing, logging road maintenance and deac- less than 10. ~l~l  . . . . . .  v, v .  ~ = r ~ ~  
tivation. It also did land clearing and Vic  Froese Some of the workers 
• 1 " q i ~  earth moving for new subdivisions-work have been with the 
that has dried up because there have been company more than 30 years. They've e~oub l~ Cheeseburger 
virtually no new housing starts in recent seen their wages grow from an average $2 
years, an hour around 1960 to $24 on average 
The more than 20 pieces of equipment now. ~ " w  •~-,, :;,~ 
- trucks, excavaters, bulldozers and gra- "We've appreciated serving the town," ~% ~:~i 
ders -  are at Ritchie Brothers Auctions, Froese added. : '~  :~ 
where they'll be sold off Dec. 17. The company is continuing to sell gra- : l ' l l l ~ 
Mantel said other local contractors vel through its quarries, ~ i  
~,~:~ ..... 
, o  
, , . . IL 
Hawkair sells cargo plane . - -  , • i B 
HAWKAIR AVIATION the hold. But it has been mostly ~ 
has sold its large Carvair "They're good on gravel idle since Hawkair bought ~ 
i 
m 
n 
mum 
THE CARVAIF I ,  a conver ted  DC-4 ,  has  gone  to  A laska ,  where  Brooks  A i r  
T ranspor t  wi l l  use it to fly cargo  into remote  v i l lages,  JEFF NAGEL PHOTO 
cargo plane, strips," Brooks  added. Dis.h-8 aircraft and.laun- :::mi Hurry in  and  bring your appetite! 
The converted DC-4 "We only have one paved 
aircraft left Terrace Thurs- strip we fly into - all the 
day for Fai[banks, A laska,  rest are gravelY., ., 
where it will ~fi~i:hoWn~;,~ ~,F~.gla~,ga[~aircraft is 
new owne[s ~'lBrOoks~AIr one ,of  onlY three of zts 
Transport. . . . . .  kind 'still flying in the 
Company president 
Roger Brooks says they'll 
use the Carvair to fly var- 
ious cargo from insulated 
pipes to cars into remote 
villages in western and 
northern Alaska. 
The four-engine aircraft 
features a nose cone that 
opens up and allows cargo 
- including vehicles - to 
be rolled right up inside of 
world. 
Hawkair's was built as 
a DC-4 in 1946 and con- 
verted to the Carvair class 
plane in the early 1960s. 
"They're good old 
airplanes," Brooks said. 
Hawkair bought the 
plane in 1997 and used it 
mainly to supply the Bran- 
son Creek mine northwest 
of Stewart. 
ched its passenger air ser- 
vice two years ago. 
"We v~eren'.t using it 
since we go I; ~.L~f.~t~he. 
mining g~/j~p[y busine.~s," 
Hawkair marketing direc- 
tor Charlynn Toews said. 
"It's not good for an air- 
plane to just sit," she 
added. "It's like a dog. It 
has to have a job or it 
turns bad. But it's also sad 
to see it go." 
Hawkair once used the 
plane to fly a herd of rein- 
deer from a farflung Aleu- 
tian island to Red Deer, 
Alberta. 
L 
Thursday to Sunday, December 12.151 
FOUR DAYS ONLY, 40.74% OFF LIST, 
The entire range of Paderno quality stainless teel 
cookware is available at some very special savings. 
If you're quick. This exceptional quality cookware, 
featuring stay cool handles, no drip lips, 
astonishing heat control and a 25 Year Warranty, 
is on sale for just four short days. Don't miss this 
opportunity for big savings on the cookware 
you'll use every day and love for a lifetime. 
Pots lor Eternity, Sale ends Sunday/ 
74~124'99. O°°rcrasher Pkg 
1,0 Litre saute pan (incl. cover), plus BONUS 
3 piece measuring spoon set. Regular list $97. 
l 
, .  ,,, % , .  , , .  0u,c, o., ,,, i r  
OUOfl S75 4L Casserole LIstS150 ~ ~  
S72 4L saucepan List $144 "1- . . .~. ,11[  ' ' "~==' -  
Covers included ! ~: i ' l i l  *~o,a,, Io..,0n. op,. s .,,,,, 
• ~ Door Crasher special is limited 
to Jlrst 20 cuslomers each day at 
Item, so be earlyl 
Pademo double-fired ~!"~ ~' ..... j ~ :~  ~ . 
po~ehin dlnnenvare is ~ . ,  L ~ ! I :  .., ~ .~ 
e 
mtcrowave and dtshwash- l ~ [ [ ~ j  ~ 'i , 
er . ,e .  ' 
for Christmas Dlnnerl " ~ - ' ~  
PRINCE RUPERT• :. TERRACE ".i ~, 
JJ. Kurka,Home HardWare ' Gemma Kitchen Boutiquei ':., . . . . .  
601-3rd Avenue W ' Skeena Ma11..4741 Lakelse Ave . ' Pz '~DF. . , [ '~ '~O 
(250) 627-7868 1-800-563-4362 " ' Pots for Etern i ty  
And don't forget to add our famous SOMETHING 
DQ ® Yule-Flip Peppermint Ch ip  DIFFERENT 
Flavour et  . . . . . . .  " . . . . . .  ~ ~Ts ' " :: da i ryqueen.coro  
, For a tlmlted time at partJcipatleg Oalry Queen ® Restaurants. 
Registered tradenmrks of American Dai'y Queen Coq).© Am. D.Q. Corp. 2002, Dairy ,,Q~.n., Canada Inc. Reg. User, 
Price valid on specified sizes only. See stole for details, Proud sponsor ot/the Childlten s Miracle Net~rk. 
4643 Park Avenue 
I 
• i:/:¸ :•~ 
/kS 
.% 
':% 
lest selechon 
 ;!he northwest ,  
  ? l)eat any price in 
i ia  ith proof of price! 
,% 
• '. ..... " 
nl0rmation & Dealer Listings: Call 1-800-A-NEW-POT (1-800-253-9758) or wel)site! 'wWwpaderno con 
f 
I ! 
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Native theatre 
group breaks 
for cooling off 
THE FUTURE of Skeena Rigllt now, the current 
River Players, a Terrace- 
based society and federal 
grant recipient, remains 
uncertain months after the 
departure of its artistic dir- 
ector. 
Marianne Brorup West- 
on resigned from the 
award-winning theatre 
group in late August, ci- 
ting personal differences. 
A number of people on 
the society's board of dir- 
ectors have since resigned, 
leaving the future of the 
fledgling First Nations 
theatre company in doubt. 
Former president Geral- 
dine Gunanoot, who step- 
ped down from the board 
Oct. 4 for health reasons, 
said she was hopeful 
Skeena River Players will 
continue. 
She said the company, 
which formed in 2000 after 
Brorup Weston organized 
an initial meeting to deter- 
mine the level of interest 
in launching a First bla- 
tions theatre company, 
grew too big too quickly. 
"The board even got 
picked that night," Gun- 
anoot said. 
She views getting a 
strong board of directors 
with a common Vision in 
place as an important first 
step to putting the theatre 
company back on the right 
track. 
board and society mem- 
bers are taking a time out 
period to let emotions et- 
tle down. 
"Hopefully, soon they 
'can get a meeting toge- 
ther. We could lose this. I 
want to encourage the 
community  to get 
involved," said Gunanoot. 
The split means the 
society's two major theatre 
projects - a play about re- 
sidential schools and an 
aboriginal youth theatre 
project - will likely not be 
completed this year. 
Skeena River Players 
was the recipient of a 
$49,000 grant from the 
Aboriginal Healing Foun- 
dation for two theatre pro- 
jects. 
'We could lose 
this. I want to en- 
courage the com- 
munity to get 
involved.' 
One is a play about the 
residential school system. 
According to information 
on the foundation's web- 
site, Skeena River Players 
was supposed to stage a 
public reading and initial 
performance of the play by 
• the end of 2002 as a con- 
ACTORS REHEARSE a scene from the award-winning production, Someday, 
presented earlier this year. From left: Nedra Lee Prisk, Carolyn McNamara, 
Annette Krause and Dale Sebastian. FILE PHOTO 
dition of the grant. 
Meanwhile, the play- 
wright, Larry Guno, Skee- 
na River Players' original 
president, has left the 
company, along with his 
play, which he is continu- 
ing to develop. 
Guno and Brorup West- 
on are now part of another 
theatre group and are pur- 
suing the staging of his 
play. 
The society's other pro- 
ject for the current season, 
a youth performance piece 
on healing, was supposed 
to have been presented 
this fall. 
I Monday To Sunday 
Sunday  to Thursday  ~::" : ~ , i~ ~1~ , 
), .~<!':iL 
1 1 :30  a .m.  - 1 O:OO p.m. 
F r iday  & Saturday '  " 
1 1 :30  a .m.  - 1 1 :OO p.m. 
Now Unti l  Jan 5,  2003 
ow [ ,g 
((,,. Christmas 8[. New' Year's Parties! 
~ol1635-2362 (ext. 555) 
Haryana's Restaurant 
5522 Hwy 16W, Terrace 
? : 
Four Categories 
Best  Apar tment /M '°bde  
- Best  Commerc ia l  D isp lay  
Best  E f fo r t  Overa l l  
.~ _ Sponsors 
~"", *Terrace Standard *Keenleyside Insurance . 
~,,.,/] .*Steve Cullis Appraisals*Julie ~iegel NotaryPublic 
I!1 *Terrace Totem Ford*Terrace Interiors Ltd. *Canadian Tire 
:~',~,*Terrace B autification Soi~iety *Appraisals Northwest 'i t 
~ ,  .':~+i,!iBear T ophy Den oBCNorJfiern I~eal Estate Board  '!i ~\ '~i; ~ : :  .... . ::~ 
• : '~" : ( i  " "  " " " "  - " i ' "  . . . . . . .  _ .  _,.:i,':!~ 
~!~ - ENTRY FORM i7: f, 
"~ : :.-~>. I NAME: i,{!i~;; :is 
., ; :~( :d . i  ADDRESS ,~.::i 
j~ i : t ,  : {J I Drop off entries at the Terrace Standard at Iiii!i 
L)  *":"- 32 ! 0 Clinton Street or fax to 638 -8432 I ;:~.~ 
Gunanoot said the 
Aboriginal Healing Foun- 
dation has recently assured 
Skeena River Players that 
the society will be allowed 
to retain the $49,000 grant. 
She also urged the 
community to get involved 
as members, directors and 
actors. 
"I really believe it's 
still not the end of it," she 
said. 
Skeena River Players 
was also the recipient of 
two Canada Council 
grants. 
The first was a $10,000 
grant that was used to help 
theatre troupe launch its 
first production, the Rez 
Sisters, in 2001. 
The company received 
a $5,000 Canada Council 
grant for its 2002 produc- 
tion, Someday. 
A Tina Turner TribUte Show 
~ere: Best Western 
Ter race  Inn 
tere: Skeena Ballroom 
e: Friday Dec 20th 
wtime: 8:00 p.m. 
:ets: Front desk 
(250) 635-0083 
l everages  and  Food 
available! 
www.tinyfina.com 
GiftslUnder slO 
{,, NOR  GOOD 
CHIROPRACTOR 
100-4619 Park Ave. 
The Dental Building 
I '  l i : : i  I 
........................................................................ r r l l i l r i i l r r t r i l l~ . . . . . . . . . . .  
. .% " . " -  
$ !.::.:, 
$ 
for a book 
offive  2 
coupons 
for a book 
of fiveS| 
coupons 
At participating stores for a limited time. 
J 
4658 Lakelse Avenue 
4741 Lakelse Avenue 
4603 Keith Avenue 
I I 'l 
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i T ruck  roll over  
THE DRIVER of this cement truck was injured the 
morning of Dec. 5 after it rolled over on Hwy16 
37kin east of Terrace. Accident investigators sus- 
pect a blown front tire caused the crash. Fire-rescue 
crews were cal led to the scene to deal with fuel and 
oil leaking onto the highway. No special ized rescue 
equipment  was  needed to free the dr iver f rom the 
wreckage. TERRACE FIRE-RESCUE PHOTO. 
COME TO l r~ l . l L ' l fe  m,~ 
Ijp- Gl ri bma 
Need a last minute gift idea? 
i&  Russell Fleece 
HOODIES  
Reg. $42.99 
C-'}99 
~ .~ or $39.99 each 
  '  "Prices in effect until December 14th 
Garden 
project 
land 
previded 
A GARDEN project in 
Afghanistan being orga- 
nized by a Terrace 
missionary is one step clo- 
ser to happening. 
The former king of the 
country, Zahir Shah, has 
agreed to provide five 
acres of his land, says 
Heather Bellamy who re- 
turned to the country last 
week. 
The plan is to create a 
garden o f  peace for 
women, children and 
others wounded in the 
Afghan war and to provide 
an opportunity to grow 
fruits and vegetables for 
second Canadian mission- 
ary involved in the project, 
Darla,Milne, met with the 
monarch's ecretary, 
"He said they were 
agreeing to give us five 
acres and that a letter of 
finalization would be for- 
warded soon," said Bella- 
my. 
The land is 30 miles 
north of Kabul, the coun- 
try's capital, in a place 
called Karez Amir, or 
"channels of the king" 
where the former king 
owns 1,100 acres. 
"We don't know exact- 
ly where it is there, but 
we're excited," said Bel- 
lamy. 
She and Milne had 
scouted the area this past 
spring but failed at that 
time to get an audience 
with the king. 
Bellamy said the area 
could end of being home 
to a lot up foreign embas- 
sies which would be a 
bonus as the diplomats and 
their families would be a 
good customer base for the 
garden's products. 
She said the goal is to 
train Afghan workers and 
get organized to work the 
land as soon as possible to 
show the area has been 
occupied. 
The two missionaries 
are also working on a 
smaller garden project in 
Kabul itself to provide a 
quiet meeting place for 
Afghan women. 
. . ,... 
, AND 
15 dap 
unti l  ... 
her eyes look first at her 
neto jewelry.., then at 
you...then into your 
eyes...and she asks, 
"You got this for me?" 
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Yse should know this: 'Based on a 48, 48, 30, 48 month loam for Cavalier VL Sedan R7A, Alero GX Coupe RTA, Silverado 4WD R7A, Trailblazer LS R7A. A down payment or trade of $0, $P, $4,040, $3,360 Is required. TOY obfloaUon Is 
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Some legal aid still available 
TERRACE'S only legal 
aid lawyer wants people to 
know that help is still 
available for people in 
tough financial situations. 
Judith Kenacan is the 
only lawyer working out of 
the new regional legal aid 
office in Terrace• 
The former L'ax Ghels 
legal aid office in Terrace 
office closed down this 
summer after the provin- 
seven regional centres, in- 
cluding the one in Terrace. 
While L'ax Ghels was 
staffed by two lawyers and 
five other workers, the new 
centre has just one lawyer 
and three other employees. 
Kenacan says after re- 
ports of the budget cuts hit 
the media, many clients 
believed legal aid was 
completely abolished. 
,1 think the major thai- 
cial government chopped lengeshave been commu- 
$30 million from i ts  legal nicating to people that we 
aid budget over the next are here -  we are open for 
three years, business," Kenacan said. 
Sixty legal aid offices "The impression we get 
around the province closed from a lot of people is that 
and were replaced with there was no legal aid left 
at all." 
"Your case will be cov- 
ered if you •require a re- 
straining order because ei- 
ther you or your children 
are at risk of physical vio- 
lence or if the other parent 
is threatening to take the 
child out of the province 
permanently," said Kena- 
can of the services still 
available• 
That' also includes cov- 
erage for people whose 
children may be facing 
ministerial apprehension• 
Legal aid no longer 
covers custody or child 
support issues for low-in- 
come parents. 
But Kenacan is en- 
couraging people who are' 
unsure if they are eligible 
for coverage to come to 
the office anyway. 
If a person is not eli- 
gible for aid, Kenacan 
says a resource room com- 
plete with internet access 
and videotapes may pro- 
vide information• 
"There are different re- 
sources and places that we 
can refer people to," she 
added . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Among services still 
:overed by legal aid are 
:mmigration-related issues, 
aboriginal rights defences, 
md criminal matters. 
15 days 
until ... 
.you see a tear trickle 
down her cheek after she 
opens her last gift.., that 
special one she hoped for, 
but didn't think she'd get. 
Christmas Gift Ideas from... 
~CASSANDRA PYBU:~ 
The Woman Who 
Walked To Russia 
A journey from BRAIN QUEST 
Smithers to Russia Award Winning 
FIRST DIUlkFTS 
Canadian History 
CllICKEN SOUP FOR 'rHE CANADIAN SOUL 
I1~ Uplifting Canadian Stories 
)OK. 202City Centre T?Y~ q ff 
~ Kitimat o 632-7323 
STE~S Toll Free 1.877-632-7323 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
Northwest B.C.'s only dedicated ~ O Y ~T O ~ ~, 
Historical Village & Museum 
.... :ILL Hazelton British Columbia Tel: (250)842-5544 
GIFT SHOP HOURS 1 
Monday to Friday 
9:30 a.rn. - 4:30 p.m.~e 
SPECIAL OPENINGS,~ 
Saturday, Dec. 14 
Saturday, Dec. 21 
OPEN 
Dec. 23 and 24 
THINKING CHRISTMAS? 
Then VISIT OUR GIFT SHOP 
We have wonderful gift ideas and a great 
se/ection to comp/ete your Christmas fist. 
Selection of 'Fine Art now on sale 
until December 25,2002 
'~  New selection of Christmas Ornaments with 
• Northwest Coast Motif 
• ~ Selection of other inventory on sale 
-The time is right to start your shopping at "Ksan! 
We look forward to serving you~ 
e 
LEGAL AID workers Michelle Angus, (left) Ginny Aiello, (center), Carol Schaef- 
fer (seated) and lawyer Judith Kenacan (right) still offer a variety of assistance. 
SCI to partner with Gitwangak 
SKEENA CELLULOSE 
and the Gitwangak band 
hope to work together to 
reopen the mothballed C- 
Ged sawmill there, presi- 
dent Dan Veniez says. 
The on-reserve mill has 
been shut down for several 
years and is to be a major 
part of a strategic partner- 
ship SC! and the band plan 
to form. 
"We believe we can do 
something with C-God that 
could bring people back to 
work and be complemen- 
tary with Kitwanga Lum- 
ber and perhaps even Car- 
naby," Veniez said. 
A deal to lease the mill 
to SCI could mean work 
for band members, Git- 
employ 30 people, he said, 
and there's potential to 
add a second shift. 
Tax advantages of an 
on-reserve operation would 
be just one benefit from a 
new partnership with the 
band, Veniez said. 
wangak chief councillor ..... ".,We want to.,ex~and 
• Norman Johnson sal~. i that .to encompa:gg :tli'e "It's a win-win situation G]txsan nation and move 
for both parties," Johnson well beyond to other First 
said. Nations in the Skeena 
The planer mill could region," he added. 
• • • . , , . .  
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Kincolith road has already 
proven why it is needed 
THE NEW road to Kincolith proved its worth even be- 
fore it officially opened. 
It happened when a transport ruck laden with food 
and supplies rolled into the coastal village at the mouth 
of the Nass River Dec. 4. 
That was three days before the official opening date, 
but villagers couldn't afford to wait any longer. 
Their regular ferry between Kincolith and Prince Ru- 
pert had been broken down for several weeks, bad 
weather grounded float plane service from Prince Rupert 
and a second ferry chartered for the journey couldn't 
By that afternoon, a Lindsay's Cartage truck from 
Terrace arrived in Kincolith with close to 10,000 pounds 
of goods. 
It carried food and supplies for Doolan's two stores 
she owns in the village, food ordered from outside groc- 
ery stores for residents, department s ore mail orders and 
Canada Post parcels. 
"Everybody was quite anxious," said Doolan of the 
grounded ferry and air service. "People had winter cloth- 
ing in those parcels." 
'TII do anything for the community," said Doolan of 
leave because of the weather. 
Kincolith merchant Winnie Doolan, who had char- 
tered that second ferry, got on the phone as soon as she 
received the cancellation ews early' in the morning of 
Dee. 4. 
She soon organized the transport to Terrace of all of 
the food and freight hat had been waiting for the ferry to 
leave Prince Rupert. 
C; )nvoy marks 
road opening 
USING HIS wife's mini van, Kincolith chief councillor 
Nelson Clayton was part of a convoy of vehicles that left 
that village early in the morning of Dec. 7 to make the 
first official trip over the new road to the rest of the Nass 
Valley. 
The 29km section to Greenville where it joins the rest 
of the Nass highway system, was built at a cost of $33 
million. 
It'll change the lives of the more than 300 people who 
live in the village atthe mouth of the Nass River, said 
Clayton. 
Residents will be closer to specialized medical care, 
educational facilities and shopping and service centres. 
"We have to thank the work of our elders over the 
years," said Clayton of the lobbying it took the Nisga'a 
and others to have the road built. 
"I remember when I was still a young man at a meet- 
ing, hearing one of the elders saying he had a dream of a 
car parked in front of his house one of these days." 
Clayton and others are predicting an increase in busi- 
ness and tourism opportunities and in new business con- 
nections between Kincolith and Terrace. 
He's already heard reports of people ordering vehi- 
cles. The use for and number of vehicles in Kincolith has 
been limited because access was restricted to air travel, 
by ferry to Prince Rupert or by private boat. 
Clayton also thinks the population will increase as 
Kincolith residents who left will now want to return be- 
cause access is so much easier. 
"I think we could be looking at a shortage of 
[building] lots for people," he said. 
Clayton toured the new route with John Brown, the 
manager for Brentwood Enterprises, xvhich built the road, 
prior to its official Dec. 7 opening. 
" I  :told John Brown that at this time of year our people 
WOIil~lfi:;iis,u~ll~/~take:~ a:"spi~i~'db'bat~,~on the riyer,' to 
Greenville,' said~'Ciayt0n. "Now'tiaey'can be in their car 
with the heater on." 
Although the ferry service between Kincolith and 
Prince Rupert-is'to close down the end of the year, the 
village is buying two smaller boats of its own. 
Clayton said the village will use them to transport 
people to Prince Rupert who do not have vehicle trans- 
portation out and will also use thena to develop an eco- 
tourism market.. 
the measures she undertook. 
Because the road was not officially opened, Doolan 
asked for and received the blessing of contractor Brent- 
wood Enterprises to use it. 
"I told him of our situation and he didn't hesitate," 
said Doolan of Brentwood manager John Brown. 
Doolan has two phones and for awhile the morning of 
Dec. 4, had one in each hand as she was contacting 
people in Terrace and in Prince Rupert to arrange for 
transport. 
In addition to Dee. 4 being the first day a commercial 
transport vehicle used the road it has another signif- 
icance to Doolan - it's her birthday. 
"Hello, Terrace. Here we come - out of the woods," 
said Doolan of the road connection. 
Cont 'd  Page  A16 
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•Gucci 
®Ralph Lauren 
• Harry Potter 
•Flex0n 
•'Silhouette 
• Easy Clip 
YOUR 
"ONE STOP SHOP" 
BUY ONE PAIR 
GET A SPARE 
for a friend or family member 
L .  For your convenience & quick service, , ~ 1  
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ewa er  
invites V ~ to a festive evenir~ to "?~ 
!"' • than~ you for  a~orfier great 2tear 
T"hursday, December 12th... after em ~.~ 
~ mile and Whitening 
By Dr. Zucchiatti 
ADENT DENTAL CLINIC 
Phone: 635-2552 
4623 Lakelse Avenue,  Terrace 
Mon-Fr i  • 8 :00  am - 5 :00  pm 
BEAUTIFUL SMILE 
By 
Dr., Joe Zucchiatt i  
20 years of mercury-Free dentistry 
Founding member and treasurer 
of the Western Canadian Academy 
of Cosmetic Dentistry' 
General Practitioner 
Providing services in: 
Mercury-Free white fillings 
Teeth Whitening 
Porcelain Veneers and Crowns 
Microabrasion Dentistry 
(No drilling, no freezing) " 
Hygiene and Preventive Care , 
Intra-oral camera' assisted Diagnosis 
For your comfort, we have 
overhead televisions and headsets. 
We welcome patients 
of Dr. Gustavsen 
And All New Patients 
1-888-847-9766 
Coma see ua oll the Web at 
www.carteraJewollera.com 
E-mail: 
sales • carters jewellers.cam 
6 F÷s I:or Every 
CA RS oViee i Mastatcard •Amax • 10% Down Layaway Plan • Credit Terms Available • 7-day Moneyback Guarantee, 
e W ~1~ E B 1~ r ~.~ .30.day Full Exchange Program 
Skeena Mall, Terrace Smlthers Shonnln aCentre pine Centre. Pdnce Georae West Park Mall, Ouesnel 
320- 4741 Llkelt, eAve, Box 2059 Unit 132, 3055 Masse'/Offie 155 Malcolm SL Suite 3 
Tnce, e.c,,W 1P, S Sm~, e.O., VOJ ~ .P~ Cveorge B.C. V~2S9 Ou~,e.C.V2J 392 
Ph.(250)~6-9000,Fax(~.50)~¢27 PhI(250)647.O7~,Fa(L~)847.2664 ~,(250)614-9191,Fax(2~)614.9197 Ph.(250)991.0129*Fax(250)991.0159 
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Road 
proves 
worth 
Although the more than 
300 residents of Kincolith 
are used to the relative 
isolation of their village, 
they are happy about the 
road, she added. 
The $33 million, 29km 
road means better access 
to medical care and to 
shopping by joining the 
Nisga'a Highway at 
Greenville before travel- 
ling south to Terrace. 
Doolan has already or- 
dered a 15-passenger van 
in anticipation of starting a 
bus service. 
And she sees plenty of 
business opportunities for 
Terrace businesses. 
But Doolan also wants 
to work with Rupert mer- 
chants who have for years 
been Kincolith's main sup- 
pliers because of the ferry 
connection. 
"Maybe they can set up 
some kind of delivery ser- 
vice. Let's go to the table 
and talk," she said. 
KINCOLITH MERCHANT Winnie Doolan watches 
over the unloading Dec. 4 of the first freight truck to 
use the new road to the coastal village. 
Cheers greeted driver 
"People were hollering 'welcome.'" 
Robinson described the 29km section 
from Greenville to Kincolith as 
"fantastic." • 
"It's beautiful country. It's gorgeous. If
you go, take a camera. You'll want to 
take pictures along the way." 
Robinson said the road builders did an 
excellent job on construction. 
The road winds down a hill into Kinco- 
lath itself and the view of the ocean and 
of the village is amazing, said Robinson. 
He said the trip in his five-ton truck 
from Greenville, the starting point for the 
road to Kincolith, took close to one hour 
at the posted speed limit. 
BRUCE ROBINSON was the most popu- 
lar person in Kincolith Dec. 4 when he 
drove his loaded freight truck over the 
new road to the village located at the 
mouth of the Nass River. 
Robinson, who drives for Lindsay's 
Cartage here in Terrace, had the honour 
Of being the first person to drive a com- 
mercial vehicle into the village. 
The trip, organized by Kincolith mer- 
chant Winnie Doolan, came three days 
before the road officially opened. 
"There were cameras clicking and 
flashes going off and video cameras," 
said Robinson of the reception he re- 
ceived when his truck pulled in. 
635-0083 
WEDNESDAY 11TH DECEMBER ,,, 
t: . . . .  
'~  TUESDAY 3ISTDECEMBER ~ ~,  
SAY 'BYE BYE' TO 2002 & WELCOME THE 
NEW YEAR AT GATORS WITH CRUSH BANb 
AND PARTY UNT]:LL 4 AM 
$10 I~CLUbE5 ALL YOU C~N EAT ~LtbNZ~HI" BUFFer 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .~.f6.~ s . .s . .~_£HJ . .~2.~. .  .c~.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
$3 S~ $3 53 'Z' ' r ;"  :~;,-~n,...o.~.,, 
EVERY TItURSDAY I¢~lt. II~$ 
~ ~ ~ LADLES GEl" A lION & TROy 
S~ 53  S3 53 CHANCE TO WlN D^~,'Cl~.'ro'rltV, 
" A Db~.MOND RING COOt.r.;ST~ 
S3 S 3 $3 t .~r  u~a~ SHOW IN TOWNI 
The Treaty Negotiations Office operates an 
adjustment project to provide funding for 
workers or small business owners who are 
negatively impacted as a direct result of the 
Nisga'a Final Agreement. 
Applicants must not be eligible for other 
provincial, federal, or Nisga'a Lisims 
Government Programs. 
For more information, contact: 
Larry Merrill, InterConnect 
Terrace and District 
Community Services Society 
205 - 4650 Lazelle Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. 
Toll Free Phone: 1-877-635-7995 
Phone: (205) 635-7995 
E-Mail Address: Iconnect@telus.net 
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You Could 
WIN s250 
~:.i- IN  GROCERIES  
~ ~ with the PUrcha~e °fanY " 
HOTPOINT MOFFAT } 
range, you'll emer our draw to wb~ $250 in groceries! Easy clean ranges ale priced 
sale lMced from $869, Ceran smooth op self-clean convection ra ges from $1089. 
Bake up Christmas delights this hol iday 
season that everyone wi l l  be  talking about! 
TOTEM FURNITURE & APPLIANCES 
4501 LAKELSE AYE., TERRACE, B.C. • 638-1158 " 1 -800"813,1158 
. . . . . .  i : ~ < i :  
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LEA$E FROM 
 369 
PER M0./48 MONTHS 
$4,790 OOWN 
PA YMENT 
FINAHCING FROM 
3,9 OA C 
OR PURCHASE FOR 
033,398 
/ j /  
/ 
The rugged 2003 Highlander has the smooth ride of a car. 
2003 H igh lander  FWD 
Highlander delivers the interior room of an SUV, but with the smooth ride and easy handling of a luxury 
sedan. And plenty of options, like your choice of a spirited 155 horsepower 4-cylinder engine or a powerful 
220 horsepower V-6. With the all new Highlander, you'//be sure to get just what you want for Christmas. 
(Vehicle not exactly as shown.) 
No Security Deposit required on all 
vehicles leased by Dec, 31, 2002. 
ACCESS TOYOTA 
1-888-TOYOTA-8  • access . toyota ,ca  
A nicer way to buy a car. 
i 
IT PAYS TO READ 'lie FINE PRINT: teHe ned fimce offm fitq~ified retell ~tomrz only an new 2003 n~delz Sotd and dM~ ~o~o 0ac 3L 2002, Lore la~ontz if $369 for the 2003 Highlander F'WO GO21AP [A)baud on 40.monlh walkaway lira with $4,790 down or equlwJent fade. Total Iota obligations am$22,§02. Lm.e papnontz ~ed on a maximum of 08,000 kin. 
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INSIDE 
COMMUNITY 
EVENTS B2 
OMMUNITY  s co . JENNIFER LANG 
638-7283 
Around Town 
FEILE REIDY played the harp at the 
Dec. 6 Day of Remembrance held over 
the noon hour that day. A number of 
people spoke, including Terrace mayor 
Jack Talstra, RCMP Inspector Marlin De- 
grand and Leslie King from UNBC. 
Entertainers wanted 
LOOKING FOR a place to perform'?. The Ter- 
race and District Arts Council might have just 
the ticket. 
The arts council plans to present monthly 
coffeehouse performances at the Terrace Art  
Gallery starting in January, president Kim 
Beaupre says. It's an idea the art gallery tried 
out last year. 
"Our plan is to provide more opportunities 
for musicians to perform in a more relaxed 
Venue," Beauprc says . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
The coffeehouses will take place on the. 
second Friday of the month. First up in the 
new year are the Northwest Singers, who plan 
to perform at a coffeehouse in January. 
The arts council is an umbrella organization 
comprised of several local performing arts 
groups as well as the Terrace Art Association, 
which operates the art gallery. 
"It's a really nice space down there," 
Beaupre says of the lower level of the art gall- 
ery, where the coffeehouses will be held. 
"It's cozy for people who are intimidated by 
a bigger space or a larger audience." 
Beaupre says the coffeehouses will also 
likely feature an open mic component where 
performers can take the stage on an informal 
basis. 
War dead honoured 
TERRACE'S KEITH Goodwin laid a wreath in 
Hong Kong last month in memory of Cana- 
dians killed in the Battle of Hong Kong during 
the Second World War. 
Goodwin did so at the Sai Wan Bay War 
Cemetery on behalf of the Appraisal. Institute 
of Canada. 
He's the president of the institute and stop- 
ped in to visit the Hong Kong chapter in con- 
junction with attending a conference in Mal- 
aysia. 
Canadians fought valiantly at l-long Kong 
but they and other Commonwealth forces were 
outnumbered by the Japanese and were forced 
to surrender at Christmas in 1941. 
• Challenge is on 
CALEDONIA SENIOR Secondary students 
have banded together in a challenge with 
their Mount Elizabeth Senior Secondary 
peers to see which school can collect the 
most food. 
The non-perishable food items will then 
be donated to local anti-poverty organiza. 
tions in each community. The challenge 
continues until Dec. 18. 
Count those birds 
' LOCAL BIRD watchers are invited to join this 
year's Christmas Bird Count, an enduring tra- 
dition that's also a scientific research project, i 
' The Terrace bird count will be held on Box- 
ing Day - Dee. 26, as in previous year, says 
count compiler Diane Weismiller. 
The Christmas Bird Count originated in the. 
United States in 1900 by the National Audu- 
bon Society. when a group of conservationists 
in 25 different locations offered an a seasonal 
alternative to the "side hunt" where teams of 
hunters competed to see who could shoot the 
most birds and small animals. 
Each count group completes a census of l 
birds found during one 24-hour period from: . 
Dec. 14 and Jan. 5. The count takes place 
within a designated 24-kin diameter location. 
Even novice birders are welcome to take part. 
For more information, call 635-6984. 
Fred  a 's  ....... l eg  a y 
An important artist in her own right, Freda Diesing's greatest contribution may 
be the fact that she shared her considerable knowledge and skill with so many 
By JENNIFER LANG 
A LIGHT has gone out in northern 
British Columbia. 
Freda Diesing, an artist who 
led a cultural renaissance on the 
north coast, has died. 
The 77-year-old was killed in a 
car accident last week, prompting 
an outpouring of grief. 
"She was our school," Tahltan- 
Tlingit master carver Dernpsey 
Bob said earlier this year. "She 
was a great teacher for our people 
- she saved us, she saved our 
work." 
Her artistic career spanned 
more than three decades. She 
began carving in her ancestral 
Haida style at the age of 42 at 
what later became the Gitanmaax 
School at Ksan. 
Her work is widely collected, 
commanding national and interna- 
tional acclaim in the 1970s, '80s 
and '90s. 
She broke artistic and creative 
ground as one of the first women 
carvers in B.C. and was the first 
contemporary Haida woman to 
carve a pole. 
Diesing was called out of re- 
tirement earlier this year when 
she received a National Aborigi- 
nal Achievement Aware for her 
artistic anti cultural contributions. 
Many say her true legacy is her 
students, who are among the best- 
known artists working in the form 
today. 
She's been called the mother 
of northwest carving, introducing 
the principles of carving and de- 
sign to students in Prince Rupert, 
Terrace and Alaska. Just next 
month she planned to teach two 
upper level courses at the Sitka 
campus of the University of Alas- 
ka. 
She was also a student. This 
fall she enrolled in a Tsimshian 
language course at the University 
of Northern B.C. 
"A light has gone out," said 
UNBC regional chair Leslie King, 
who nominated Diesing for an 
honorary doctorate the Haida ma- 
triarch received in May. 
"I believe she was responsible 
for a renaissance in First Nations 
art in this region - and the world," 
King said. 
Diesing was touched by her 
honorary degree because she 
placed such a high value on edu- 
cation. 
Diesing was often called upon 
as a guest lecturer, enthralling 
students with the breadth of her 
experience, the scope of her 
knowledge, and her artistic talent 
- she'd always end with a carving 
demonstration. 
"What was really powerful in 
her talks was theatre was some- 
one who was working into her 70s 
and was strong, and doing what 
she was doing and being very 
humble about it," friend Rocque 
Berthiaume said from Vancouver, 
recalling her many visits to his 
anthropology classes at Northwest 
Community College and UNBC. 
"The tragedy, of course, was 
that we lost her too young. She 
was still making contributions to 
the community." 
Diesing will be remembered as 
an important Canadian artist. 
But her role as a bridge be- 
tween different generations and 
cultures is her greater gift, he 
said. 
"What was really important 
about Freda was she was a bridge 
between the elders of the past and 
the people of today." 
Through her Masset grandpar- 
ents, Diesing was a living link to 
the past. 
She was also a bridge between 
aboriginal and non-aboriginal 
communities in the northwest, 
where her sudden absence will be 
sharply felt. 
Descended from a distin- 
guished Haida family on her mo- 
ther's side, she was born in Prince 
Rupert on June 2, 1925 to Flossie 
and Frank Johnson. 
After Frank passed away, Flos- 
FREDA DIESING, seen here in this photo taken in March, was enjoying renewed interest In her 
career. News of a national award and an honourary degree called her out of retirement. 
She studied painting at the 
Vancouver School of Art in the 
1950s. 
Her instructors at Gitanmaax - 
Robert Davidson, Tony Hunt, Na- 
than Jackson - were members of 
the first generation of contempor- 
ary carvers to rediscover the art 
form as it threatened to be lost 
forever. 
Northcoast carving techniques 
almost died out due to a ban on 
potlatches, diseases that ravaged 
B.C.'s aboriginal community, and 
ignorance. 
Although Diesing's great great 
grandfather on her mother's ide 
was a Haida carver, she only be- 
came acquainted with his work in 
museums, years after she became 
a carver herself. 
Diesing lived much of her life 
in Terrace, in recent years divi- 
ding her time between her home 
here and her home in Prince Ru- 
pert, where she sang with the 
Sweet Adelines. 
"It's a great loss for Terrace," 
her friend Yvonne Moen said. The 
two shared an interest in cornpil- 
ceremonial regalia worn by dan- 
cers and dignitaries by aboriginal 
people in the region these days is 
a credit to Diesing's efforts to 
keep traditional arts and craft 
techniques alive. 
"Her overall impact is she was 
instrumental in getting our people 
going." 
His son, he note d , was also one 
of her Prince Rupert carving stu- 
dents when he was a child. 
"She was such a loving, caring 
person, l don't think she had a 
mean bone in her body." 
In an interview she gave earlier 
this year, Diesing explained some 
instructors found it challenging to 
teach little kids. 
She didn't mind, she said, 
laughing as she recalled the day 
someone brought a stink bomb to 
class. 
In addition to her house panel 
at the House of Sim-Oi-Ghets, 
Diesing designed and executed 
three totem poles in Terrace. 
She and her students comple- 
ted them in 1987. 
Two were raised outside the 
"i befieve she was responsible for a renais. 
sance in First Nations art in this region - and the 
world." 
ing stories about the heritage of 
the Terrace area. 
"She was a remarkable person 
and you don't come across re- 
markable people very often. 
That's why we are grieving," said 
friend Joan Turecki. 
"She has been an integral part 
of the northwest," said her cousin, 
Ivan Adams. 
He recalls a time when First 
Nations people were just begin- 
ning to rediscover their cultural 
traditions. 
He joined one of the first dance 
groups, lie remembers some dan- 
cers showing up without button 
blankets or masks of their own. 
"They were using paper bags 
for headdresses and so on," he sic married Geoff  Lamb!y, who 
moved the family to Terrace in said. 
1934. The intricacy and artistry of 
Kitsumkalurn band office (one un- 
expectedly fell down during a 
windstorm a little more than one 
year ago). 
The third is at the RCMP de- 
tachrnent. 
"They did it for themselves," 
she said of her former students in 
March, adding the students at Kit- 
sumkalum were first-timers and 
mostly women. 
"I think that's every bit as im- 
portant." 
One of her totem poles can 
also be seen in Prince Rupert's 
Moose Tot Park, 
She also designed and carved 
the house front panel at the Prince 
Rupert hospital. 
Her masks, headdresses, rattles 
and bowls have been showcased 
in same of the most important ex- 
THIS MASK, Elderly Noble 
Woman, was carved in 1974. 
hibits to take place in the past 
three decades on contemporary 
northwest coast art. 
Her work is also featured in a 
number of books. 
A UBC anthropology student 
named Mary Slade has just com- 
pleted her PhD thesis on the life 
of Freda Diesing. 
She also produced a number of 
silkscreen prints, and designed 
and sewed button blankets. 
Diesing is survived by her sis- 
. ter, Roberta (Bobby) Perry," 
meces and nephews and cousins. 
She is predeceased by her me- ": 
tiler Flossie Lambly, her father 
Frank Johnson, her stepfather, 
Geoff Lambly and her brother, 
Frank Lambly, 
Family and friends said good- 
bye Sunday at a gathering at Kit- 
sumkalum in a building that car- 
ries a house front panel Diesing 
designed and carved - one of the 
many tangible legacies he leaves 
behind. 
The master of ceremonies was 
Tom Harris. The eulogy was given 
by Dempsey Bob and Don Yeo- 
roans, 
Tributes were delivered by the 
Haida Nationi the Kitsumkalum 
community and singers, UNBC, 
and o thers . .  ~ i ~- . 
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CITY Sc: 
PUBS & CLUBS 
GATOR'S PUB: Live entertainment weekly, Upcoming, On Dec. 21 DJ MIo returns 
to Terrace - straight from Vancouver's hottest clubs. Bring a non-perishable item 
for the food bank. 
BEASLEY'S MIX: Watch your favourite sports programs on a large screen "IV. 
GEORGES PUB: King Fish play Classic Rock Dec. 11-21, 
HANKY PANKY'S is your dance party night club, No cover, Free pool Wednes- 
day, college night Thursday, Hot DJ and Top 40 dance Friday and Saturday. Kar- 
aoko contest Sunday and Monday; 
BACK EDDY PUB'. Panorama - Harold Armstrong and Friends, Live entertain- 
ment Thursdays from 8:30-10:30 p,m, 
ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION: Members and bona fide guests. New members 
welcome. 
MUSIC 
Community Centre, Dinner at 6:30 p,m, Tickets at 
4916 Lazelle or call 635-7863. 
[] Terrace Little Theatre hosts Christmas 
Party 2002 at the Elks Hall Dec. 13 and 14, Din- 
ner and a Yuk Yuk's comedy show, featuring stand 
up comics Irwin Barker and Josh Stubbs, Limited 
seating. Tickets $45, To book a seat, call 638- 
1215. 
[] Terrace and District Arts Council and CBC 
Radio One Prince Rupert present a staged 
reading of Charles Dickens' A Christmas 
Carolwith Roger Harris, Joe Gosnell, Marylin Da- 
vies, Mary Jean Cormier and Kirstie Hudson Sa- 
turday, Dec, 14 at 7:30 p.m, at the R,E,M. Lee 
Theatre, Tickets are $10 at Elan Travel, Misty 
River Books and Sidewalker's. All proceeds to 
Terrace Churches Food Bank, 
The Terrace Slandard Is now +++ onl ine 
. . . .  l e r races landard ,com 
Check out our site or call 630.7283 for advertising Information 
[] Skeena Junior Secondary Fine Arts Christmas Concert. Monday, Dec. 16, 
7:30 p.m, at the R.E,M, Lee Theatre. Featuring works by Skeena's drama, art and 
band departments. You will be entertained by the Grade 8 Concert Band, the 
Grade 9/10 Concert Band, the Senior Jazz Band and two theatre groups. As well, 
admire the art works on display and share your own musical talent, Admission by 
donation. 
[] The Terrace Academy of Music presents Songs of the Season and The 
Nutcracker Story. At the Evangelical Free Church Sunday, Dec. 22 at 7 p,m. Ad- 
mission by donation. A food hamper will be available on site. Call 638-1163 for info. 
Josh Stubbs  
The Terrace Community Band hosts its an- 
nual Carols in the Park, Sunday, Dec, 22 at the Jim Ryan Bandshell in George 
little Park. It starts at 6:30 p.m, Bring your family and friends, lanterns or can- 
dles, and your voices for this festive community gathering, Song sheets and hot 
chocolate provided. Call Carol at 635-4729. 
VISUAL ,--,RTS 
[] The Terrace Art Gallery is closed for December, Upcoming in January: The 
:WEEKLY POOL 
TOURNAMEMMTJ 
j ~ -~ --'+"<-" TUESDAY NIGHTS,, 7 P,M.~;+++ 
December 2°'+-'--"'--'23 rd F..U~lll~.=a,Pi=lmuDr++ ,. ~ii~:i 
i,., oo,. Full Service ~ --..) ii Ou,et: 
   'O enTDo, AWeek 
P h:::635~375 
2003 Photography Exhibit and Quilting Exhibit 2003. 
CHRISTMAS FU N 
[] Choices Program's Annual Christmas Banquet Dec. 13 at the Thornhill 
NECI'IAKO T tl[ATi [ 
~ - ~  KIT IMAT 632-25251 
FRI, DEC. 13 TO THURS, DEC. 191 
B,G mEAS .JONAH I 
~ ~  NIGHTLY7P, M,'GENERALoSAT, MAT. 2P.M. I 
DIE ANOTHER DAY I 
NIGHTLY 9 P.M.° RATED 14A / 
:TERRACE~ ~ , , ~  
 TANDARD 
3210 Clinton Street, Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2 
Phone 638-7283 Fax 638-8432 
newsroom @ terracesta ndard.com 
Health Authority auditorium, 3412 Kalum St. 
For more info call the Family Place at 638-1863. 
SATURDAY. DEC, 14 
The Northwest B,C. Metls Association hosts 
a Christmas Potluck and Dance. Dec, 14 at 
the Happy Gang Centre from 6 p.m, to midnight. 
Bring your favourite dish and come have fun. Call 
Frank at 849-5060, Shelley at 635-0772 or Sid 
at 638-8589 for info, 
First Nations for All Nations Christmas Ce- 
lebration Saturday, Dec, 14 at the Terrace 
Pentecostal Assembly. Everyone is welcome. A 
special evening of seasonal music and ministry. 
Guest speaker Cecil Barton, worship leader 
Jamie Laird and the Prince Rupert Native Pen- 
tecostal Revival Church Choir. At 7 p,m. 
MONDAY, DEC. 16 
The Canadian Diabetes Association - Ter- 
race Chapter meets in the diabetes education 
room at Mills Memorial Hospital at 7 p,m. Come if 
you're interested in getting a local chapter off 
the ground, Call Lilia at 635-2211, Ext, 231, 
Mille Memorial in the basement cafeteria. 
Weigh in at 6 to 7:15 p,m. Meeting from 7:30- 
8:15 p,m. Everyone welcome. Call 635-7519, 
Are you living with the impacts of domestic 
violence, a sexual assault or abuse of any kind 
and need someone to talk to? Ksan Counselling 
provides FREE confidential services for your- 
self and anyone close to you who may also be 
struggling with what has happened. For an ap- 
pointment call 635-2373. 
Second-hand smoke has 4,000 chemicals In 
It. Three chemicals are so carcinogenic North 
American air quality guidelines suggest no one 
should be exposed to them, Sidestream smoke 
has more tar, nicotine and other cancer-causing 
chemicals than mainstream smoke, For info on 
how to quit smoking, call the Cancer Resource 
Centre at 638-8583, 
Overeaters Anonymous meets Mondays from 
7-8 p,m. at the Sacred Heart Parish, at 4830 
Straume, Email terraceoa@hotmail,com for 
more information, 
This month at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
December 
Dec 14- Join CBC announcers and local celebrities 
for a special reading of "A Christmas Carol" 
7:30 p.m,- $10,00 -Tickets availableat 
Misty River Books Elan Travel and S!dewalkers, 
All proceeds to the Terrace Food Bank, 
Dec 16. Skeena's Rne Arts Performance 7:30 p.m. 
• Entrance by donation 
January 24, 2003. Winners of the 2002 roots/traditional 
category at the East Coast Music Awards: 
Sons of Maxwell, 8:00 p,m, 
Tickets available at Cook's Jewellers 
Terrace Concert 
Society Tickets 
Available at 
Cook's Jewellers 
in the Skeena Mall 
Terrace Little 
Theatre Tickets 
Available at 
Unlglobe Courtesy 
Travel 
Christmas Dinner at the Terrace Emergency 
Shelter, located at 2812 Hall St,, on Sunday 
Dec, 22 from 2-5 p,m. Adult men and women who 
do not have access to this meal are welcome, Do- 
nations of food gladly accepted, The shelter 
would greatly appreciate donations of winter 
clothing, especially coats, boots, toques and 
gloves. Call 635-5890. 
THURSDAY. DEC, 26 - BOXING DAY 
Take part in Bird Studies Canada's 103rd 
annual Christmas Bird Count. Information collec- 
ted during the count will be used to help docu- 
ment and preserve bird species. For more infor- 
mation on how to participate, call 635-6984. 
PUBLIC SERVICE 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Local Scouts sell Christmas trees grown local- 
ly to Dec. 22 at Canadian Tire during regular 
operating hours, 
Christmas puppet shows at the Terrace 
Public Library, Dec, 17 (ages 15 months to 2 
years) from 10-11 a.m. Dec, 18 (3.5 years) 
from 10-11 a,m, and Dec. 23 (all agesl) between 
2:30 and 3 p,m, Free but preregister at the li. 
brary or by phone at 638.8177, 
The Terrace Art Association congratulates 
the winners from its recent art raffle, Joset 
Graham (Marketplace by Gall Turner Sears), 
Marj Baillte (Skeena River Salmon by Joyce 
Findlay), Kathleen Stuart (Nap#me by Maureen 
Worobey), and Gloria KIrkpatrlck (Kermode 
Bear by Chris Harrison), 
Fall and winter stock is available at Mills 
Memorial Hospital Auxiliary Thrift Shop, 
4544 Lazelle Ave., open Tuesday to Saturday 
from 10 a,m. to 4 p.m, Clothing for the family, 
books, toys, household items and much more. All 
proceeds go to your hospital. Call 635-2230, 
Sweet Adellnes of Terrace meet every 
Thursday at 7 p,m, at the Terrace Christian Re- 
formed Church (on the corner of Sparks and 
Straume), For info call Kathy at 638-1245. 
Help the Terrace Little Theatre celebrate 
Its 50th anniversary. The TLT is looking for 
old scripts, preferably from original produc- 
tions, Stories from the old days are also wel- 
come. Contact Info for former members who 
have left Terrace is also requested, Please con- 
tact Nancy at 635-1329 and Marianne 635- 
2942, 
Attention all home-school femlllosl The li- 
braff Is putting on a program just for you. It is a 
fun-filled, multi-aged, cross curricular class, On 
the first Friday of every month from 1-3 p.m. 
Free but register in person or by calling 638- 
8177. 
Donations of food and money to the Tar. 
race Churches Food Bank can be made 
through your local church and at drop off bins at 
participating stores: The Bargain Shop, Safe- 
way and Save-on-Foods. B,C, Sharing Coupons 
are available at Safeway and Safe-on-Foods. 
Mail donations to: Terrace Churches Food Bank 
c/o 4012 Anderson St, Terrace, B,C, V8G 2T2. 
The Family History Centre of the Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, at 1744 
Kenworth St., is open Wednesdays from 10 a.m. 
to 1 p.m, and from 7-9:30 p,m, Call 635-3190, 
! .eCemenSP t,S I 
l F°r The M°nth Of December' Enj°y" 
't . Lunch 11.4 p.m. t 
~ .%~.~ Breaded Chicken 
~ ~ S a l s a  Burger 
DinnerAf le r4p~~~ 
and breaded scallops erved 
with your choice of potato, pasta or 
rice, fresh vegetables and garlic pita bread. 
Kid's Menu 
I ~ - ~ ' ~ ~  available all day! . ~  
~, ~ ~ Served with Surprise ' ~  
coB |N  '++ere'+'°°' +"+ I 
the family together! 
4702 Lake lse  Avenue,  Ter race  635-6302 
~ ~ F -~ -I 
Baby's Name: 
Ilunter Reilly Parker 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Nov. 30, 2002 at 7:12 a.m. 
Weight: 9 Ibs. 10 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Sh~s~t & henry Reece 
Baby's Name: 
Emma Victoria 
Date & Time of Blrfl~: 
Nov. 20, 2002 at 6:02 p.m. 
Weight: 5lbs. 8.5 oz, Sex: Female 
Parents: Jan Smph & Dan Ilamel 
Baby's Name: 
April Mary 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Nov. 21, 2002 at 1:02 p.m. 
Weight: 8 lbs. 14 oz. Sex: Fem,'de 
Parents: George &Karen Ilackle 
Baby's Name: 
Logan Be[lotto 
Date & Time of Bit'tit: 
Nov. 16, 2002 at 7:53 p.m. 
Weight: 8 Ibs. 11 oz, Sex: Male 
Parents: Dave & Meredith Wolfe 
Baby's Name: 
Vanessa Rose 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Nov. 23, Z002 at 4:10 p.m. 
Wdght: 7Ibs. 3 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Duane &Catherine 
Baby's Name: 
Mace), Emily Amira 
Date a Time of Birth: 
Nm: 19, 2002 at 12:59 a.m. 
Weight: 7Ibs. 4 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Dantelle Mort•son & 
Joe Branco 
~!nNor thern  Drugs' Baby Club and 
J~r  newborn will receive their first 
FGund Teddy Bear 
O . 
SKEENA MALL 
TERRACE, E,C, , 
I i 
I 
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One world, many visions MacKay's Funeral Service Ltd. 
Multifaith calendar pays an all-inclusive tribute to the major faiths and beliefs 
By JENNIFER LANG 
IT'S ONE of the best-look- 
ing spiritual reference 
tools going. 
And it will help you 
keep your appointments. 
It's the Multifaith Ca- 
lendar 2003, a gorgeously- 
illustrated compendium, of
significant dates, festivals 
and days of observance for 
the world's major religions. 
The theme for the 16th 
edition is Night Visions, a 
12-month-long meditation 
on night and its various as- 
sociations - from spiritual 
reflection and exploration 
to a sense of wonder and 
mystery, sleep, dreams, 
rest and renewal. 
The calendar's intro- 
duction is printed along- 
side a colour photograph of 
the Light Memorial at the 
World Trade Centre loca- 
tion in New York City, a 
powerful image that under- 
scores the calendar's im- 
plicit message: we are one 
world; we need to get 
along with one another. 
The calendar, which is 
practically encyclopedic 
in its scope, is used by the 
Affiliation of Multicultural 
Service Societies and 
Agencies (AMSSA) as a 
MOON FACE,  a carving created by an unknown Ts imsh ian  artist, is located in 
the Royal  B.C. Museum in Victor ia.  It adorns the month of January.  
fundraising venture for its 
member groups, including 
the the Terrace and Dis- 
trict Multicultural Asso- 
elation. 
As in previous editions, 
the calendar contains all 
sorts of interesting remin- 
ders. 
For instance, not all 
Christians celebrate the 
birth of Christ on Dec. 25. 
The Armenian Christ- 
mas falls on Jan. 6 in 
2003, while it's Jan. 7 in 
the Eastern Orthodox ca- 
lendar. 
Chinese New Year (a 
date that also marks the 
start of the new year in 
Korea, Vietnam and Tibet) 
falls on Feb. 8 in 2003-  
the date of the new moon. 
That's when millions of 
people will welcome the 
Year of the Sheep. 
The phases of the moon 
are included, too. 
The calendar also in- 
cludes poetry verses and 
proverbs that relate back 
to the Night Visions 
theme. 
Important dates ob- 
served in other countries 
are noted, too. 
For example, Martin 
Luther King Day (Jan. 20) 
is included, as is World 
Health Day (April 7)). 
Aboriginal spirituality is 
considered, too. Xmaay is 
the season of big berries 
for the Nisga'a. It falls dur- 
ing July. 
The calendar is known 
for its stunning imagery in 
a range of styles. It 's 
available locally at Misty 
River Books. 
l ii Emergency care , x Roy • Auto & Work Injury 
• Sports Injury 
• Footmaxx Orthotics 
:~: NO REFERRAL NECESSARY 
Dr. R.D. Greenwood 
4635 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
i~ii~ii~iiii; 638-8165 
+i++~::+:' OPEN MONDAY TO SATURDAY 
Serving Terrace, Kitimal, Smithers &Prince Rupert 
Monuments Concernt,d personal 
Bronze Plaques service in thu Northwest 
?errace Crematorium since 1946 
• 4626 Davis Street 
~errace, B.C. V8G 1X7 
fA ~k~o~.~k~ Phone 635-2444 • Fax 635-635-2160 2,1 hour pager 
That 
Perfect 
Stoch:ng Stuffer? 
Tickets are now available for 
February's Dinner Theatre 
presentation of 
Norm Foster's 
Affections of May 
and 
Yub Vuh's On Tour 
January 24 & 25 
Season Packages 
Are Still Available For 
The Terrace Little Theatre's 
2002/2003 Anniversar],' Season 
. . . .  
4718A Lazelte Ave 
~,, ,,~ 
CUB Derr ick  Charnesk i  
at the tree farm. 
Tree- 
time 
LOCALLY-grown Christ- 
mas trees are available 
once again this season. 
Local Scouts of all ages 
- from Beavers and Cubs 
to Scouts and beyond-  
will be manning the out- 
door lot at Canadian Tire 
to Dec. 22. 
The trees are a variety 
of species grown at a local 
Christmas tree farm opera- 
ted by Don Coburn. 
Hours of operation are 
10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday 
to Thursday, from 10 a.m. 
to 9 p.m. Friday, from 10 
a.m. to 6 p.m. Saturday and 
from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. Sun- 
day. 
The Scouts will be col- 
lecting food on behalf of 
the Terrace Emergency 
Shelter, so bring a dona- 
tion for the box. 
PLUS ENJOY 
THE NO EXTRA 
CHARGE FAMILY 
ENTERTAINMENT 
SYSTEM 
($1,495 VALU E) 
Northwest Smile 
Design Center 
~P,k~mi,~ 
F=ily ~7,  ~1I ~ ~ ,  T~. 
* Serving Ihe Northwesl [or 10 years 
* ~ull F=* Orthocl0nflc Care 
e Invtmfign.lhe invimbk brines 
* TJAJ, Trulment 
* Porcelain Crowns and Veneers 
: Teeth Whitening (Bleaching) 
tolex Free Office 
Dr. Peter. A. Okimi 
200-4619 Park Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1V5 
12501 635-7611 
g~J~ Imow ~o~ a chi~ ahou~ be ~een Ax 
~,elr hat aahadontle ~.teening be~e age 7~ 
+ BUILT FOR LIFE IN CANADA + 
WINDSTAR LX ,VALUE 
. .. , ,. 
MORE GREAT 
WAYS TO GET 
INTO A 
, I t - " t :~:  . . . . . . . . . .  
~Y NOTHiNO FOR 
. . . . .  
No Payments For 99 Days 
No Down Payment 
On the purchase o l  most 
now in-stock 2002 
& 2003 vehicles t. 
2003 WINDSTAR LX VALUE 
GASH PURCHASE FOR 
=23.999 
• 200 hp V6 Engine * 4-Speed Automatic Transmission 
• Anti-Lock Brake System * 7-Passenger Seating 
• Power Windows, Locks and Mirrors • Tilt Steering 
• Air Conditioning * Long Wheel Base * Privacy Glass 
• SecuriLock TM Anti-Theft * Fog Lamps 
u.  LEASE FOR 
=289 
~er month/48 months 
with $3.649 down payment 
$0 Security Deposit 
Includes $1.125 air tax and freight 
_..~+~>: Same great features as LX Value PLUS: * 16" Aluminum Wheels • Power Adjustable Pedals 
_ ,..-- " j . . . ~  • Remote Keyless Entry * 0uad Captain's Chairs 
,.J, | E ~  I "% ........................... ~ :n~.~ • Rear Air Conditioning• Rear Spoiler 
:~ . . . . . .  ~, ,, . . . . . .  f ,_-... ~:,~-~:..,~.,,, 
i l  + ~ I ~ - - ~ ( ~ . . ~  ' ' ' YOUR FIRST 
• ' . . LEASE FOR 
' . . . . . . .  ' *389" 
per month/48 months 
with $3,999 down payment 
$0 Security Deposit 
includes $1,125 air tax and freight 
+PLUS 
% 
48 Month 
Purchase 
Rnanclng 
cn selected 
2003's 
OR FORD 
MAKES YOUR 
FIRST LEASE 
PAYMENT' 
No Rmt Month Payment 
No Down Payment 
No Security Deposit 
On selected new In-stock 2003 Fords, 
Administration fee~ and 
applicable taxes apply, 
Exdusivo Wayne Grntzky 
collectible, Get a framed photo 
with WG aullmntie silver medallion 
and collectible coin with each 
purchase or lease. 
R n T ALCOP f[l% chase nancm o~sek, cf~new n stKk 2002 and 2003 ~dwh@es m he s 9~1s  oQta qed eallculomels onapD~,edr ~c] ' hn~rletenpaymen t ,~  I~ 84~1 narnenf<pIira So% I H;'~eofc~a.le nar~mqrva es~p,  Lknq~v£nKlear~o[mrunJlalmLx~lll~lv,tJil~Jl~ mn~.. i . .u,  q~,,.m,.ull~,u,a~',,,,~',,,,"#lm,,'~, 
UYtS  E.~O E ' ~ "~ - ': . . . . . . .  ~ , ~ ' -  I - "  i~t f l r~ Io l t~t (~mol r  w + ~)O~+~$qando~al~ltl< r~t r i l . r l l l eh l ] ' : ) t~ ls$20Hf~/ I t  rip S l~J<Ja~$20C~ a.CL, da 5<J%an~t~tpr(enl~,~t~ 1 4envxlthsn(w ypa,.Inpr ~$4688t K ,'a.es ~ 'nd ,~ l  (m vL~h~(l+ +;1rid pall~Ctdar Itlu(]~.II TC4 v,.,Io¢les va l~t  Ca~ba[k OTTer L 0 $20 I~110 ,nantes al u% annua, ~t+cen,age ,ale ~ me msx t,.~ mv~ n,+~ w u~l~e . . . . . .  v t . , . . . . . .  , ~ , ,+ i + . + , , , . . 
g I ~n  i t 05 nd a n ~ p s$7250528 lhs ~asanp~cacun~ Wy o v~hees ,aheas~b~c~ ) e EO w~rJ~k~ EO $2P )~) n c~Ja n e ann ,]1 ~,lt~nh~qela1,, o~ e S ']&avs n ~ri ¢p,~yn~+ IS$0 t~lr, I  tVAl(~*]Jti( I ]l~']eSI ,~tOay~ls~Ual~lt<Aalsl,ll(~r~aftelUmfilSl~)(~o'sls$200~0 Al~elri~efi+~t~ada'/sSZOf~o()hr~lrlcedal2(t%a+mllat~:leefilage 
r t ef S$ -  ~5 + ~Se (~d' o . . . .  ~ . ~, ~ . ~ . .~1¢~9. /71[T1~ ibrt,~,,ar, rd n+~,l~qr~(3,~t~/~a,Jb~klsgTboel~4~n~ehlem~lhsisa~.3 ~(~t~ la~t~dtAllpulul,l~llnan(ir~(rietslndud, alla~&fre~gtlllvar~d~de~n~onw e~awll~a~l(.UIa+lhO(~lSrKlechJdellLeO~e n~oanne.ad~lJ~ll;Jtl~lle+'sal< 
all O1~1 appheaUe la,es Pt~ chase 5nar~mg n~ a~a~laUe wdi~ any olt~l oriel ""01 c~sh ptlt(l%lse ~¢12003 ~ll',f'~t a LX Vahle ~h 4.~o~d au~rnabc tr ~flSt~[ISgf~l I(t $23 ~ after cash I~k ($~Kted Ta~es ~.1 vat~e t~ lu Ir emmet nf (~ltOl~ ~ K:e I.,,h~ eCaSIba( k Iif aPoaGlblel ri._'~)/c i e~l Of]el ifldu{~a $1.12~ all la~ & fte~ht and e~chx~s Uce~e, ineUlsl~e, admtUi~hation fees e~ all oril~.q ap05{able 
fees and all o t~ a~¢a~ ta,es lf~ tease most new in,gock 2003 FO~1 whKles to~ an anmlal ~ease rate ol ~1~en 1 9% and I 1 75% (va.es ~per~ng m ~.~:te ar(l pa~tlcldal nto~l f~ the teem o4 a 3h u~ 4 H re(ruth lease Peas~ pel~ varies Oec~nq o. whlcl~ and pa l l ia ,  nlo(~lt itan t(~d C~edd to ~lahf*6~ I etad I~L%~5, Oll aopf ov'ed ae~,l A ,miRage i estl ~m of 60.000/80.000 km ovel ~.. 48 
¢olnt~nnd.,~tlhan olhe ~eS E Makenoleasepa'~en fol 30 days and t1~'~ o~the emainmg e~mo~48mmlhle~ecomlacl.leassarew2003W'~sta ~lwtm'~.sP~oaul0n~abcl~ans~l$9ofle~Ooe~rao~eroeran~lytntela"""~"~!-.-,...- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~:?'T: . . . . . . . . .  ~,~.o.~, .~?+~o.~,u. .~,o.  F"'Y'~_~,+. ~' : . _ .~ .  • _~.~;*~. ~'.~ . . , . . . , . : , _ .  Y , g " - - -  f +-- El . . . . .  ' . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~-a i . . . . .  ~,.. , . . i .~ .  ¢ i 19~ .,, la. • I,ainhi ~ e.,.4 olplll/~e IiP~np~ m~e:~a ~.4~m~fmt ~nn i~e~ and ~11 r/h~l annlWAl'de IAI~ AI I~ll~S afg mutually e lc tu~ arm cannc~ oe con l~eo.~ onel~ e~ltlm Ul~CUm, / lU.um~lO, bvl ~,..raa. nm ~c'~ 
tease o~hgat:on ~a $23,040, ne~ual of $14,145. pl,s e~b le  iaxes ~ down payment equ,ed, s0 neeunty DRoneR e~ e~ s~ 
Da v~dr~ ~h¢ies and F.Setles above 8500 G~H: Oeslel may selt u lease t~ less Some co~d~na PPlY. Limited tmle orie+s Oriels m 
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Communi ty  
Ca lendar  
WEEKLY MEETINGS 
FRIDAYS 
ORIGAMI CLUB meets 
every second and fourth Friday 
at the Library Meeting Room 
at 7 p.m, For more information 
call Noriko at 638-6529, 
SATURDAYS 
FAMILY HISTORY 
CENTRE (genealogy) at the 
Church of Jesus Christ Latter 
Day Saints is open Saturdays 
from 10 a.m,- 1 p,m, and Wed- 
nesdays from 7-9:30 p.m. Call 
635.3190, 
TERRACE NIGHTS 
ALIVE for youth 13-18 years. 
Fridays, Carpenters Hall, Sa- 
turdays, Teen Learning 
Centre, 8 p.m, to midnights. 
Music, workshops, crafts, fun, 
dances and more. Sunday, 
homework club. For info call 
615-6907. 
TERRACE SCRABBLE 
CLUB now meets on Saturday 
mornings at the Terrace Public 
Library at 10 a.m. The club 
plays national Scrabble Asso- 
ciation rules and offers exer- 
cises and word lists for new 
members. For more info call 
Walter at 638-0433. 
SUNDAYS 
ROSSWOOD COMMUN- 
ITY ASSOCIATION hosts a 
pancake breakfast on the third 
Sunday of the month. From 8 
a.m. to 11 a.m. at the Ross- 
wood Community Hall, 42 km 
north of Terrace on Kalum 
Lake Drive, For info call 635- 
8806. 
TERRACE BAHA'I com- 
munity offers weekly classes in 
spiritual education for child- 
ren. For more info call 635- 
4595. 
TERRACE BEE Association 
meets the last Sunday of every 
month until June at the Ter- 
race Public Library at 2 p,m. 
For more info call Martin De 
Hoog at 635-3289, 
TERRACE HIKING CLUB 
meets Sunday mornings for 
dayhikes all summer long, For 
more information call Chris at 
635-5996, 
TERRACE HORSESHOE 
CLUB meets Sundays at 1 p.m. 
and Wednesdays at 7 p,m, to 
pitch horseshoes, You don't 
need to bring your own set to 
play, They meet at the Horse- 
shoe pitch at North Sparks 
and Halliwell (beside Heritage 
Village and the Kin Hut). Be- 
ginners and all ages welcome, 
MONDAYS 
GITLAXDAX SAYT 
K'ILIM GOOTHL NISGA'A 
(Terrace Nisga'a Cultural 
Dancers) meet every Monday 
at the Skeena Health Unit Au- 
ditorium 3412 Kalum St. (side 
door entrance) at 6:30 p.m. 
For more information please 
contact Keane or Cindy at 
815-4723. 
MOOD DISORDER OF BC 
TERRACE CHAPTER holds 
support group meetings every 
first and third Monday at the 
Stepping Stone Clubhouse. 
For depressive or bipolar con- 
ditions. Info: Allen at 638- 
8749. 
MILLS MEMORIAL Hos- 
pital Auxiliary meets the third 
Monday of each month in the 
education room at 7:30 p,m, 
Everyone is welcome, 
NARCOTICS ANON- 
YMOUS meets Mondays, 
Wednesdays and Saturdays at 
7:30 p.m, at 4542 Park. For 
more info call 1-888-706- 
1780, 
ROSSWOOD COMMUNITY 
ASSOCIATION holds its 
monthly general meeting on the 
third Monday of the month, 
From 7-9 p.m, at the Roos- 
wood Community Hall, New 
members welcome, The coffee 
will be on. Please call 635- 
8606 for more information. 
SENIORS GET together 
for Five.Pin Bowling at the 
Terrace Bowling Alley, Meet at 
Pom, 
ZS.days 
untnl  ... 
she's reminded once a¢ain 
why she fell in love with 
.you.., why she stays in 
Ioue with you.., and why 
she'll ove you foreuen 
December 11,2002 
,i.~.,.-,.~ .... . ~,;; 
:': :" . . :k~!iiiii:i~?":" 
.';"d~l'- 
" You can 
also enter 
at these 
four 
merchants 
to win the 
prize below 
!~[ -'" NGE]L] [CAS 
, ¢,7,= 
[!;~ -]lAIR 
i~, ..~ 
" :20% : -  
~: ~ ,~tl 9' *'CA''* ~ ,  '~' 
~%~ ~"~'~':;.~ ..:,~ ook y,,urapp.ointmen,s ~,~..,,,~ __~~ ~i," ,,,,, ~or your Chris,ma, &~!i!~.~ i :: 
~ I ew Years Celebrationsl ~;~i i~  ,~ 
GIFT PACKS FOR ~ ~ ,  
MEN & WOMEN ~ ~  
K~i ~ I| t I ;I [~':~ / $1  ;[o] t l  :~FI t~i'(o] ~.1: 
, .  o'e-,, u,,,a e~.,,,, v.,~, ,~ 
Bring a touch of country 
charm to the holidays 
SENO THE FTD" 
CHRISTMAS TRA~rrnoNs" 
BouauEr FOR CHRISTIVt4Ss 
WEDIVESDAY~ DECEMBER 25, 
Fresh flowers in glorious seasonal 
color --skiltfully arranged and 
beautifully presented--are always 
a great gift, Especially when they 
arrive in a charming wooden planter, 
handpainted with Santa and his 
sleigh. Natural pinecene accents and 
pretty gingham ribbon add the finishing 
Starting at 
• s40.O0 
L ~ I  'Your F'rD Flor~s~ AFIre 
• ~635-4080 • SKEENA MALL.TERRACE 
Dinner & Room 
Packages 
starting at S110 
Ask about our Cozy 
FireplaceRo~ms 
Inquire about booking for Christmas & New Years! 
~[~c~s~o~,s Boxing Day Brunch 
638-0444 or 635-6667 
! 4034 Motz  Road.  Terra~e. B.C. ~- 
% OFF ALL FEATHERED QUILT  !i~ . l,,V :?.~i 
i: ,:::-i!~" :~i.~:. " : " ~ ; ' ~ ~ -  Box construction :'~ 
~ ~ ; : ~ ~ ~  . Handcrafted 
;i. ~ : : "  :::::::~i~::~i!b ~. .. , ' 
J ;;i~; :::: "": :~--:' '~ ........... 
from finely 
calendered 
100% coital 
~,;11 ~hr;," 
1i.4us 
Mobility 
Pre-IPaid 
:ell Phone 
Includes 
$50.00 
Pre-Paid 
Calling Card 
ENTER 
TO 
WIN 
atthese 
merchants! 
. ; ~ ~ ~  r-1 e~;  ~" Wh,l f]'k'~kes O jr Dhe~s ceol? 
fo  r g i vi  n~and:  , F~Id0~loaclslikeringt0~ 
i~r~~.  ~ "'o'~' 
m . : - -  , . ;~ . m 2.WayText Messaging ready 
L " ~ {~ , 
!:i.~"~ i ~ ~ Vfibhl~f~r.,,i . . . .  ~24g9 ";~',,~ ~?~,,, %%" ~,,~7 ~,~' ,,~,~-~ A - -u ~ vao u.  ao* . 
2 year contract. 2 months unlimited local calling ~k.  
3y . . . . .  tract, a manths unlimited Iocalcalllng l~ l  ~ 
See your local dealer... ~1~ 
,,~'~.., .,. .... ,~.~, Compu;~7~z~  _~/ r  
~ Eiec~onlc Futures 
4710 Keith Ave., Terrace, B.C. 635-7767 
Storewide Sale 
~m - ~m 
40%0II 
1 WEEK SALE 
December 16-21 
20%0ff ~ 
with donation of a 
non-perishable food item. 
• Evening Wear 
• Casual Wear 
• Career Wear 
• Jackets & Shoes 
• Lingerie & Robes 
• Sleep Wear 
p • Jewelery 
~ ~,.,~/~,,~,.~,,~ 
Come see what  Santa 
. . . . .  , it. . . . . .!..  1,.I"... l ; . .t f 
J Need Tires? 
~c,~ tracks to our nre Ce.t,'~ BE ~1¢1111 
We're Fastl We're Convenientl ~ "  ~i~llll 
o I -'-'--'-w'~..~ I we ,e P,',=~ RightU ~ "-" ...... I I~ I I I I  
I A full range of tires ~ B6OIgOII~tl/',d/ ~M~IlllI I 
I from. 7 of Canada's ~ w i ~ I ~ [ ~  
. jl ,"~i~i~i ~ i !~ ~¸I: ~ :'!: !:!i i i~.~iii~ ! il;~<. ~ ; [ j ~  
• . . . ' . L :~ IU  ~t~,,m ~, :~ ~l l l~k:  ~ I 
: ...... .; ~ , v  ~--~, . . . . .  ~"~/11 ~ I 
~-~ ~r  ~ ~ ~11~.11  I 
~rCHEnNG *,~ | ~_"  ~, W~NrEV III ~t l  
JACK STANDS g ~ ~ ~ WORK I I1~ 
Sold0~l~l~u~lin U ~ ~ • 1~J J  GLOVES " ~  orwe:,[~e:te~specl~,oneiustro;;ou't"" l i t t le !  
poirs,~e[J[oddng, mh:~et ,~  ~ IB  ~ / =l l  T~I~V I / I  Santa's Special 
posv~,Copoci?:6~s,  ~'~ ~}~qP"~ ~ plush lining I 'V~ ~','`~ Facial, Manicure & Pedicure ~ ~ 
L0wHeighl:lS.,/,, ~! l l l~  ~ .~oo~.. I ~ l l  OverlO%OfflnSavlngsl a J l l l j~ i~ ' 
RoisedHeighl:2kY"~",'~.'~i-,"~ ~ . ~  I *~ I  
' * °  ' 
~ [ ~ ~  4.718-B: Lazelle Ave;~;::;Teri;ai 
Man- Frl 7'30 ~,'~. 5'30 p m, Saturday 8a ~ m, =.~,,,=,~..=..~,.. ~=.  ~ I I~!I:[¢I. I ,L,Y¢I' JA~ i:;;;: 6~S'4997"(Behin~• !'80o-2~l,499;Mr'Mike s) .~ 
( !' t 
U~OO'IIBUJOIneooRJJ0|'MMM m m LUOO'I~BLUO~n ROORJJOt "M/~tA 
LgW.-fiI~g:ISOM gL'/~H9L6P I D,i~gglL413LL~tdl I! I 8fiGg'ggglseM gL'A~HCL6P 
. l~ i ]~ Ig~'~ I.. ~( ;) L ., ., ~ ' .~~ l m ,,o~,o~ m <~;> 
: " ' , -~- ( '  r ¢ r t 
"q l J lq  Kq l  le 'p~oq 'sns 
I 
af  - - ' q l ~ ! q  'g  
iuaoq sl '.~o! - ^e S aq~ - - ' l spq 0 iuJocl '~ 
'eoeod ,q - ua^ - eaq u! - -  dooiS 'eoeod '[ 
it " - - "  , ~ "]; I r,._r, i :F__._;i~ #,~J 
i , ,~  , , , ,  .J J d-.-...J, ,~  , , , . _  
~ "~ ~ ~l . . . .  I "; ~ "'~ "~ J ~,~':(~ 
~-¢ "r r r ~ r ¢ ........... r r ¢ r r 
~(~ :)B 'p,ICY] 'st ir  Op 'OOgJ,.~ ;~U! RIoop - ~)J ]0  uMgp Oql ~) !~ '~  
s! "go! - ^e S aql 'ls!aqO ,,ie! " n l "  al " W,,  3u!s slsoq H ! - u,^egH "~ 
~1" uo -A~aq m. dOOl$ 'pl!ua pu~ gap- ua~ os ~ueJ- u I H! " oH ' I  
i~  I I m :; Jd  ....... ~,J J d ~ J J 
; : "" : : F ,~ ...... -.'f t ," : i  ? P ~@ 
' ' q  "r t I '  ' ' ,  ' '  ' '~  I " ]G  
J J-~ Ji J J J Ji J J J:~,d j • • • 
'F r ¢ "r r r r r r r F 
OaR] H I - Oq Hql mog --stueoq luqp  ~1 lq3.q aand g,e^o I 'g 
'xei - e ua -  Aeaq mog- tueea ls  sou OlD tlq3! s a~ le '~ 
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111, lSgllg,l, NI OH ,I, HtWAVdHMOa ON ,~ 
"el el el el %'I el ~l el e:l 
' ja .q~eam pue pu!s aq~ jo ssa I - P~H 
' g Jn  - s~napp - alnA jo Ila~ I al!qY~ 
' i o - Jeo ;PIl " ~lnA lu=.t>ue aql IIOJ.L 
I I I ¢ • I I 
( '~; -  ql~i~ - ol lie sno • /[o.t" ~ Su!s I 
'el el el el ~1 el e_-I <[  ~,ln-~aW ~-  Jam Ul ;tu ~o1"  IO3 i 
~.  I ~- Jed- de ,~e3 Jno ~OU ~ uOC] I 
/ I / r~ I J I d J r~l 
• I • ~l I I I l l  T i Jr, I . i L'~k • 
I " I l " I I I  [ 1 1 Z ~ | i J 
" I ~ ' " I ' ' V 
, I I A A ~ A J . . I ~ I . ~ , 
i i 11 ! i 11 i1  l l  I I  I 1 1 l • l I I [1 , 1 
I I I I ~ I I I ! I 1 1 I I ~1  1 I I i l  I • I 
r r r r r r r r re  .r 
'sa - sse I pug spel ~ ' t~u  ~q~ I!eH 
"el el el el 'el el el el e:l 'sru - oqo ;q l  u!of pued~eq aql a~l!nS 
'~1 IO[ aCl o) uos- gas ;q~ SLL 
'Pl!q0 pu~ ao - qlol~ u.~ qA uoX puno 8 lq3!Jq ~ ll ~ 'T A t~ ~ 
:~J J d .J J a~. f  J J .4 J J 
I J J J J J )~ 'J J J " ' -  • , • ~ :', ' :~ ;  
'el el ~1 el 'el ~ el el eJ 'sn ; .~o j -aq  alnA Su!-zelq a~ ~'Z  
'ix) O jo uo S i~q3!u H 1 - oq '~q~.u ~ua I IS 'e ,i I . ioq jo  sqSnoq ql!MSlleq aq! ~3"1  
,af~nb sp~oq daqs i~q31u H 1 - oq :~q3[u ~uo I IS "~ 
uq~o s! IW i~q~u H I - oq ~q3iu ~U0l IS 'T 
• ' " ' , .  :-L': ' ' 
") F 
I .  O Christ-mastrce, O Christ-mas tree, O tree o f  green) un-  i~":i f:~":':':: /" i '  ''.'. " ' 
2.  0 Chr i s t -mas  t ree ,  0 Chr i s t -mas  t ree.  You  set my hear t  a - - x ~  
3. O Christ-mas tree, O Christ-mas tree. You come from God, e - ~ 
4. O Chr is t -mas tree, O Chr ist -mas tree, You speak o f  God,  un - / i~ ~ ~'  : ~ . 
I - "  4 2 : :" : ' ~ . . . . . . .  12 F F I .; 
chang - Ing, Your  boughs,  so green in sum - mer t ime, Do 'i 
sing - ing. Like lit - tie stars, your  can - dies br ight  Send , 
tcr - nal, A sym - bol of  the Lord  o f  Love Whom 
chang - ing, You tell us all to fa i th -  ful be, And 
, ~-.:  = :-  ; ~ . ~ .'~ ; ~ .'T ; " .~ : - -  .'- -'- • -'- '. ~4~.] 
. . . . . . . .  h . k ~. I . k k , k. 
h~-- - =1 ~ ~ : ='  =" ~ -d" -~: - -  -~" - " 
brave  the  snow o f  w in  - le t  * t ime.  'O  Chr i s t -mas  t ree .  O % "~ 
to the word  a won - drous light. O Chr ist - rags tree, O 7.~i~::~ 
[ Goal to man sere f rom a - bore,  O Chr i s t -mas  tree, 0 ~;~.  !i 
trust in God • let -na l  - ly. O Christ-mas tree, 0 
Chr i s t  - mas  tree, 0 t ree  o f  g reen ,  un  chang - ing ,  
Chr i s t  - mas  tree.  You  set my hear t  a s ing  - ing .  
Chr i s t  - mas  tree,  You  come f rom God,  e te r  - na l .  
Chr i s t  - mas  tree. You  speak  o f  God ,  un  chang - ing .  i 
' TI,e Seaso  
ror vi ... 
• ..we've got stocking 
stuffers or gifts for under 
the tree at Petland! 
Chrislmas Budgies ............ s14" 
Black Bear/Teddy/Regular 
frQm 7"  Hamsters ............................ 
Nulfience Christmas Gift Packs ...... s999 
33 Gallon Aquarium Kit ....... s19999 
Nascar Dog Collars & Le0shes .... 10 ~ OFF 
Exo Terra Reptile Supplies ..... 10 ~°FF 
SALE ENDS DEC.  24% 2002 
1-800-633-7787 
Pet land  
4706 Keilh Avenue Moll Terrace * 635" 1600 
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1. - Dash- ingthro '  the snow In a one  horse  o -  pen  s le igh,  - 
2. A day  or  two  a - go  I _ _ thought  I 'd  take  a r ide,  And  
• D A ~ D G D G - D 
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I h 3t .~ • e firs'{ no - el the an-geisdid say Was to cer-min poor 
They look-ed up aad saw a star Shin-ing in the 
And by_  the light of that-- same star, Three  Wi~ - men 
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I O 'e r  the  f ie lds  we  go, - Laugh- ing  all the  way;  - 
I soon  Miss Fan  - n ieBr ight  Was  seat - ed  by my s ide;  The  
=.  . ~. i , k k k . , 
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Bells on  bob  - tai l  r ing, - Mak  - ing sp i r  - its br ight ,  What  
horse  was  lean  and  lank,  Mis  fo r -  tune  seem'd  his lot,  He  
a++ k k t I~ h k k I,s h, k . , 
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fun  it is to  r ide and  s ing A s le igh -  ingsong to  - n ight!  
got  in - to  a dr i f t  - edbank ,  And  we, we got  up  - sot.  
CHORUS 
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J in  - gle, bells! j in  - gle, bells! J in -g le  all the  way!  Oh,  what  fun  it is to  r ide 
t~ l  119 k , , I 
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r in  a one-horse  o - pen sleigh! In a one-  horse  o - pen s le igh!  
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This s la t  drew nigh to the__, north - west, O 'e r  Beth le- 
Then on-ter'd in those Wise- men three. Fu l l  rev - ' rent -  
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shepherds in fields as they lay i In fiek'E where they lay 
east,_ be -y0nd them fax, And to the earth il 
came from coun - try. fax, To seek for a King 
hcm it  took  i t s  test, And  there it  d id both 
l y_  up-on  their knee, And o f -  fer'd there, in 
.... K-"~ g jr-- ~ . . ~ ~ j . 
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keep-ingtheh" sheep On a cold win- ter's n ight  that was  so deep. 
gave._,_ great light, And So it con - tm-ued both day_  andnigSt. 
was meir in - tent, And'~ fol- low the s la r  wher- ev- er it went. 
s top_ and slay, Right._ o -ver  the p lace where Je -  sus lay. 
His  prcs-once, Their_ g01d and mynh and frank- in-cense. 
r 
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No- el, No- el, No - el, No-el,  Bom is the King of Is . ra-el. 
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S KEENA:ANG'LER 
ROB BROWN 
Gifts 
I r s  the advent of that carnival of con-. 
sumerism we call Christmas and time 
for the Skeer, a Angler's gift sugges- 
tions for the fishergal, fisherguy, fish- 
erpartner, or significant fishing other~ 
in your life. 
You might think that a shiny reel or a luster-. 
ous new rod are the ideal gifts for an angler, 
and, indeed, the angling recipient of such a pre- 
sent might think so too, but you'd both be 
• wrong. The best gift, the one that your special 
fishing person will grow to appreciate and thank 
you for over and over is one that will help keep 
them comfortable in the wet, often harsh, and 
. always fickle climate of the North Coast. 
In this part of the world, you can't survive 
' long without a good raincoat. The good old 
green and yellow rubber varieties favoured by. 
old Sea Dogs and commercial fishermen were 
• good raincoats that, with a little care (but not 
much) could be left to future generations. Unfor- 
tunately these slickers were stiff and most defi- 
nitely without breathing capabilities. Anglers 
tend to be a lot softer than brine soaked seafar- 
ers, so a waterproof coat manufactured from one 
of those heavy breathing miracle fabrics that 
began appearing in stores only a few year ago is. 
the ticket. 
My rain jacket is a Patagonia SST. In the 
course of a year I fish more than an avid angler 
does in two and a casual angler would do in a 
decade. I 've worn my SST almost year round ' 
fo r  five years (or is it six?). During that time' 
I've done a lot of vigorous bush whacking and' 
wading. The fact that it's survived the torture 
yet still sheds water as well as it did in its mai- 
den rainshower means that whomever you give t 
it to will never wear it out. 
The SST has enough pockets to hold two fly 
boxes, one fly wallet, a leader dispenser, a ther-' 
mometer, a clipper, a tin of mueillin, four R io  
fly line pouches, a flashlight, a roll of flagging, 
a compass, a waterproof notepad, a camera, two 
rolls of film, a roll of toilet paper (for cleaning 
the camera lens), a roll of flourocarbon monofi- 
~lament, a pair of sunglasses, a pair of gloves 
and a lunch. 
The other compelling feature of the SST is 
the design. The zipper is a two way. The pock- 
ets are few, but deep. The three D-rings refuse 
to come unstuck, and when the coat is zipped 
up and hood pulled on, it makes the wearer feel 
like he or she is in a tent. Oh yes, if you fasten 
a few buttons the coat becomes a shorty jacket. 
Waders ai'e a fine but expensive gift. Once 
again, I wouldn't look at anything other that 
those made of breathable materials. Bare, Pata- 
gonia, Simms, and Wardell all make breath- 
able, lightweight waders. I 've worn the first two 
brands and spoken to many anglers about the 
others. My Bare Waders are leak fri~e after a 
season of use, but other owners have told me 
that theirs have quickly developed leaks in the 
crotch. An American angler who owned a fly 
shop and sold them told me that Simms were 
"the From Filter of waders." Other less conflic- 
ted anglers have told me otherwise. 
One thing is certain, Patagonia waders are 
the most cleverly designed, and hence the most 
comfortable of all the breathable waders on the 
market, and they are at least as durable as 
Simms, and are easily patched. 
For the flyfisher, consider one of the multi-tip 
lines made by the Rio Line Company. I was 
skeptical when these lines were recommended 
to me, but I bought a model labelled "the Acce- 
lerator" for my two handed rod and have been 
• using it for about five years. With no special 
treatment at all on my part, it casts as well as 
the day I first took it out to the river, and, even 
more surprisingly, it is intact. Other brands are 
cracked and tired after one season. 
Since I bought my "Accellerator," Rio has 
put out a large assortment of multi-tipped lines, I 
which are actually four lines in one as they in- ' 
elude a floating as well as a fast sinking, a slow, 
sinking, and a clear tip. 
The designers of the Rio lines have solved 
the riddle of the flyline. Their lines east far and 
turn over beautifully. Normally casting ease is 
in inverse proportion to sink rate, but, with 
minor adjustments, the heavy tips on the Rio 
cast as well as the floating tips. Surreptitiously 
find out the line weight of your loved one's rod, 
if you don't know it already, then buy the re- 
commended line weight. It will cost you about a 
i 150 bucks. 
If I were still fishing gear, I'd want one of 
those Islander casting reels. These beautifully 
constructed, precision made winches can be 
spin cast with a twist of the hand or cast in the' 
manner of a traditional revolving drum reel, and I
they make playing a fish much more enjoyable' 
• than their high-tech cousins. 
• f 
Placi ng the puck 
David Kozier goes pro, playing Canada's favourite game in England. 
By SARAH A. 
ZIMMERMAN 
DAVID KOZIER is under 
pressure to score goals for 
the Isle of Wight Raiders 
in England's premiere 
hockey league. 
So far, the rookie for- 
ward is earning top marks. 
He's second in Raiders' 
scoring with 30 goals and 
37 assists for 67 points, 
just two points behind 
teammate and fellow Ca- 
nadian, Brad Kenny. 
"I 'm expected to score 
and set up goals. If I 'm not 
doing that and we're los- 
ing, then I won't have a 
job for long," Kozier says. 
"However, I find that 
when I relax and have fun, 
that is when I play best." 
Keeping the fun in the 
game is important for the 
five-foot-10, 180-pound 
forward - especially when 
the team's fans are so out- 
spoken. 
"They are quite rowdy 
and very demanding on the 
team," says Kozler. "If 
we're not playing well 
they're not afraid to tell 
US." 
The 1,000 or so fans 
that go to the home games 
are a boisterous bunch who 
make a lot of noise and 
are, as David says, very 
emotional. 
"I wouldn't consider 
them hooligans, like some 
football fans are in 
England," he says. 
Playing hockey on the 
other side of the pond is no 
different than playing 
hockey here, Kozier says, 
but the popularity in the 
U.K. doesn't hold a candle 
to how much Canucks love 
the game. 
"Hockey is growing in 
the U.K. but is dwarfed in 
comparison to football 
(soccer), rugby and even 
cricket," he says. 
The Raiders are part of 
the English Premier Lea- 
gue - the level of play is a 
little higher than that of 
the BCHL, Kozier says. 
At 18 years old, Kozier 
began playing in the 
BCHL, starting out in Lan- 
gley before being traded to 
Prince George where he 
played for two years. 
the seventh best team in 
the country. 
"At Cornell we had 
three full time coaches 
and I learned a lot from 
them," Kozier says, add- 
ing the team's off-ice 
training was very intense. 
"We had our own 
strength and conditioning 
coach," he says. "I gained 
12 pounds of muscle in my 
first year at Cornell." 
But Kozier's not just 
about natural athletic abi- 
lity - he's got plenty of 
school smarts too. 
He skipped a grade in 
"1 wouldn't consider them hooligans, 
like some football fans are in England." 
There are two other 
hockey leagues that are of 
a slightly higher standard 
than the premiere league 
in England - those being 
the Ice Hockey Superlea- 
gue and and the British 
National League. 
"Hockey is growing in 
popularity and new teams 
keep forming each year," 
says Kozier, who was 
picked up by the Raiders 
this year after graduating 
from Cornell University in 
Ithaca, New York this past 
spring. 
He played hockey for 
Corneli while getting his 
bachelor of science degree 
in applied economics and 
management. 
Cornell competed in the 
Eastern College Athletic 
Conference and finished 
its last season ranked as 
school in Terrace and later 
earned himself a scholar- 
ship to go to the presti- 
gious university. 
"My education is very 
important o me," Kozier 
says. "I 'm happy because 
I'll always have a degree 
to fall back on when I 'm 
finished playing hockey." 
While many young Ca- 
nadians dream of playing 
in the NHL, the growing 
global popularity of hock- 
ey is offering plenty of op- 
portunities for solid hockey 
players to get paid doing 
what they love most. 
Kozier, one of four Ca- 
nadians playing for the 
Raiders, is committed to 
playing with the team for 
one season. What happens 
after that remains to be 
seen. ; 
If he continues perform- 
DAVID KOZIER takes to the ice playing forvvard for 
the Isle of Wight Raiders in an early season game.. 
MAVIS SIDDONS PHOTO 
ing as well as he has so far 
this season, Kozier won't 
have to worry about falling 
back on his degree any 
'time soon. 
Terrace hockey coach 
John Amos says Kozier's 
skill and natural penchant 
for leadership was obvious 
early on when he coached 
Kozier as a second year 
bantam player here nine 
years ~igo. 
"It was very evident 
from the beginning that he 
would be our team 
captain," Amos recalls, 
adding Kozier's work ethic 
was outstanding. 
"He gave his best every 
time and encouraged those 
boys to go as hard as they 
could." 
Amos even remembers 
Kozier's statistics from the 
year he played under him 
in Terrace. 
That year Kozier scored 
65 goals and got 65 assists '
in just 42 games. 
Skaters capture team trophy 
By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN 
MEMBERS of the Terrace Skating Club have 
a lot to be proud of after they nabbed top team 
marks for their collective performances at a 
recent competition. 
"The competition was amazing," says the 
club's head coach Cathy Mills, of the Cariboo 
North Central regional championships held in 
Kitimat Nov. 29-Dec. 1. 
The Terrace team earned enough top three 
finishes to claim the region's team trophy for 
the first time ever, 
The region ~tretches as far south as Wil- 
liams Lake and north to Dawson Creek. 
"'Our club atmosphere at this competition 
was really good," says club coach Jennifer 
Kuehne. 
The team really came together at this com- 
petition supporting each other and cheering 
one another on, she adds. ,, 
"We are really proud of our skaters for 
coming out as a team," says Mills."The high 
placing in skills reflects the attention to de- 
tails our skaters pay." 
Twelve skaters qualified for the Pacific 
STAR Skate competition to be held in Kam- 
loops. That compares to just five skaters who 
qualified for the provincial competition last 
year. 
THE TERRACE SKATING Club made an impression at the Cariboo North Central regio- 
nal championships held in Kitimat Nov. 29-Dec. 1. The young figure skaters earned the 
team trophy, based on point standings, for the first time. SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO 
TEAM captain Bryan Matthews, above, will provide lots of leadership to 
younger and less experienced players on this year's squad. 
Kermode season 
starts with wins 
By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN 
THE CALEDONIA senior boys basketball team hit the 
hard wood for the first time this season as the Kermodes 
hosted a series of games Nov. 29-30. 
The Kermodes overcame the Smithers Grizzlies by a 
score of 80-42 in the Friday night match-up. 
The next day, Cal took on the Houston Christian 
Wildcats winning this one as well, 76-69. 
• The wins are not a bad way to start off the season but~ 
it's still early •and coach "Cam MacKay says the boys 
have some obstacles to overcome. " , 
Firstly, the team will have to find a way to overcome 
its lack of height. 
"This is the shortest eam I've ever had," says Mac' 
Kay. "I mean, I'm taller than most of them and that's 
short." 
The team is also very young and needs some work on  
its depth. ~ 
"We have three grade tens because th e Skeena team 
is upbeiievably hugeff says MacKay. : /  ~ 
~ :Continued Pg. Be 
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!1 Play ball 
THE CALEDONIA senior girls basketball team spent last week playing seven games in just four days. The 
girls were in Victoria playing in the Mount Douglas Christmas tournament but coach Dave Crawley decided 
to make the trip as worthwhile as possible by arranging for four extra exhibition games as well. It's a 
chance for the girls to get some high level experience against southern teams. SARAH A. ZlMMERMAN PHOTO 
From B7 
tourney 
th=s week 
And there are a handful 
of players who haven't 
been on the court in three 
or four years who will need 
to brush up on their skills. 
The team's captain is 
guard Bryan Matthcws 
who brings a mixture of 
leadership, smart shooting, 
precision playing and de- 
dication to the team. Mat- 
thews picked up 33 points 
against Smithers and 32 in 
.the game against Houston 
two weekends ago. 
He and fellow guard 
Lee Johnson, also a big 
scorer for Cal, will provide 
the leadership the younger 
and less experienced play- 
ers can draw on. 
"Those two together -
they'~e" ,great," says. Mac-  
Kay. 
He adds the northwest 
zone is looking to be fairly 
competitive this year. 
With 15 players on the 
Kerm'dde,~tluad fight now 
- a'iid iio'~'CUtS made so f.~'r~ 
- MacKay is looking for- 
ward to seeing each player 
in action this weekend. 
That's when the Kcrmodes 
host the annual Kermode 
Classic tournament. 
"We're competitive n- 
ough that we want to win 
but I'd like to get everyone 
in," MacKay says of his 
players. "It's fun to play in 
front of a hometown 
crowd." 
The Kermode Classic 
....... :'statts.ttt 2:15 p~m.:D¢c 13 
with games running all day 
Saturday, Dec. 14. 
S o c c e r  
camps 
comnng 
TERRACE youth soccer 
players have a chance to 
brush up on their skills 
again this winter. 
Local soccer coach 
Nick Kollias is once again 
hosting his Saturday soc- 
cer clinics with the first 
com:G "siarting Jan,"4 and 
the second beginning Feb. 
1. Each course runs for four 
weekends. 
All participants must 
have been registered with 
the Terrace Youth Soccer 
Association in order to 
take part. Register at the 
Terrace Arena or phone 
Nick at 635-9231 for more 
information. 
15.days 
until ... 
you see her so excited 
with her new jewelr~ 
, ,  
you only wish you d 
houe done this 
Christmas. 
, Kifimot :.Cily centr; Mo11'./63~..,"13 i3,; 
: Te'rroce~skeenaMalJ;635.5111 : 
prinie R~pert .~ ~27-3" Avi- 624;523 I. 
,i 
t i ¸ 
!!~ ,, • : , " i " 
"We don't have winter weekends 
like this on the prairies." 
From $69 to $79, double occupancy, including 
continental breakfast. Welcome to our winter 
weekend specials. Tour Victoria - Shop Vancouver - 
Ski and Wine Tour the interior - then "; ~ At 
relax in a clean comfortable room with :i [~1~ ' i~_-  
great beds. Perfect. ] I ; '  I 
* Valid Fri'day, Saturday, Sunday to March ~ / 
31103. Subject to taxes and availability. 
Accent 
Inns. 
qu#ity wheee ~ o~nt~ 
1-800-663,-0298 
www.accentinns.com 
Canadian owned and operated. 
i!i!! ¸ 
>~,;, %., 
/,::,;"" " , mum 
! 
~,hoose 
No GST 
~ff your 
trade-in 
nodels. 
# Or choose : :'.:: ~:~" ? Percent Purchase Financing 
f or 48 months t
Down Payment 
Payments for 90 days* 
g offers on most2oo3 models.,.!, 
yget nt for a Inmnted tnme. !:i iiii!il 
,~ , l  Or choose 
We pay 
hrst 
Chrysh ' ler Sebring 
. ,  , - : ' .  • ~ ~ .  , -  ~L ;~ ' : '~ 
I I  = '  • 
Chrysler PT Cruiser 
~. ;~-' .~ ,:--.:--~-E 
• /';~ jmlk,,,~.~ 
on. all leases *t up to 
$500 andii)i 
NO SE( 
VISIT YOUR NEIGHBOURHOOD CHRYSLER, JEER, DODGE DEALER OR DAIMLEE 
Wise customers read the fine print: ', ", •, ?, 11, :l::[: These are limited time offers which may not be combined with any other offers except Graduate Rebate 
to retail deliveries on most new in-stock 2002 and 2003 vehicles. Dealer order/trade may be necessary. Lease/financing subject to approve by Chrysler F]nanch 
See dealer for complete details and conditions, ' , "  Your dealer will take $500 off the price of most in-stock 2003 models, or $1,000 off the price of selected 20( 
deduct any applicable dealer discount, and then reduce the price by a further 7%. The 7% 'GST Break does not apply to freight, dealer installed accessories, 
taxes or administration costs. Offer does not apply to 2002 Chrysler Neon, Prowler, Dodge Caravan, Viper end 2003 Chrysler Sabring Sedan, Intrepid, Dodge SX 2 
models, Viper and Jeep Liberty, 1" 0% purchase financing on most 2003 Chrysler, Jeep, Dodge vehicles up to 48 months. Example; $25,030/$35,0001545,000 
48.month term', monlhly payment is $520.83/$729.17/$937.50. Cost of borrowing is $0, Total obligation is $25,000/$35,000/$45,000. Offer does not apply to 2( 
SX ZO, Viper, all Ram pickups and Jeep Liberty. 1"1" 0% purchase financing on most 2002 Chrysler, Jeap, Dodge vehicles up to 60 months. Example: $25,000 
60 month term; monthly payment Is $416,67/$583,33/$750.00. Cost of borrowing is $0 To a] ob IDa on s $25 000/$35,000t$45,000 Offer does not epp y to 2002 
Prowler, a~] Dodge Dakota models, ell Dodge Ram models, Viper and Jeep Liberty. If the 0% financing is chosen, the effective interest rate and the effective cost 
GST break and $500 are as follows for the following amounts: $25,000/$35,000/$45,000: 4.29%4.02%:],87%; and $2250/$2950/$3650. Examples based o 
48 months, • No payments for 90 days. See dealer for details, 1::¢ DaimlerChrysler will pay your first payment up to a max mum of $500 on most 2002 and 2003 
and exclude licence, insurance, taxes, registrattonj dealer administration charges and security deposit, Offer does not app y o Dodge Ram Heavy Duty, Viper or 
for complete details end conditions, :[: Warranty valid for all new 2003, end all remaining 2002 vehicles to 7 years or 115,030km, whichever comes first. Some 
for details, ® Jeep is a registered trademark of DaimlerChrysler Corporation used under license by DaimlerChrvsler Canada Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary of 
I I 
4916 Hwy  16 West, Terrace, B.C. 
635-718 '7  
1-801)-313-7187 
www.terraceautomall.com DLR, 5958 
)C 
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ACTION AD RATES 
638-  '283 
DEADLINE: FRIDAY 4 P .M.  
Disp lay ,  Word  Classi f ied and  Class i f ied  D isp lay  
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a s lat  ho l iday fal ls  
on a Saturday, Sunday or  Monday,  the  dead l ine  is 
Thursday  at 4 o.m. for all d isp lay  and c lass i f ied ads, 
TERRACE STANDARD. 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. VBG 5R2 www.terracestandard.com 
All classified and classified display ads MUST BE PREPAID by 
either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When phoning in ads ;}lease 
have your VISA or Mastercard number ready. 
WORD ADS RUN IN Terrace Standard & Weekend Advertiser 
1 Week  (Standard &Advertiser) S14.45'(~..as OS1) 
3 weeks  (Standard & Advertiser) $26.75"(~.,.7a ca'r) 
*At ~onal words (over 20125¢ PER WORD PLUS GST 
CI ~,.~ IFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
$'~2.88 p,~r column inch Pickup $5.00 Mail out $10.00 
(BIRTHDAY/ANNIVERSARY/CARD OF THANKS/OBITUARIES I 
IN MEMORIUM/CHURCHES/NOM PROFIT GROUPS) $8.40c.in 
LEGAL ADVERTISING ................................ $14.98 per column inch 
WORD ADS ON ACCOUNT 
Word Ads charged on account are subject to a eervlce fee of 
$4.75 per Issue, plus GST ($10.17 per week). 
For regional  coverage place your  d isp lay ad In the 
weekend ed i t ion  of the  Weekend Advert iser .  
3 Announcements 12 Birthdays 
Classifications! 
ANNOUNCEMENTS O-49 304 Appliancet REAL ESTA/E $00-599 
3 Announcernenn 306 Automohve 506 Acreog~/Lo~ 
6 Anniverm~e~ 308 Building Servk:os 512 Cobinl./Col~ges 
9 Births 310 Catering 518 Commercial sud~es.~es 
12 Birthclay~ 312 Co try S24 Commercial Property 
15 Churc h 314 Chi~J~ re S30 Co~Jos 
18 rhino Evenh* 316 Cleoning S36 Dupl~x/Fouq~k~ 
21 ngrofulatlon, 318 Conar~tlor 542 Farms/Ran¢l~e~ 
24 ~ogement/W~d~ngs 320 Dryvmll 548 Fe~ Sale oe Renl 
30 V, emo,i~m 322 Ed~-'~ion/l'u~orlng 554 Hou~ 
33 Obituorie~ 324 Eledrk: 560 L~I~ 
36 l"~nks 326 Excavation 566 Mobiles 
328 Finonc~/M~tgng~ 572 Modular 
PERSONAL 50.g~ 330 Handyman s7e op~ Hou~ 
55 B4stlnets Persor~ls 332 Home Iml~'av~t~ent 584 Out o~ Town 
60 Heol&./beauty 334 Home _ .5~,3~ 590 RV $ilet 
65 Lo~ & Found" 336 Hou~ Sillmg 596 Townhou~ 
70 Personals 338 Invethnent 
75 Psychio 340 Jonit~io] PErS/FAIUVi 600"699 
80 Single~ 342 Londs~ping/C, ardening 606 Boarding 
e 5 Tr avel/l'c~J r t/Vacati0n 346 Mite. 4 achine/welding San, k: ~ 61e 2Fanm E eed ~,~'  "~F'~ml 
WANTED 100-149 348 Musk: te~o~s 624 Fmit/Produce//v~ 
125 Wanbd 350 Painting 630 Hone= 
352 Paving 636 tivmtock 
MERCNA~DISE 130-249 354 PEe~ogrq:~hy 642 Pets 
155 Ant' t~  356 Plumblng 648 Trai¼~ 
160 .~o~hance s 358 PooJs/Spat 
165 Art~ & Crafts 360 Rod ing  /NDUSTRY65~6~ 
170 Au¢llons 362 Snowplowing 660 Equiprn~l 
17 sildlng/~ttetiolt 364 T~e| 670 togging/Timber 
I 8 ompulor t 3~ Tnx:king 680 Machinery 
18 omignminn 368 Yard & Gordon 690 Mining 
19 reonns 
195 Firewood RENTAL 400.499 RL~REATtONAL 700-,749 
200 F,ie Give Away 404 Apqrtrnents 705 Aircraft 
205 Furnil~re 408 B~.helor Suite 710 ATV's 
210 Ga rqg~ .~let 412 Baternent Suite 715 Boa~/Marine 
215 C,a r~n Equipmenl 416 C~in$/Col/ag~ 720 Hou~ooats 
220 Mi~c~llaneo~ 420 Commercial 725 Motorcyd~ 
225 Music 424 Condos 730 RV'$ 
230 Sp(~rti~  428 Duple~Fo~rplex 735 R(m~s 
235 Tools 432 For Re~l at  Sob 740 Sm:r..,n~bile~ 
240 Trade Or Swap 436 Hall~/Auditoriums 745 Trade/Swap 
440 Houses 
~]HP[OYMENT2~0-2~ 444 MiKel~neous AUTOMOT/~E 7,50"799 
254 Businr~ Opportunities 448 Mobile ~ 756 Canopies 
258 Coree~$ 452 Modular ~ 762 Cart 
262 Day.re 456 Rooms 768 Cla.k:t 
266 Ed,~-ofion 460 Room & Board 774 Parts 
270 Help Wank~J 464 Senloet/Retimment 780 SUV't & 4x4's 
274 Prolessional Accommodations 786 Tn~l~ 
278 Skilled Trodm 468 Shored AncommoSotions 792 Vom/suse~ 
282 Tutoring 472 Storage 
286 VoJunteers 476 Suites NOTICES/TENDERS 800-849 
290 Wo~ Wanted 480 Tourist Accom mod=fions 815 Legq[ Notices 
484 Tmvnhoutes 830 Te ~der= 
SERVICES 300"399 488 Wank~l To Renl 
302 Accounting 492 Womhomes 
The Terrace Standard reserves the dght o dassity ads under appropdale h adings and to set rates therefore and to delermine page location. 
The Terrace Standard reminds advedissrs that it is against the provincial Human Rights Act to discriminate onthe basis of children, madtsl tatus and 
employment when placing 'For Rent:* ads. Landlords can state a no-smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the nght o revise, edit, classify or reject any adve~sernenr and to retain any answers directed to the News Box Reply 
Service, and to repay the customer the sum paid for the advenisement a d box rsntaJ. 
Box replies on "Hold" instructions hal picked up within 10 days of expir/el an advartisement will be destroyed unless mailing insth~cUons are received. 
Those answering Box Numbers ore requested not o send odginal documents toavoid loss. 
All de(ms of errors in advertisements must be received by the publisher within 30 days after the first publication. 
It is agreed by the advertiser requesting space that he liability of the Terrace Standard In the event of failure to publish an a~ertisement as published 
sh=l be limited to the amount paid by the adve~ser for only ene incorrect insertion for the portion of the advertising space ocoJpied by the incorrad or 
omitted item only, and that here shell he no liability inany event greater than the amount paid for such advedising. 
Name Address 
Phone Start D a t e ~ #  of Insertions Terrace Standard # Weekend Advediser 
CLASSIFICATION. Credit Card No. .Expiry Date_._.__._ 
(3 VISA Q MASTERCARD 
PLEASE CLEARLY  PR INT  YOUR AD BELOW - ONE WORD PER SPACE 
1 
6 
11 12 
16 17 
14.71 14.9E 
27.02 27.2~; 
16.05 16.3--' 
28.36 28.6~ 
CUp & Mall This Form To: 
Terrace Standard 
3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. VaG 5R2 
B 
13 
z. 
18 
15.25 
27.5~ 
16.59 
28.a9 
,4 
0 
14 
19 
15.52 
27 .82  
I e.85 
29.16  
10 
15 
14.4~ 
i:~,7- =
1s.78 
17.12 
29,43 
For longer ad. please uee a Impamte I~lmt 
TA:  Phone Fax S RD 638-7283 638-8432 
• . : ,  33•Obituaries : :  ; • . _ . . . 3 Announcements 
FOR INFORMATION on pro- 
grams + services for people of 
disabilities and the designated 
parking permit program, contact 
the Vernon disability resources 
center. 1-877.288-1088 or 
www.vdrc.ca 
NOTICE: PLACE your word ad 
in The Terrace Standard and 
Weekend Advertiser for 1 week 
and pay only $14.45, 3 weeks 
(3TS) & (3WA)$26.75. Addi- 
tional words over 20 -.25/word 
plus GST. Phone 250-638.7283 
Fax 250-636-8432 or email to 
advertising @terracestan- 
dard.com. We accept Visa/talc 
or cash. 
::/:ANBBSO  • 
WOODCASKETS ' 
~ ,  NIRVANA METAPHYSI C 
& HEALING CENTRE 
I i i l j i i i~t~!!i i~i!! i~i 
B00ks, Tarot Cards, Inscense, Essential I 
0(Is, Crystals & Gemstones, Jewelery, I 
Music, Me$taliontapes, Specialized I 
Candles, Altar Supplies, Smudge, Calendarsl 
And Much More, Gilt Ceriificates Available I 
B[,I i l t r ; l ;~  lfft:'/ll I;T;TI3 ~la,%~'tlbll 
EVANLY'RAYS' 
LIVE PSYCHICS 
Voted  most  accurate  
by  customers .  Po l i ce  
use us! Re lat ionsh ips?  
Spouse  cheat ing?  
Get t ing  lover  back?  
1-900-451.4055 
18+ $2.(F~/min 
f f  . . . . . .  
L M 
I "'lMA o  
II r • SINCe 1930 
Your  Welcome 
Wagon Hostess for 
Terrace; B.C. is: 
Cathy  
615-9286 
If you are new to 
Terrace or having a 
~aby, please call Your 
Welcome Wagon 
hostess for your free 
<fls and informatio~ 
1,1  IJl 
III 
III III 
136"thanks :  :- i"i 
'~t %.~ :~ OmlllH~ t ¢~ 
Grandpa 
Ted 
~.Love your Family j 
*"0nitne 
acob Mantel was born on July 20, 
1912 in Andijk, the Netherlands. He 
was the youngest of ,rye boys. He 
married Grace Nlerop in 1937 and 
with four chi~lren (Jim, Walter, Ida 
and Tend) immigrated to Houston, 
BC in 1948. They arrived In Terrace, 
BC in 1951 and them were blessed 
with two morn children, Norman end 
Dick, He bought a 5-acre parcel of 
land on Kalum' St. and farmed this 
land growing potatoes, vegetables 
and flowers. He was a meticulous 
gardener end took great pride In his 
work. With his wife Grace (who 
predeceased him in 1985) they 
worked the faro together. Jacob was 
a charter member of the Christian 
Reformed Church and Centennial 
Christian School. He was a loyal 
supporter of both. He was blessed 
with 24 grandchildren and numerous 
great grandchildren. The last t'~ 
years of his life were spent In 
Edmonton where he received 
extended cars. He died peacefully 
on November 25, 2002. He was a 
quiet, gentle man who will be missed 
by all who knew him. 
His children: 
.qm (Jane.~r~$ed) Men/el 
rmace, K 
Wallet (U~¢) Mantg r~wt8, WC 
Ida rialto) I~ l~ Zef~r~ge, AB
rw (/J~) A ~ Co188r,/, AS 
g~ (~1 MmtK 
Rd ~r,  A! 
0/~ O;lly) MmM, f~Mt~n AI2 
Rick  Hami l ton  
April 1159 • D~c,  13198 
We do not need a special day to 
bring you to oar minds 
For the days we ¢1c uot lbfuk r f  
yoa are very hard to flnd 
A million pnoers u~tr't bring 
3~?u back uw know because 
u,e'w, tried 
And neither will a mlUlotI 
rears we know hecat~e we've 
cried 
When God came and took your 
hand our whole u~rid[el! 
apart 
No one knows the heartache 
we try so hard to bide 
No one knows hOW many times 
u~e've broken down and 
cried 
If u~ could have one lt.[etlme 
wish one dream that u~auld 
conle r r~e 
We'd pray to God with all our 
hearis for.pesterday w#h you 
We love and mlss j~u very 
much 
Morn - Dad Sister laur ie  
DAN 
FANDREY 
who died on 
December  14, 1997 
His presence we miss 
His memory we treasure 
~v ing  him always' 
Foc]ett#{¢ him never. 
Sadly missed by Morn 
and Dad, Tony, Deb & 
. Locally manufactured Wood 
Caskets & Cremoli0n Urns 
• Cedar Casket $2400.00 
• Bkch Casket $2000.00 
• Cremation Urns $200.00 & up 
• Dired sales t0 public. 
Call (250) 638-8411 
Website 
http'J/www.aMers~.wo~ca skets.c0 m 
FOUND: HOUSE key in Agar 
Park, Sunday Dec 1st. Call to 
Identify. 250-635-1192 
LOST CANON F - 1 camera 
and assorted lenses In black 
waterproof pelican case. Lost 
November 22,2002 along Skee- 
na River near Tyee boat launch. 
Reward. Call 250-638-1389. 
LOST: LADLES left hand red 
leather glove. Dec 4th, Safe- 
way/Saan's/Bargain Shop 
stores. 250-635-5221 
LOST: ONE pair of size 7 or- 
thotlcs. If found please call 250- 
638-1169 
LOST: SET of keys with Toyota 
auto opener. First week of De- 
cember. $50 reward. Call 250- 
635-6828 
LOST: SILVER Samsun cell 
phone In or around Northern 
Motor Inn. Nov 30/02. Reward 
offered. No questions asked. 
250.635-8292 
ELDERLY GENTLEMAN - non 
smoker, would like 'to meet an 
attractive lady to sham my 
home for a possible permanent 
retstionshlp. Reply to file 152 
c/o Terrace Standard, 3210 
Clinton street, Terrace, B.C. 
VSG-SR2. 
I I  kids, Glenda and his I I 
~ GREEN 
-. ,¢~:  BENTON 
P~Jun( :=0, 1911 - Nowmbm" 19, ::=00 := 
Annie passed away peacefully at Terrscevlew 
'Ledge on the atiemoon of November 19th. She was 
I pre deceased by her husband Edward in 1987, and 
her' daughter-in-law June Green in 2002. She is 
survived by her stepson Ronald Green, grandchitdrei 
and great grand children of Yuma, Az. BelUngham, V~ 
and Dallas Tx. She also leaves behind many relations In 
England and Scotland.. 
Prior to W.W. 2 Annie received her nursing degree and then during W.W.2 
she nursed in a military hospital In London, England. Many service men 
received exemplary and compassionate care from her. 
In 1949 after the war, Annie Immigrated to Canada. She nursed In various 
places Including Hamilton, Pouce Coupe, Vancouver, Miller Bay and Terrace. 
She was very dedicated to her profession and especially loved caring for 
children and babies. 
Annie met her husband Edward In Prince Ruped where they were married 
In 1960. That sameyear they moved to Terrace and Annie worked in Mills 
Memodal Hospfial until her retirement In 1976; After her husband's doeth In 
1987, Annie moved Into The WilloWs where she enjoyed the camaraderie of
other etirees. " 
In lg94 Annle moved into Temcevlow Ledge. This was to be her final 
home. It is often sald that life Is like a circle and what you give out will come 
back to you, Annie's life exemplified just that. In her working years she gave 
her skills, compassion, and caring to others; In her latter years she received 
the same. 
Annie left a large family and an even I~rger group of friends and 
colleagues who miss her greatly. 
Pedlaps my thoughts about Annie are bast reflected in this little poem 
Some people come Into our lives and quietly go, 
Some people move Into our lives and dance, 
They waken us to new understanding with the passing whisper 
of their wisdom. 
Some people make the sky more beautiful to gaze upon, 
They stay In our lives for awhliel edve footprints on our hea~ end 
we are nover the same. ~ ~ ' :  ~ , , 
~Geedl~e Annie • Ikve  • Bead Jourllq Home. 
EMPYRE 
Hot  Water  Outdoor  Fu=~ 
. Heat several buildings 
. Easily tied into existing forced air & domestic 
hot water systems 
• Over 30 hour burn times 
• Bums un-split wood up to five feet long 
. Keeps the fire outside of the house 
, CANADIAN desl oned and manufactured 
° All stainless teel construction 
YourLocal Cettlltad F.a~yre Dealer 
SGWF 40'S n/s enjoys 
camping, fishing, travel, seeks 
same 40.55yr old who has 
similar Interests and Is honest, 
loyal, romantic and confidential. 
Please reply to File#154, The 
Terrace Standard, 3210 Cllnton 
Street, Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2 
WANTED: FREEZER burnt 
meat, fish, and bones for sled- 
dogs. Will plok up. 250-635- 
3772 
160 App!ianceS; 
GUEST EGUIPME~ff for 60 
seat.  restaurant.• Refrigerated 
sandwich table, hot soup table, 
natural .. gas powered 
grill/fryer/woke complete with 
exhaust and fire suppression. 
Complete dishwasher with side 
table and sink sprayer. Buffet 
table, coolers, sinks etc. Many 
more Items priced for quick 
sale. 260-636-2360 
B IO - The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, December 11, 2002 
L 175Bu i ld ing  ~i 
, Materials ~ii ~:: 
o 170Auctions i 
FLOORING FACTORY direct 
laminate..$.49sqft. Cork..$1.99. 
6"or 8" Rustic Fir..$.80. 2 1/4" 
birch prefinished..$2.60. 3 1/4" 
Exotic Kempas prefln- 
ished..$5.O0/ Select Amer red 
cherry prefinished..$4.76sqlt. 
2 1/4 Oak or Maple prefinished 
$2.99sqft. Oak, maple, birch, 
beach, cherry floating from 
$2.50sqft. TONS MOREl 1-800- 
631-3342 
BIRCH FIREWOOD for sale. 
Delivered or pick up at site. 
Phone 250-615-7808. 
LOGGING TRUCKLOADS of 
firewood. Mixed Hemlock, AI- 
der, and Birch. $800 to Terrace. 
250-638-7290 
2000 GALLON plastic water- 
tank. 6X8X12' in excellent 
shape $2750 Burns Lake 250- 
698-7627 
ABLE TO do 18 copies per 
minute, 40 sheet automatic 
document feeder and a single 
sheet feeder: Has 3 paper sup- 
plies with stand and storage 
cabinet. Can print on transpar- 
encies. Comes with 2 cases of 
toner. Asking $3000 ODe. Con- 
tact sandy at 250-845-2131 
FOUR STUDDED P196/75R14 
Bridgestone winter tires moun- 
ted on 14" Dodge rims. Like 
new. 95-100% tread remaining. 
$550.00 abe. Call 250-635- 
4379 or 250-615-2643 
TECUMSEH SNOWFLITE 
snow blower. $600 or nearest 
offer. Call 250-635-5404. 
254B us in~Ss ~ 
Opportunities'. 
• . • . • 
270 Help Wanted 
. • . . -  " i  
FITNESS FACITLITY, 18 years 
in business. 5600sqft. Serious 
inquiries only. Days 250-635- 
6146 
GOVERNMENT FUNDS, grants 
& loans information. For all 
business & farms. Call 1-800- 
505-8866 
HOME WORKERS needed!!l 
Assembling products - mail- 
ing/processing , our circulars - 
copy/mailing pc disk program, 
no experience neededl Free 
into send sase to crafts, 8 - 
7777 keels SI Ref#7-702, Con- 
cord, Ontado L4K-ly7. 1-905- 
866-6095 for more into. 
MOMS NO more day care . 
Stay at home, make above 
average income, www.free- 
moms.com/cashclub. 
RECIPE FOR success, Panago 
Pizza has a successful well es- 
tablished franchise for sale lo- 
cated in Smithers, B.C. Turnkey 
operation, training included. It 
you desire success and inde- 
pendence with a high return on 
investment, don't miss out on a 
great opportunity. Call days 
250-847-5392 
258 Careers '~: 
: - . , • 
CLASS 1, 3, and 4. Driver train- 
ing, the simplest and most cost 
effective training methods avail- 
able today. Funding available. 
Visa/Mastercard accepted. 
Taylor Professional Driving 
Services. 250-860-7624 or 1- 
877-860-7627 
JOCUS EDUCATIONAL toys 
looking for raps in B.C, excel- 
lent quality, most under bonus- 
es. Training provided. 1-800- 
361-4587 ext 9484. 
TRAIN TO work in the comput- 
er industryl Network Techni- 
cian, Computer Technician, 
Programmer/ analyst, Office 
Administrator, For Program or 
Student Loan information from 
our ODI College Abbotsford 
Campus. Call toll free today t- 
888-229-1555 
~ 270He lp~wa~ted! i  
, . . . . : . . . .  
AUCTION SALE 
TOOLS, COLLECTABLES, HOUSEHOLD & 
OFFICE FURNITURE 
3031 KOFOED, 
TERRACE, B.C, 
DEC, 14th @ 10 AM SHARP 
PREVIEW: DEC 13Ih -1-7 PM, 
DOOR PRIZES!I 
. King Size Adjustable Bed • 1989 Dodge Reliant 
R~iner • Tow Bar 
Couch & Chair • Collectibtes . . . . .  
Dresser • Coin & Stamp Collections 
Computer • C)fflce Desks 
Surround Sound Speakers • ~ce  Chairs 
Nat. Gas Heater • Steno Chairs 
Selkirk Chimney • Credenzas 
Stereo Cabinet • Drafting Table 
Childs Microscope Set • Filing Cabinels 
Simmons Scope . Monitors 
Alpine Car Stereo . Photo copying Machine 
Batte~/Pack Head Lamp • Paper Shr~der 
Tornado Floor Polisher , Book Shelves 
Dynablast Steam Cleaner , Video Camera 
Gas Powered Water Pump • Computer P~nters 
Key Cutler • New & Used Tools 
MUCH MUCH BORE 
FOR COMPLETE LISTING GO TO: www.marjonauctions.com 
Concession provided by: 
~~bOt 'V~ TCC FOCUS Dt~MA GROUP M Subject o Additions and Deletions 
01~ TERMS: Cash, V~sa, Mastercard or Interac 
GST, PST and 10% Buyer's Fee Will Be 
Applied On All Purchases 
Ph. (250) 635-9452 
FREE ONLINE course on Inter- 
net basics. Demystifying the In- 
ternet is a stand-alone, self- 
paced, instructor-guided 
course. The first in Canada- 
Ghost's web development pm- 
.qram. wvwv.canada.qhost.com 
BODYMAN. BUSY flatrate colli- 
sion repair shop has an opening 
for a long term, ticketed body- 
man. Top pay, benefits, compa- 
ny matched RRSP, signing 
bonus, located just outside of 
Vancouver without the high cost 
of living. Quality workmanship 
and work ethics a must 
(Squamlsh, B.C.) Fax resume 
604-892-0119 
CLASS ONE DRIVER required 
for interior based company, 2 
years Super B flat deck exper- 
ience required on general 
freight. Performance based re- 
numeration, company operates 
primarily BC/AB. Fax resume 
and abstract. 250-828-1490 
EXPERIENCED BUTT'N'TOP 
operator wanted for Burns Lake 
area. Year round job. Please 
fax resume 250-692-3872 or 
mall resume to McPhail 7 
Assoc., Box 130, Bums Lake, 
BC VOJ lEO 
EXPERIENCED DRYWAL- 
LERS required for heavy com- 
mercial construction on steel 
studs in Northern Alberta. Im- 
mediate start. Wage negotiable. 
Please call 780-460-9687 
i . . . . . . . . . .  o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  IV  . . . .  
industry where you will use your talents to 
provide "WOW" service; iF you are dynamic, 
responsible and want to succeed, don't miss 
these unique opportunities to loin our team. 
Positions available now: 
• Assistant Managers • Assistant Kitchen manager 
• Line Cooks * Prep Cooks * Hosts/Hostesses 
• Servers • Dishwashers • Bartenders 
Please submit resume to: 
BOSTON PIZZA, 
BOX 2800, 
SMITHERS, B.C., VOJ 21t0 
Deadline for applications is December 27, 2002 
Moricetown, BC (30km west of Smithers) 
The country's largest producer of softwood lumber and market 
pulp, Canfor is a significant player in the global forest products 
~ndustry. KyahwoodJV is a joint venture company between the 
Moricetown Band Administration and Canfor, We operate a value- 
added lumber remanufacturing facility, 
Reporting to the plant manger, you w!ll be responsible for all 
accounting and statistical functions ot the.office including payroll, 
.AP/AR, production reporting and invoicing. Your primary 
tunctions will encompass: financial reporting through to the final 
statements, including both income and balance sheets and the 
annual financial audit. 
As a key member of the Management eam, you will develop and 
implement internal tracking systems tor costs and operational 
metrics, provide effective analysis and advise on operational 
issues and capital spending and provide supervision for office 
staff, 
We see you as a professional with an accounting designation or a 
senior student with broad general accounting experience. A. self- 
starter with strong analytical skills, you are able to work with an 
operations team to manage information in the rapidly-changing 
world of remanufacturing. 
A oompet!tive salary/benefits package is offered, If you are 
interested in this position, we Invite you to forward your resume 
by December 20, 2002 to: 
. 
FOREST PRODUCTS JN.  
Mr. Terry LaLonde, 
Plant Manager 
RR#1 Site 13, Compartment 18 
Moricetown, BC VDJ 2NO 
Fax: (250) 847-2783 
Emaih TLaLonde@mail,canfor.ca 
Web: vvww.canfor, com 
We are looking for a 
f° 1 /2  Time C.D.A. 
r our progressive cosmetic practice. 
A. pply in person with resume to 
ADENT DENTAL CUNIC 
4623 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 
L = J I I  I 
Terrace & District Communily Services Society 
Management Position 
Terrace & District Community Services Society is 
seeking an energetic, dynar~ic person to fill'the 
position of Manager. Th~ succesJful applicant will 
be required to develop, coordinate, supervise, and 
administer pro.qrams provided to children, youth, 
and families in Terrace and surrounding areas. 
The position requires a team player with excellent 
communication skills, with demonstrated skills in 
financial management, crisis management, human 
resource manaqement, neqotiations, and pro qram 
development. "i'he successful applicant will l~ave 
extensive knowledge about laws, regulations and 
reporting requirements of .qovernin.q a.qencies, and 
a proven ability to liaison eTfectively-witt~ the same. 
Qualifications: Must have a Post Secondary D~ree 
(BSW preferred), and experience in a related fie'I'd. 
Resumes to: TDCSS 
M. Lisslmore 
Executive Director 
1-3215 Eby St. 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 2X6 
Closing Date: December 13, 2002 
L---- 
CAREER OPPORTUNITY 
North Peace Community Resources Sociely 
Fort St. John B.C. 
NPCRS is seeking a full-time Community Therapist 
(Children's Mental Health). 
The selected candidate is to provide a range of mental 
health services to children and youth. Mental Health 
services will be provided by assessment, 
treatment/therapy, consultation for children and youth 
up to the age of 19, both directly with the client and 
caregivers, and indirectly with schools, other 
professionals and agencies. Travel within the region in, 
own vehicle will be*req~ired, *~'"~ ...... ~ .... ~'" *' 
Masters degree in Social Work, Psychology of Family 
Therapy plus 2 years related experience; or Bachelor's 
Degree in Social Work or Psychology plus 6 years 
related experience; or equivalent combination of 
education and experience. Minimum two years clinical 
counselling experience, one year which is to be a 
mental health or psychiatric selting with children and 
youth. Requires experience working with the DSM-IV 
model. 
Starting at $22.93/hour. 
Complete job description can be provided upon request. 
Send resumes to: 
Executive Director 
North Peace Community Resources Society 
10142 101st Avenue 
Fort St. John, B.C. 
V1J 2B3 
Phone: (250) 785-6021 
Fax: (250) 785-4659 
Email: info@npcrs.bc.ca 
CAREER OPPORTUNI'r~/ 
POSITION: Dedicated Service Representative 
POSITION DESCRIPTION: To service, maintain and 
support our large customer base as required. 
KEY DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES: 
• Co-ordinate all on.site facets of servicing the 
customers specific needs. 
• Participate in Continuous Improvement (CI) Team 
meetings 
• Call on customer personnel/locations as agreed and 
identified by the customer to monitor service, 
performance, trouble shoot and provide 
solutions/product knowledge as required. 
• Observe all aspects of the customer's operations 
looking for cost savings opportunities that will assist the 
customer in meeting their goals. 
• Assure all commitments are being met on a timely 
basis. 
• Other duties and responsibilities are required for the 
position 
EXPERIENCE/QUALIFICATIONS: 
• Minimum college degree with focus on sales and 
marketing, or equivalent experience 
• Proficient in Microsoft Office, including Word, Excel and 
PowerPoint 
• Ability to work independently 
• Superior interpersonal skills and excellent customer 
service skills, proactive thinking and the ability to 
analyze customer needs 
• The diverse nature of the position will demand that the 
incumbent be versatile, flexible and able to multi-task 
easily 
• Maintain a thorough knowledge of products and 
services 
• Possession of a valid driver's license and reliable 
vehicle 
• Certification in WHMIS and TDG 
Salary commensurate with experience. 
P lease  submit  resumes to Box #,t04, Northern 
Sentinel Press, 626 Enterprise Ave., Kltlmat, B.C. 
VSC 2E4, 
I 
~ Wiip Si' Satxw Society Community Healing Centre 
II EXECUTIVE  DIRECTOF i 
Job Summary 
Is the senior employee and is responsible for, and to ovemee the overall 
operatJ0n, programming, finandal management and resource 
management of Ihe Wilp Si'Satxw Healing Centre. 
Full details can be obtained at 
"Job Opportunities In the Bulkley Valley" at 
www.lnterlor-news.com 
~ COAST MOUNTAINS SCHOOL DISTRICT 82 
SEEKS PROPOSALS FOR THE FOLLOWING: 
MECHANICALSUPPORT FOR PLUMBING/HEATING 
AND AIR CONDITIONING FOR 18 MONTHS 
ENDING JUNE 30, 2004 
Scope of work: Provide on an 'as needed' basis 
mechanical support for District buildings located in 
(a) Terrace/Thornhill 
(b) Hazeltons 
Contractor to provide an hourly rate and a mark up 
rate on materials required. 
Contractor to indicate an expected response time for 
emergency calls; 24 hours for non-emergency calls is 
acceptable. 
Proposals encompassing all specialties (plumbing, 
heating and air conditioning) or specific specialties only 
(plumbing only, heating only, a /c  only) will be 
'entertained. 
Closes Monday, December 16, 2002 at 12:00 noon. 
Proposals must be submitted in writing, by fax or by 
mail to: 
Mr. R. Gilfillan 
Maintenance Superintendent 
Coast Mountains School District 
3211 Kenney Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 3E9 
Phone (250) 638-4405 Facsimile (250) 638-4471 
Wilp Si'Satxw 
Communily Healing Centre 
JOB POSTING 
POSITION: EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
Accountable to Executive Director 
Job Summar~ 
Is the senior employee and is responsible for, and to oversee the overall 
operation, programming, financial management and resource management 
of the Wilp Si'Satxw Healing Centre. 
Dutles: 
* To provide a safe, secure and supportive environment for Clients and Staff. 
* Co-evaluates the efficiency and effectiveness of the healing programs at the 
Centre .  . . . . . .  
* Provides leadersh p for short and long-term pann ng of the Centre ~-~c~  
* Partkipatein thehiring, supervision and evaluation oFCounseUors, 
Altendanls and All other staff members. 
* Report all issues and program needs and requirements tothe Board of 
Directors at Board meetings. 
i Review the Wilp Si'Sarxw healing programs for adulls and youth regarding 
scheduling, implementation, a d evaluations of Ihe completed programs wilh 
the Program Diredor. 
Plan, and forecast expenditures with t~ Office Manager egarding Ihe 
Centre s operating and capilal b~dget, and to consult with the Board of 
Directors. 
• To provide management, leadership and motivation to the Wilp Si'Satxv,, 
Healing Centre Staff. 
• To participate as a member of ~e Association of B.C. First Nations Tree,ant 
Programs. 
• Lialse wilh the communily and other agencies to promote the Wilp Si'Sabw,, 
Healing Centre, to handle routine media inquiries and public speaking 
engagements a  required. 
Interprets Board Policy [or all Centre staff. 
Develops and writes Centre proposals as required. 
To ensure reports, statistical data, and oPner information are prepared for 
Board of Directors for declslon.making, and for funding agencies, 
Develops and participates inthe on-going delivery of staff development and 
training programs. 
' Develops client ledures and shares the day-to-day workload as an active 
member of the Centre's healing team. 
• To exercise initiative, good judgment, interact v~th Clients and other staff on 
an informal basis. 
Be proactive about personal wellness. 
Participate in cultural activities. 
Specific Duties: 
• To resolve conflicts that may arise belween staff, or between staff and clienls. 
• Report all major client concerns/suggestlons/recommendations to the Board, 
• Assist in the development ofCentre Policies/Procedures to ensure Federal 
and Provincial laws, regulations are followed in every aspect oFthe Centre's 
operation. 
i Ensures that client record are kept on file for seven years (and are prepared 
from the general public) Legal~ 
In consultation with the Personnel Committee and Pne President of the Board 
hires, evaluates, disciplines and terminates staff when necessary. 
• To ensure that all staff record pertinent information on Client difficulties so 
fnat they receive the maximum support possible during their stay at Wilp 
Si'Satxw. 
Attend debriefing andplannlng sessions held by staff. 
i To ensure open lines of communication amongst staff. 
Other d¢ies as assigned from time to time by Board. 
Job Requirements: 
• Preferably an appropriate degree in social service of henhh care 
administration. 
• Demonstrated organizational nd management, including leadersh p, prob. 
lem solving, decision making, communication skills and knowledge of treat- 
ment Centre programs. 
Significant Counselling and supervisory experience ina social service of 
health care setting. 
A working knowledge of bookkeeping and accounllng principles 
Knowledge of alcohol and drug dependency, First Nations cuhure, tradi. 
tional and can~.=mporery healing approaches. 
Extensive experience working with a Board. 
Excellent interpersonal nd communication skills. 
Native Ancestry preferred. 
Abstinence ~'o~n alcohol and drugs a minimum of five years is a prerequisite 
for this position. 
Have a personal wellness plan in place. 
Provide an updated Criminal check. 
Respect and accept First Nations cultural belle[~. 
First Aid Iralnlng. 
Open to ongoing training and development, ~ 
Class 4 license an asset ~ I 
Initiative fund-raislng adivities, and demonstrated negotiating skills with J 
Senior and local Government (Federal and Provincial), . -  i ,  I 
• Oath of confidentialily. J 
• Valid B.C, Driver's License. ~ I 
• Have own vehicle 
Deadline Date: D~.d~er 27, 2002 I 
Start Dale: January 13, 2003 , 
5u~ mu~ md covedng h~.  to: ~ I 
Wilp Si'Smxw Community Healing Gmlm 
J 
I 
CNC Machinist 
The successful candidate would be proficient in all 
aspects of the Machinin~ trade w tt~ experience in CNC 
and manua machining m a production environment. 
Machinist Inter-Provlnclal or Trades Qualifications and 5 
years of CNC programming experience using 
Conversationa/an~l/or 'G' code are definite 
requirements, Competency with Mazak and Hilochi CNC 
Centers preferred. 
Wages and Benefits as per lhe Internal ona Assoc allan 
of Bridge, Structural ana Ornamental Ironworkers Local 
#712. ~hifl work is possible. 
3ualified applicants are invited to submit heir resume, 
arior to December 20th, 2002 to: 
Dwight Guy, Director Human Resources 
Coe Newnes/McGehee 
3550 - 45th Street SE 
P.O. Box 8, Salmon Arm, BC, V1E 4N2 
Fax 250.804-4015 
dwight.guy@coemfg.com 
270 Heip Wanted ". 322 Education/ 
.ii Tutoring:;:+ i FREE INFORMATION package 
assembling products and crafts, 
clerical work or computer pro- 
gram. Send self addressed 
stamped envelope to Box 1707, 
Vanderhoof, B.C. V0J 3A0 TERRACE 
HOME SUPPORT/RESIDENT 
Care Attendant Program In- 
structor. Sessional Instructor 
needed commencing January 
2003 in Tache. Requires acade- 
mic background in health. Pro- 
ven clinical skills, experience in 
home support, public health, 
teaching. Apply at CNC Necha- 
ko. Fax 250-567-3217 
JOIN OUR team. ESTIMA- 
TOP,/SALESPERSON required 
Immediately. Candidate must 
have experience in floor cover- 
ings for retail + new homes. 
Send resume to Atlanta Car- 
pets, 32851 London Ave. 
Mission, B.C. V2V-EM7. 
LOOKING FOR RESIDENT 
MANAGER for 94 unit apart- 
ment complex. Mail resume to 
Summit Square Strata Corpora- 
tion #1108-2607, Pear Street, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4V5 by Jan- 
uarv 14, 2003 
PARTTIME BOOKKEEPER 
wanted for NR and inventory. 
Must know Simply Accounting. 
Please reply with resume and 
references to File#153, The 
Terrace Standard, 3210 Clinton 
Street, Terrace, BC, VSG 5R2 
PARTTIME EGG GRADER 
wanted at DayBreak Farms. No 
experience needed, we will 
train. Should be physically fit. 
$8/hr. Apply at DayBreak 
Farms, located on North Eby. 
250-638-0777 
REQUIRED IMMEDIATELY 2 
DRIVERS for log truck or chip 
truck in Athabasca, Alberta. Ac- 
commodation allowance provi- 
ded. Send resume with drivers 
abstract to 780-675-7776 or 
Call 780-675-3741 or 780-675- 
5294VTL Transport Ltd. 
UNIVERSITY / COLLEGE stud- 
ents wanted for summer man- 
agement positions with Student 
Works..FulI,Jbusmess +tralnirlg,,,:, 
i provided. Challenging leamihg .. 
experience, huge resume build- 
~er. Average earnings summer 
2002 $13,500. Info 1-800-665- 
4992. Deadline December 
30/02. 
WANTED: PERSONAL CARE 
AIDE, 2-3 hours a week. Per- 
manent part time, on the job 
training. Certificate not required. 
A vehicle will be an asset. For 
interview call 250-635-4992. 
EXPERIENCED MOULDER- 
MAN required. Send resume to 
Williams Lake Cedar prouducts, 
5525 Frizzi Rd, po box 4814, 
Williams lake, B.C. V8g-2v8 or 
fax 250-398-2281. 
WILL TUTOR math and phys- 
ics, grade 12 and higher. 
$15/hr. Call Sid 250-635-2695. 
RENOVATIONS + REPAIRS. 
Interior, exterior, plumbing, dry- 
wall, electrical jobs etc. Free as- 
timates. Reasonable rates. 
Over 30 years experience. Call 
Alex 250-615-5475. 
BOOKKEEPING SERVICES: 
Set up and maintenance of your 
small business requirements. 
Serving the Northwest for over 
9 years. Phone 250-635-9592. 
PLAYTIME FAMILY Daycare 
has one full time and part time 
space (pro) for child age 16mo 
to 5 yrs. Starting Jan 06/03. 
Call Barb Stelnbrenner at 250. 
638-1353 250-638-1353 
I 
r Looking for TM 
Child Care? 
Skeena Child Care Resource and 
Referral has information On 
child care options and on 
choosing child care, 
Drop by The Family Place 
at 4553 Park Ave. 
or call 638-'1113, 
Skeena CCRR is a program of the ! 
Terrace Woman's Resource Centre 
and is funded by the Ministry of Social 
t~D,evelopment andEconomic Secud~ 
420 Comrnelcia[ : 
• "  ' • , ] . .  • , 
1:420 commercial  .++ : :. ( ' i  " ' 4 : 
SMART PAINTING Experi- 
" enced painting contractor will 
paint Fall and Winter Interior 
resldlenttal and commercial 
painting. 10% paint discount 
from supplier, Seniors 15% la- 
bour discount. Professional 
quality work, Reasonable rates, 
Free estimates. References 
available. Call Karl. 250-615- 
0199 
¢ 
A 5F !ciai, : Holicl%q Gift 
Northern Hearing & SaletZ Trallling 
WCB OFA Leve l  1 
Men., Dec. 16 /~on., Jan. 20 Sat., Jan. 25 ................ $90 
WCB OFA Transpor ta t ion  Endorsement  
Tues.,Dec. 17 Tues.,Jan. 21 Sun.,Jan. 26 ............... S90 
WCB OFA Leve l  I w/Adelt  Care 
Man., Feb. 24 ........................................................... $115 
WCB OFA Leve l  3 CAREYBOGART, Instructor 
Jan. 6-17 Feb. 3-14 .............................................. $675 
WHMIS  - Anylime via cemputer .............................. $55 
TDG Clear  Lanquage 
Anytime via Computer .................................................. $75  
T~ER~ccE 
info@terraceautomall.conn 
L :B ' ' '  ~.' P ~ " ' Your  webs i te /emai l  address 
cou ld  be  here!  
Contact  us  at  638-7283 
,,~..~..... f fo / . z~,~Ce,  rttre, 
NEW LOCATION 
• Massage .Reflexology 
• Ear Candling *Life Energy Assessment 
FRANCES BIRDSELL 635.2194 
Nalural Therapist - Hollstlc Healer - Clinical Ecologist 
I~ ,SCTROX,  UX® 
INTEGRITY IN PRODUCT AND 
CUSTOMER SERVICE 
LINDA V. LAMBERT 
E-mail Ivlambert@telus.net 
(250) 635-4767 1-877-600-9589 
PRUNING; -  : q:: {:} 
SNOW REMOVAL 
' Terrace, B.C. 
Ro~nl:l°~ne~aeen man (250) 635-2652 ] 
 ot. ua¢ 5[ousefgeIoir 
Tailored service to best meet your needs 
Lea Mclntyre ~ 
615-6312 
House Sitting, House Cleaning, Errand Running, 
Pet Sitting/Walking, House Painting, and much more 
WANT +THE BRIGHTEST HOUSE IN TOWN? 
Reasonable Rates ~ ~ $~lors Dismuet 
; Sale tnstallaflo~ ......... ~ ,...,:,~.,.~..Oroep or 
; ~,ee +, t+mal , '& ,+~dl ,++l~ ea~es 
r+.~+.,.-.~,....-+..,.,+ . ~-~,.-.,~-.-_.--~ 
LET US RISK THE EL~S.~AKE THE LEG WORK OUT OF I 
HAVING THE ~ HOUSE ON THE BLOCK i%1 
Giving youth the best driving education that we can 
is important to everyone! The I.C.B.C. approved 
courses creates better drivers on the road. Reduce 
your waiting period on your Learners from 
3 to 6 months. Earn 2 high school credits 
Safer driving ability will help you stay 
accident free whlch will result in 
savings on lnsur?nce pmrn~mj. 
~,~,,.=u ~,~,, 63~-~I~U 
ottsands ofanimals around 
the world are beaten, abused 
and mistreated./low can 
we ignore such sulk'ring? 
Please give a sr, ceial 
holiday gilt to a 
sufli~fing animal this 
season - not a toy or a 
treat, but II~e gilt of life. 
1-800-363-WSPA (9772) 
today or donate on-line at www.wspa.ea 
90 Eolint0n Ave. E., Suite 960 
Toronto. ON M4P 2Y3 
FREE CREDIT counselling. 
Consolidate debts, one low pay- 
ment. Eliminate or reduce inter- 
est. Rebuild your credit rating. 
Credit counselling Society of 
B.C. NON PROFIT SERVICE. 
1.888-527-8999 
GET BACK on trackl Bad cred- 
it? Bills? Unemployed? Need 
Money? We lendlt If you own 
your own home you qualify 1- 
877-987-1420 www.pioneer- 
west.cam Member of the Better 
Business Bureau. 
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SPECIAL ISTS  IN  CLEANING 
• CHIMNEYS & FURNACES .SEPTIC TANK & DRAINS 
*AIR DUCTS •SEPTIC FIELD FLUSHING 
-BOILERS •CATCH BASIN & SUMP PITS 
*FIREPLACES .REST. GREASE TRAPS 
oAI"rlC INSULATION REMOVAL •ELECTRIC SNAKE 
. AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS .FLOOD CLEAN UPS 
-PAINT BOOTHS .VACUUM EXCAVATION 
Industrial Vacuum Trucks 635-1132 
SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD. 
I ~  in between. Pick- 
Terrace, C.O.D. and 
courier service. 
P.O. Box 217, Stewart, B.C. 
Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 
Terrace Depot:. 635-7676 
I 4¢ITlPlq'llS 
~,.' Yot--'~r Moving Pmlessi0nals Since i997 ...... 
~l~i~C liuck & New32 & 28# #a#efs at Your Se~vio~! 
~..~,~ • Across town or the country 
~,+,  o Will assist or load for you 
• Reasonable Rates 
1-866-615-0002 
~q ~ ~ ADVANCED BOOKING DISCOUNT 
L ~  ~"' 615:0002 C~ii + 638'6969 
BAeggOE & [O[¢AT SERVICES 
~ K~ Gill ~ s~ 
Exmw~n~ Home 250-635-5566 
se~ s~-~= Cell 250-6154294 
4813 Pohle Ave. 
Terrace, BC, V8G 1J4 Email:mkbackhoe@monarch.net 
C l~ I  IT I  r c 
R l~r '~VJ~ ' r IO IT~~ro  e, B.C, 
Available 7 Days A Week 
FIREI! ESTIMATES - LOW LOW .wUT|S l  
RENOVATIONS INCLUDE: 
S$1NG: Installali~ - W,~hing • Guffer £1e0nlng 
LANOSCAPING: Hew Fanes-Repair F~es.~ios & De&s, etc..Y~ M,~nam 
ODD JOBS: Floor ~s.l(il~n liles.Pl~ Repoln-Olher Home I~p0hl 
[dll:l ~1 r;1 | i :  i :I i 'Jt:li, l,"It) I,+ l,ff,'~ l~l [~I  IP.jk~l,+ I II,'];I,"I,~ 
CALL FOR FALL CLEAN-UP 
SKINNER'S AUTO 
Prepurchase Inspections 
,.5o+35-+o 
*GETAWAY SPECIALP 3 
nights for the price of 211,2 &3 
bedroom fully equipped condos. 
Rathtrevor Beach, Parksville. 1- 
886-248-6212 or visit 
www.ocean-trails.com 
1 AND 2 bedroom apartments 
available immediately. Call 
250-635-5136 or 250-635-6428 
1, 2, AND 3BEDROOM apart- 
ments available. Heat, hot wa- 
ter, electricity included. Live in 
manager, on site security. 250- 
638-0018 
1,2,3 BEDROOM apartments in 
various locations in town. Some 
available immediately. Please 
phone 250-635-6611 
1.2.3 BEDROOM apadments. 
Available immediately. On-site 
management. References requ- 
ired. 250-635-6428 or 250-638- 
0015 or 250-615-0345 
1BEDROOM FURNISHED 
apartment in Thornhill. Single 
occupancy only. No pets, refer- 
ences required. $360 + $180 
secudty deposit. Call 250-635- 
2065 
2BEDROOM APARTMENT on 
Brauns Island, $400/month. 
Pets welcome. Call 250-635- 
9102. 
NEWER SPACIOUS 2 and 3 
bedroom, security entrance, 4 
appliances. No pets/smoking. 
Walking distance to downtown. 
Available immediately, 250-638- 
0046 or 250-635-4852 
APARTMENTS-TERRACE I 
NEWLY RENOVATED 2 Bedroom,~sl 
, $475 per month I 
Free hot water/recreation I 
• Close to school and hospital I 
, Security entrance •Starchoice I
Call collect (250) 877-6773 I 
COACHMAN I! 
APARTMENTS II 
4204 N. Sparks IJ 
1 & 2 Bedroom Apts. II 
On Site Management I| 
Security Entrance with IJ 
Undercover Parking IJ 
& Elevator. Laundry III 
facilities on each floor I| 
On Bus Route III 
, No Pets II 
To View a Cleon &ll 
Quiet Building II 
on the Bench II 
638-8554 I1 
I 
STANDARD 
Ph: 638"7283 Fax:638"8432 
NEWLY RENOVATED, 2 bed- 
room apartment. Close to town 
security entrance on site man- 
agement. No pets. Available im- 
mediately $500/mo + damage 
deposit. Call 250.638-0404 
ONE BEDROOM apartment. 
Cable and laundry facilities 
available. New management 
onsite. No pets please. 250- 
615-5441 
TWO 1&2 BEDROOM APART- 
MENTS. 4623 Haugland, full 
kitchen and livingroom. Recent- 
ly renovated, electric heat. 
$600/month plus $300 deposit. 
Available now and November 
1/2002. Call 250-638-1348 Mar- 
ia or 250-635-5800 Tony. 
, I 
PARK MANOR APTS. 
2 Bedroom Aport, ,  
$600.00'month, includes 
heat. Close to swimming 
pool & downtown. 
No pets. 
References required. 
Phone 635-3475 
I I 1 
~ ~  Ca//Silvana Rigsby 
' ~ ~  ~" today for specialty gift 
~:~-,~-,~a~: baskets & creationsl 
.~n: 250-638"1716 Cell: 250"615"9702~ 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
• Quiet & Clean 
• No Pets 
• Ample Parking 
• Laundry Facilities 
• Close to Schools & 
Hospital 
• On Bus Route 
• Security Entrance 
• On site Building Manager 
• Basketball, Volleyball & 
Racquetball Courts 
• 24hr Video Surveillance 
SENIOR CITIZENS WELCOME 
Ask for Monlca Warner 
Call: 635-4478 
HUNTINGTON 
APARTMENTS 
Taking Applications 
Now 
for1 &2 
Bedroom suites 
, Clean, quiet renovated suites 
• Ample parking 
, Laundry facilities 
• Close to schools & downtown 
, On bus mute 
• On site management 
, No pets 
, References required 
To view call 
638-1748 
CLINTON MANOR 
WE ARE TAKING APPLICATIONS 
FOR A BACHELOR SUITE 
s420.00 month. 
AND ONE BEDROOM APT. 
s500.00 month. 
One block from swimming pool. 
No Pels, references required. 
Phone 635-3475 
2BEDROOM BASEMENT su- 
ite. 5 appliances. South Ken- 
nay. Available immediately. 
$575/ month. Call 250-638- 
8O89. 
2BEDROOM BASEMENT suite 
in Thomhill, Close to schools, 
laundry facilities on premises, 
no pets. Recently painted and 
with new appliances. $475/mo. 
Phone Rob. 250-638-7290 
2BEOROOM BASEMENT su- 
lie. No smoking, no parties, and 
no pets, Call 250-635-9684 
AVAILABLE JAN 01102 2bed- 
room basement suite, ground 
level fenced yard. Patio, walk- 
ing distance to town. Storage, 
washer/dryer hookups, Prefer 
non-smoker. References re- 
quired. $550/mo plus damage 
deposit, $275/mo Call 250-635- 
4279 
2bedroom 
basement suite in quiet area. 
Separate entrance $600.month 
including heat and cable. Refer- 
ences required. Call 250-638- 
0369. 
LARGE 2BEDROOM suite, 
fridge, stove, laundry, blinds, 
private entry, Ig yard. Close to 
downtown and schools. $525 
month. Available Dec 1. 250- 
635-4753 
SPACIOUS 2BEDROOM base- 
ment suite 1/2 block from col- 
lege. F/s, w/d. Rent negotiable. 
Call 250-638-1164. Available 
Dee 1/02. 
VERY NICE 2 bedroom suite. 
Washer/dryer, built in vacuum. 
Quiet people, good references 
required. No smoking. 
$400/month. Call 250-638- 
8639. 
2000 SQFT OFFICE space. 
4391 Keith Avenue. Call 250- 
635-7171 
400 SQUARE feet for rent, 
commercial zoning. Flexible 
terms/rates. Call Mallory at 250- 
638-1010. 
3BEDROOM SIDE duplex. 
Available December 19th, 2002. 
Fridge/stove, washer/dryer. 
Walking distance to town, hos- 
pital and schools. $700/mo, half 
damage deposit. Electric heat 
not included, Call 250-635-2442 
3BEDROOM SUITE, fridge/- 
stove, laundry facilities, cable, 
utilities included. Covered car- 
port, close to town. Damage de- 
posit and references required, 
No pets. $800/month, Available 
Immediately. Call 250.636- 
2921. 
IMMACULATE, NEWLY reno- 
vated 2 bedroom duplex. 
Fenced back yard washer/dry- 
er, fridge/stove. In the Horse- 
shoe area. Call 250-635-3555. 
References and damage de- 
posit required. 
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554  Houses  I 
2 & 4BEDROOM suites, newly 
renovated, close to downtown. 
4 bedroom has washer/dryer. 
Available now. Call 250-638. 
1902. 
2BEDROOM DUPLEX, 
fridge/stove, draperies, n/g, 
large yard with storage shed. 
$550/month. Available Decem- 
bet 1/021 No pets. Call 250-635- 
2556. 
566  Mob i les  
2BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE In 
4plex. Clean, quiet. Fridge, 
stove, washer/dryer. No pets. 
References required. 250-635- 
3796 
2ACRE 3BEDROOM house. 3BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE, 1 
$850/mo. Damage deposit and 1/2 baths, downtown. Lots of 
references requfred. Call Flem- new additions.$650/month 
minq. 250-635-9532 Please call Andrea 604.607- 
6487 to arrange application by 
5BEDROOM HOUSE forrent in fax. 
Horseshoe area. Close to 3BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE, 
schools and bus route. Includes 2baths, n/g heat, fireplace, 
all appliances plus wash- fddge/stove, dishwasher, no 
er/dryer. Available Dec 15102 pets,  non.smokers only. 
$800/mo250-638-0702 $650/mo. January tst, 2003. 
CLEAN 2 ll2BEDROOM upper 250.615-0192 
house, fenced yard, garden, 
washer/dryer Included. $750/mo 
Includes utilities. Available Dec 
1st 250-638-7608 
COZY 2-3BEDROOM home in 
Thornhill, 5 appliances, large 
JUST RENOVATED, two bed- fenced yard with fruit trees, sun- 
rooms, upstairs suite of duplex; deck and tennis court. No pets, 
Private entrance. Yard with fruit 
trees, downtownl Fridge/stovo 
included. $550/mo. No pets. 
Available immediately. Call 250- 
638-0790 for appointment o 
view . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
LARGE 2BEDROOM suite In a 
quiet, high quality four plex. 
Near hospital and bus routes. 
Onsite caretakers, 5 applianc- 
es, ng fireplace, mini storage. 
No pets please, $685/mo. Call 
Betty 250-635-6248 
LARGE 3BEDROOM duplex 3 
levels, 3 bathrooms. Patio, 
fridge/stove included. Close to 
hospital and schools. Small 
pets OK. References required. 
Available Dec 1/02. $800Ir~o 
Call after 6pm. 250-638-8245 
: :C : = m l • • 
506 Acreages /Lots  
LARGE 3BEDROOM duplex. 
Fridge/stove, washer/dryer, 
blinds, finished attic, garden 
level basement, fenced yard, 
pets negotiable. Non smokers 
only. In upper Thornhill. 
$700/month + damage deposit. 
Available immediately. For ap- 
plications call 250-635-4368. 
548  For  Sa leor  
: Rent : , :  : 
740  sn6Wm0bi ies ,  
QUIET COUNTRY LIVINGt 2 
bedroom duplex, 10 minute 
drive from town. Wood heat, f/s, 
w/d hook -ups. Pets allowed, 
and garden plot. $450/month. 
Call 250.635-9266. 
SPACIOUS 2BEDROOM in 4 
plex unit. Working couple 
preferred, 4 appliances. Also 2 
bedroom apartment, security 
entrance, rec facilities, security 
deposit. Both available imrne- 
diatelv. Call 250-635-6824. 
: :  :. ' (~42 PetS :  
VERY SPACIOUS 4 bedroom 
duplex located in upper Thorn- 
hill. $800/month. Available De- 
cember 1/02. Call 250-638- 
0410. 
2BEDROOM MOBILE home, 
washer/dryer, fridge/stove. 
$450/mo 250-635-8772 even- 
in~s. 
3BEDROOM HOUSE at 4509 
Greig. Fridge/stove, wash- 
er/dryer hook-up. References 
required. $610/month. Call 250- 
638-8639. 
: i' :: 436Ha l l s /  " 
Aud i to r iums 
HALL RENTALS. Terrace Kin 
Hut, Capacity 120-160, kitchen 
and bar. Ideal for weddings, an- 
niversaries, reunions. Day and 
evening rates• 250-635-7777 
email kinsmen@osg.net. Bar- 
tendin.q Services available. 
• i 440Houses  
• . , . . . .  
1BEDROOM HOUSE close to 
town. Suitable for single person. 
Washer/dryer, fridge/stove. 
$450/month plus damage de- 
posit. References required. Call 
after 4:00 pm- 250-635-9466. 
2BEDROOM HOME with shop. 
New kitchen and bathroom. 
Large yard. $650/mo plus dam. 
age deposit. Available Decem- 
ber 15th. 250-635-1133 
2BEDROOM HOUSE In the 
downtown area. Fridge/stove, 
washer/dryer. $700/month. Call 
250-635-4818. 
2BEDROOM HOUSE, half 
basement in Horseshoe. 
Fridge/stove washer/dryer. Utill- 
ties included. $675/month. 
Quiet people, good rental refer- 
ences required. Call 250-638- 
8639. 
3BEDROOM HOUSE in 
Horseshoe area, fenced yard, 4 
appliances, available Dec 15th. 
$900/mo. 250-615-7869 
3BEDROOM HOUSE in Horse- 
shoe. Fenced yard, 4 applianc- 
es, small pets ok, n/g fireplace, 
available Jan 15th, $650/rno 
250-635-6352 
3BEDROOM HOUSE. 1/2 block 
from College. Suitable for 3 
students or small family. Clean 
and roomy. F/s, w/d. Excellent 
terms to right party. Available 
Dec 1/02. Call 250-638-1164. 
CLE J IN ,  NEWLY,  • 
, nEHOVATED 
2 & 3bedr(~m m0biie~ . 
homes withinwalkin'gdis:, r 
• Furnished :or:dh[6rnished: 7 
Eridge/siove;~;irido~ c:ovi;i ~ 
erin,s and 6e~..(sha&/:~:: 
i Av6ilabl¢ i~d ia te ly l  i ,-': 
;:: :,: 250'-638:]8'85' : ;i: !:i: 
i ; :  468 Shafe 'd ' ; i  4 'r " : ~ 
:Accommodat ion  :i: 
5 BEDROOM HOUSE, 5 ap- 
pliances, large fenced yard, 
near Thornhill schools. $800- 
month. Call 250-638-8605. 
5/6 BEDROOM, newly renove. 
ted on acreage in Gossen Sub- 
dMsion. 3 appliances, n/g and 
wood heat. 2 car garage, bas- 
ketball court, garden, fruit trees. 
Full basement, 1 1/2 baths. 
Asking $900/month. Call 250- 
635-2298. 
476  Su i tes  
1BEDROOM HOUSE for rent 
$350/mo. Call 250-635-5981 or 
250-635-3409 
non smoking. $800/month, 
damage deposit and references 
required. Call 250-635-2627. 
ONE BEDROOM small house 
for rent. Also one bedroom 
shared accommodation for sin- 
gle man. No pets. Call 250-635- 
5893. 
SMALL 2BEDROOM house. 
Newly renovated. Washeddry- 
er, close to downtown. Electric 
heat. No pets, no smoking. Call 
250-635.0052. 
SMALL WELL maintained, 
clean 2bedroom house in 
Thornhill. N/g heat, includes 
fridge/stove, washer/dryer, 
blinds and yard maintenance. 
Ideal for 2 people. $400/mo 
plus security deposit. No pets or 
partiesl Call after 5pm for ap- 
pointment o view or leave a 
messa.qe at 250-635-7467 
VERY CLEAN three bedroom 
upper half of house. Close to 
downtown. Includes fridge- 
stove, washer/dryer. Asking 
$600-month, pets welcome. 
Available January 1st. Call Pa- 
trick at 250-638-1135. 
LARGE 2BEDROOM town- 
house, with 12 feet of closets 
per bedroom. Small office or 
computer area. 2 bathrooms, 
gourmet kitchen with plenty of 
oak cabinets, 3 appliances, w/d 
hook - ups, full crawl space 
storage. Quiet, impeccably 
clean and well managed, effi- 
cient to heat. $690/month. Call 
250-638-0661. 
TERRACE MANOR NEEDS 
GOOD QUIET TENANTS. Re- 
ceive a refund for good be- 
haviour of one half of your 
monthly rent each month. For 
December, January, February. 
3br townhouses,close to down- 
town and schools,at 4520 Scott 
Ave.Full monthly rentals from 
$545 per month.250-635-4980 
MATURE PROFESSIONAL 
couple want to rent 
condc/house/townhouse. 3bed- 
room, 2 bath. Have own ap- 
pliances and 2 old house cats. 
250-638-1885 ext 41 
"USA LIQUIDATION ACRE- 
AGES" take over 20 acres in 
scenic West Texas. 
$395/acre/$150/month. Finan- 
cing available Call 1-800-875- 
6568 
14X70 MOBILE on 2.2 acres, 2 
bedroom, all appliances, 12x16 
heated shed. pets negotiable. 
$650/month. Call 250-635- 
8131. 
2BEDROOM DOUBLEWIDE 
trailer on large lot at 4651 Bea- 
ver Cresent. Fridge/stove, 
washer/dryer. $500/month. Call 
250-638-8639. 
2BEDROOM MOBILE 12X68 
for rent in Sunnyhill Trailer 
Court. Available immediately. 
$450/mo plus utilities. Wash- 
er/dryer included. References 
required. Phone 250-638-0438 
2BEDROOM MOBILE home on 
2.5 acres. Very private, fire- 
place, soaker tub. Call 250- 
635-9664. 
3BEDROOM TRAILER in 
Thornhill, 4 appliances, avail- 
able immediately $450/month. 
One bedroom cabin in Thomhill. 
Excellent insulation, low heating 
costs. $395/mo. Close to 
schools and store. Call 250- 
• 635:2319. . . . . . . . . . . .  ' " '  . . . . .  
AVAILABLE DEC 15/02 14X70' ~ 
mobile home with large addi- 
tion. 3bedrooms. Very spa- 
cious, nice condition. $600/mo 
plus damage deposit. 250-635- 
6640 
MOBILE PAD space sutiable 
for 14' mobile homes. Available 
immediately. Pad rent $225 or 
$210 senolr rate. Located in 
Pine Park. Call 250-635-9418. 
RENOVATED MOBILE home 
with 10X40 addition, frldge- 
stove, washer/dryer, wood 
stove, large yard, secluded 
area, $550/month,. 250-635- 
2839 
WANTED BUYERS: PLACE 
your word ad in The Terrace 
Standard and Weekend Adver- 
tiser for 1 week and pay only 
$14,45, 3 weeks (3TS) & (3WA) 
$26.75, Additional words over 
20- .25/word plus GST, Phone 
250-638-7283 Fax 250.638- 
8432 or emall to advertising 
@terracestandard,com, We ac- 
' cept Visa/m/c or cash, 
WE PAY $2000 set up costs. 
On available pads, #90 and 
#114 - Boulderwood Mhp, 3616 
Larch ave, Call Gord at 250. 
638-1182. 
IN THORNHILL looking for one 
non - .~moking female to share 
full house with large yard, pets 
okay, $250/month includes uUli- 
ties. Call 250-615-3401. 
LOOKING FOR roommate in 
.mobile home. Washer/dryer, 
fridge/stove. $400/mo, utill. 
ties/cable included, 250-638- 
6969. N/S. ~I/P. 
1BEDROOM SUITE for rent on 
Queensway with view and yard. 
Includes garbage pick up. 
$375/mo. Call 250-635-2837 
. 480  Tour i s t  
,Accommodat ion  
SKI SUN Peaks Resort BC visit 
our website at: www.sunpeaks. 
reservations.corn or call Sun 
Peaks Online at 1-888-578. 
8349 Hotels. condos, and cha. 
lets. Ski in/ski out, hot tubs. 
Groat Accommodation - Great 
Rates - Great Service. 
STARRESORT, INT. We buy, 
and sell tlmeahares, 
www.starresod,net, 1.800-985. 
4395 
3BEDROOM HOME for sale at 
5789 Highway 16 east. Selling 
at assessed value. Call 250- 
635-5704 eveninqs. 
5BEDROOM 160OSQFT house 
on one plus acres, landscaped, 
in Thomhill. 2 1/2 baths. Fully 
finished basement with natural 
gas fireplace. 5 appliances. At- 
tached garage.  Asking 
$197,000. Call 250-638-0860. 
NOTICE: PLACE your word ad 
in The Terrace Standard and 
Weekend Advertiser for 1 week 
and pay only $14.45, 3 weeks 
(3TS) & (3WA) $26.75. Addi- 
tional words over 20 - .25/word 
plus GST. Phone 250.638-7283 
Fax 250-636-8432 or email to 
advertising @ terracestan- 
dard.com. We accept Visa/talc 
' ; : ' o rcash J '  " : !  ~; ' "  ~ ' . . . . .  ~' 
TOWNHOUSE/DUPLEX WITH 
a difference. New subdivision 
near College. Also a 3 bedroom 
newer rancher, 2 1/2 acres in 
Jackptne Flats. Will consider 
trade. For more Information call 
250-638-7074 or www.tors- 
floors.com 
14X70 MANUFACTURED 
home with land. 4 bedrooms, 
addition, garage, 4 appliances. 
In excellent condition. Asking 
$61,000. Vendor may assist 
with financing. 250-638-7610 
2BEDROOM MOBILE home in 
excellent condition. Large addi- 
tion, new windows, flooring 
throughout. Located in Terrace 
trailer park. Includes f/s, dish- 
washer, washer. Call 250-635- 
1884. 
I=rikaLongee UsaGodlinsld Lia~,q~bennaM 
NNN 
J ~ l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l  
ROYAL LEPAGE 
I~IBIIIBEBIBIIIIIIIIIIIIII lllllll 
635-2404 
.~#102-4644 Lltzclic Ave, 
w'w~v.royallcp;l~;¢ c;I 
Em~il; infogroy,flleps~.l,,,trace ¢onl 
#6-2609 BRAUN ST. 
End unit in quiet Strata 6-Plex. 2 levels, 3 bedrooms, 1.,5 
bathrooms, 5 appliances, blinds on all windows, neutral 
colours, clean, immaculate condition. Large yard, separate 
storage, low strata fees. Priced to sell @ 
$92,000 
Phone 250-635-9190 
VACANT 1650 sq. ft. RANCHER 
TOTALLY RENOVATED, 3+ BEDROOMS 
3688 K'SAN AVE. 
Spectacular view, 5 appliances, large kitchen, huge liv- 
ing room, 2 bathrooms, new flooring throughout, minutes 
from downtown, large 1/2 acre riverfront lot on quiet cul- 
de-sac, huge bathroom w/Jacuzzi tub, stall shower, 
double sink " 
Asking. !1.51,900 Phone 250-638-0160 
EXCELLENT CONDITION 
12X68 three bedroom, newer 
carpeting, washer/dryer, frldge- 
/stove, built-in dishwasher, new. 
er hot water tank, heater and 
furnace. Large deck in park in 
Thornhill. $22,000. 250-635- 
8208 
LARGE LOT with two bedroom 
mobile home, wired workshop. 
Cute and cozy with lots of wind- 
ows. Great stealer or retirement 
home. Assessed at $74,500 
asking $59,000. Call anytime to 
view, currently rented 250-635- 
4378. 
OFFERS REQUESTED for this 
1997 14x68 @ #57- 3616 Larch 
Ave., Bouldervvood Mhp. Call 
Gord 250-638-1182 to view. 
FACTORY DIRECT chaparral 
modulars. Factory tours, cus- 
tom homes, residential packag- 
es, no commissions! SHELDON 
CUSTOM HOLMES, 3075 Sexs- 
mith, Kelowna. For more infer- 
mation toll free 1-888-765-8992 
DLI01146 
OSOYOOS LAKE B.C. Enjoy 
the Climate of CANADA'S 
ONLY NATURAL DESERT. Lo- 
cated in the South Okanagan 
valley near the US border, in 
wine countryl Brand new LAKE- 
FRONT apartments and town- 
hemes. Prices start at $89,900. 
Call 1-866-730-1002 Vis- 
it:www.casa-del-lago.ca Co-op- 
erators Real Estate Services 
Inc. 
THUNDERBIRD RANCH and 
Farm Equipment. Quality used 
sales and Iocators. Hauling 
available Dave Crossan. 250- 
567-2607 6km Mapes Road, 
Vanderhoof, B.C. 
JACK RUSSELL Cross pup- 
pies looking for good homes. 
Vet checked. Asking $120. Call 
250-636-1852 
6LOGGING TRUCKS and trail- 
ers rigged for short logs. Excel- 
lent shape, ready to go to work. 
New MVI rappers, tire chains, 
radio, etc, all included. Starting 
price as low as $40,000 per 
complete unit. Phone Dwain at 
Twin Valley Transport Ltd., 
Quesnel, B.C. office 250-992- 
2679 home 250-992-7658 office 
fax 250-992-2625 7 
All 'Credit~pplications Accepted. 
Easy, Fast and Confidential. 
No Hassles or Embarrassment.,.~ :
YES to poor credit/no credit.il~-~. 
UMiTEO TIME-Save your 
money for Christmas. ~.~, 2 ~  
0Down or ~t0..P_~J]~z~ ~ / ~  
for 90 d,~ys OAC.,sk ro , ,e t , i~ ,~ 
'Must have job: you '*ock you drive! P ~  J,lkqll~ 
:}:{:5,'?~i H ;t =1 nil 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
CLASSIFIED ADS WORK 
- you're reading them 
howl Place a 25-word 
classif ied in 99 B.C. 
& Yukon newspapers for 
only $309. Call 
this newspaper for 
details, or phone 
1-866-669.9222 ext. 3. 
www.communityclassifleds.ca 
NEW BOOKI Barbara 
Ann Lambert, Rusty Nails 
& Ration Books, Great 
Depression & WWll 
Memories, 1929-1945, 
350 pages, 80 stories, 
130 photos. Memories of 
when radio was king and 
cotton sack underclothes 
were the rage. Memories 
of going to school with 
cardboard in your shoesl 
ISBN 1-55369-853-3. 
Price $33.45. Trafford 
pr in t -on -demand 
publ ishers.  Toll-free 
1-888-232-4444. Website: 
www.trafford.com 
AUTO FINANCING 
SECOND CHANCE 
FINANCE. We Say Yes to 
Poor Credit and 
Bankrupts, Select from 
Over 450 Cars - Trucks - 
4x4's • Vans, Call Marty 
or lan 604-464-3941. 
CHRISTMAS CASH 
BACK up to $500. 
Discharged bankrupt, 
charge-ot is,  slow pay, 
you drive. Cars from $99 
bl-weekly, 500 cars to 
choose from, 2003 SX2.0 
$165 bi-weekly. 2000 
Cavalier $149 bi-weekly, 
Need a visa? Call Randy 
604,817-6337, 
BUSINESS CARS FURNITURE TRAVEL 
OPPORTUNITIES CREDIT GUARANTEED ATTENTION:  MAJOR V A N C O U V E R 
INVENTORS-PRODUCT TODAY. We offer all DEPT Store furniture. DOWNTOWNALL-SUITE 
makes. No hassle. Truckload available. Their Deluxe hotel from IDEAS wantedl  Free Finance or leasing at 
information package. 6.5% OAC for cars, cost, $25,308. Your cost, $69 sgl/dbl, B.C. 
Develop & professionally trucks, vans, including $8,857. Buy any kind of residents Dec/Jan 
present your new product 4x4 diesels. Self- merchandise for less special. 1-800-663-1818. 
employed, bankrupt, than cost. Canada-wide www.century-plaza.com. 
idea to manufacturers divorced, or credit Issues. liquidation. 250.861-1438 Care, lounge, seafood 
through Davison, an No big deal. We have 
award winning firm. the money. Call PAY TELEPHONE restaurant, #1-rated day 
Patent assistance 1 - 8 0 0-  6 5 0 -  4 8 2 9 SERV. spa. Weekly/monthly 
available: 1-800-544- www.cred i t -k ing .com E X P E R T rates. 
24/7. 
3327 (24 hrs). PSYCHICS..,Try Us Flrstl 
GREAT CANADIAN Your Future Revealed by 
DOLLAR STORE Your Personal Psychic. 
franchise opportunities, Sincere & Genuine 
With more than 100 Readings. Call 24 hours. 
stores across Canada, we 1 - 9 0 0 - 5 6 t - 2 1 0 0 
offer one of the most $2.95/mln. 18+ 
thril l ing and affordable 
franchises to own. 
To learn more, 
visit  our website: 
www.dollarstores.com or 
call toll free 1-877-388- 
0123. 
CAREER 
OPPORTUNITY 
SOCIAL SERVICES 
COORDINATOR for the 
Coldwater Indian Band, 
Merri l l  B.C. Temp 
FIT posit ion. Strong 
f inancial background 
is essential .  BSW 
designation or 4+ years 
education/experience with 
demonstrated ability to 
write proposals 
effectively. Knowledge of 
Coldwater community 
would be an asset, 
Closing date; December 
31, 2002. Resumes to', 
Arlene Johnston, Band 
Administrator, Box 460G, 
Merrltt, B.C. V IK  1B8, 
fax: 250-378-5351, 
EDUCATION 
A NEW CAREER? Train 
to be an Apartment/  
Condominium Manager. 
Many jobsl Job 
placement assistance. 
All-Areas. Government 
Registered Program, 
Information/ brochure 
(604) 681-5456, 1-800- 
665-8339, www.rmti.ca, 
EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES 
GET PAID WEEKLY. 
Company needs part-time 
and full-t ime help 
processing unclaimed 
bank accounts. Free 
information, call 1-866- 
883.0780 
FOR SALE MISC. 
SAWMILL $4995,00 All 
new Super Lumbermate 
2000, larger capacities, 
more options. Norwood 
Industries, manufacturer 
of sawmills, edgers 
and skldders. Free 
information. 1-800-566- 
6899, ext. 400.OT 
COLLECTORS ITEMI 
L IMITED Edition 
Christmas plates. 
Maximum 2000 produced 
per year, 1973-1984. 
Canadian Artists- 
Canadian Scenes. Ideal 
gift for friends & relatives 
at home & abroad. 
1-877-331-1771. Fax: 
604-669-  1775.  
canheritage @ eel.corn 
PERSONALS 
DIVORCE SURVIVAL 
STRATEGIES. . .Before 
spending large sums on 
legal fees, call the Family 
Law Centre to understand 
your rights & obligations. 
Our lawyers will present 
you with your options & 
offer smarl & proven 
strategies to help reduce 
your legal fees, safeguard 
your assets & defend 
your 'ch i ld  custody & 
access rights. Don't be 
a vict lml "Separate 
Smart".,Toll-Free1-866- 
879-3529. 
STEEL BUILDINGS 
STEEL BUILDINGS. 
Clearance salel 
Manufacturer direct. Beat 
next price increase. 
25x40 $7,200,00. 30x40 
$8,900,00. 30X50 
$10,300.00, 35x50 
$13,200,00. 40x60 
$17,300.00. Others. 
Pioneer 1-800.668-5422, 
Since 1980 
TIMESHARE RESALES. 
Worldwide Selection. Era 
Stroman Since 1979. Call 
nowl Buyers call 1-800- 
613-7987. Sellers call 
1 -800-201 -0864.  
www.timesharelink.com 
TRUCKS 
0 DOWN O.A.C." 
Guaranteed credit 
approvals. Trucks, 4x4's, 
crew cabs, diesels, sport 
util it ies, cars & vans. 
Repo's, broken leases, 
heavy duty equipment. 
Take over payments. 
Free delivery. Call 
Lawrence Siccia, BC's 
largest f inance broker. 
1 -800-993.3673.  
Vancouver 604-327-6377. 
CREDIT GUARANTEED 
TODAY. We offer all 
makes. No hassle. 
Finance or leasing at 
6.5% OAC for cars, 
trucks, vans, including 
4x4 diesels. Self- 
employed, bankrupt, 
divorced, or credit issues. 
No big deal. We have 
the money. Call 
1 -800-650-4829.  
www.cred l t .k lng .com 
24/7. 
THE TACK Store. Everything 
for the horse lover. Telkwa 1- 
888.686-1566. Phone orders 
welcome. Accepting all major 
credit cards. Tues - Sat. 10.5 
S (vings 
~'lrol) where 6'arrta 
shops for the best prices 
your list~ 
"Everything for 
the Horse Lover" 
1997 SUMMIT 670, mint condi- 
tion, only 3200 km, 2 track, per- 
formance clutch, stinger. $4,000 
obo. Call 250-846-9692. 
1999 HONDA Civic Sedan SE 
for sale. 5spd transmission. 
49,600kms. $13,000 obo. Call 
after 6pm. 250-635-8804 
2000 TOYOTA CAMRY, 
30,000 kms, $20,500 obo. Dri- 
ven by little old lady. Call after 
5:00 pm 250-635-3575. 
Bank says NO? 1 
say/ 
Yes! / 
Communi ty  Classified 
call th is  newspaper or 
tol l  f ree 1-866-669-9222 LiaSSITIEQ s classifieds@bccommunitynews.com 
www.communityclassif ieds.ca 
,CH 2.3 MILLION BC & YUKON READERS FOR $309 OR 11 MILLION READERS NATION-WIDE FOR $1,411 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, December 11,2002- B13 
B | 768 Classics: ! DUMP TRUCK FOR SALE The Terrace Standard Is [ ]  B I  
' : : '  ' " ' 1986 Peterbuilt Dump Truck has 3406 Cal Motor, 
1972MERCURY Cougar xR7~ 16 Ft Nahanni Gravel Box, 4400 Rears, and a 15 Spd Transmlssion ~ 
2door hardtop, 351 V8, 81K $22,00OO.B.O. • ~":X 
Miles, p/s, p/w. Collector plates, DU/VtP TRUCK FOR SALE : ;ilili:  I O ~  
summer driven only, garage 1976Peterb~ihDumpTruckWil~Coth'olor&Gravel~x, 15SpdTmnsmlssion ,~:~,,.~:::~:~,~.:~:~;:~:.~ 
kept, 2rid owner $7500 abe. $9,000.00 o,o r!a, cesjandar ! 
250-642-3777 100 GALLON TIDY TANK oom i 4916 tll~y 16 West 635-718"7 
wilh 12 volt fuel pump & cap like new 6 
U.T~J,~dliOW~welr / 780 sUV 's&4x4 ' ;=  I $7oo.ooo,8•o. 3foredver t l s lngtn format lon  1-800-313-7187 mR, 5958 
: " TO VIEW CONTACT MARTY AT 635-5449 " . <-" , i www.terraceautomall.com 
10.5 H.P. 1990 JEEP CHEROKEE 4wd. : " , .  o " 
$1flii~lll~eJl~Jl~'7'7"l UU Great winter vehicle, blizzak , . t l , , ] z~.~]~¢[ j~ l  
tires, new clutch, well main. j ~ ~ j I  ~ ~  - ~_x~'~ (~ 
tained. $5000 abe. 250-635- ~ h  BULKLEY-CASSIAR FOREST DISTRICT 
PUBLIC VIEWING =~ 2001 Dodge 
PROPOSED FOREST DEVELOPMENT PLAN F~e,s Grand Caravan SE s oo I I AMENDMENT Low KM, Auto,/VC, Cruise, Tilt, Longtrack • Notice is hereby given that the Bulkley-Cassiar Forest District Small Pow0r Windows & Locks 
Business Forest Enterprise Program invites public review of a pro- NOW ONLY $27,995 $5,499.00 posed amendment to the 2000 ta 2006 Forest Devetapment Plan 
1992 MAZDA B2600 extra cab So if at times they fall short, |et their editors know. (FOP) showing its operations within the Bulkley-Casslar Forest 2000 Chrysler Intrepid 
4X4 with matching canopy• District. V6,Auto,AIr, Crulse,Tilt, Pwr 
111,000kms. Excellent condi- If they can't solve the problem, c6ntact the B.C. Press The proposed Forest Development Plan amendment will show the WindOWSwas & Locks,15,995Cassette 1997 Mountain ,tion. $9500 abe. Call 250-798- changes to the currently approved 2000-2006 Forest Development NOWONLY $12,995 
9505 after 6:pm Council, a voluntary body that  looks into and tries to Plan. The amendment consists of the addition of a 48 ha cutblock in . 
Max, 700, Triple MECHANIC SPECIAL. Leaving mediate unresolved reader complaints about news theForestDevilLicenseCreek (A64561)area of theheldCassiarby thet°Tahltanbe h rvestedBand Underthea Iskutnew 20~,.,~ C';~'~,:~e~!It~4  ..  3n 
• 3 9 9 5  O0 thesuburbanCOUntrY,4X4.mUStc/w newSell ngine1986 and opinion in B.C. newspapers. Band. This block (A47484) ls currently shown on the approved 2000 ' ~ ~ " ~  
• on stand, Best reasonable offer, to 2006 plan as an Information block. The Forest Development Plan Dodge Ram 1500 
includes information on the maintenance and protection of other Quad Cab 
~50-6~;'-8~;,2 .C .  PRESS COUNCIL  resource values. In addition to the Forest Development Plan, sllvl- 4x4, V8.Auto, Laramie SLT 
, . . , , ,  _~ New 10NI.Y " culture presortptions will also be available for review to provide spe. ! $26 ,995  
• - -  201-12.90 Broad Street, , cific Information for some of the activities, This amendment will 
: 792 V~ Victoria, B.C. V8W 2A5 cover the following operating areas: Iskut. '~J Dodge Grand Caravan 
2001MM/00,141 Track,0Km's 19e4 CHEVY Suburban 6.2 Ph .250-384-334~ Fax:250-384-3346 All existing operational and approved higher-level plans that encom- V6,Auto,4Dr.,Windows, Locks&More 
. . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  pass the plan area will be made available for viewing at this time. $17,995 
SQ AOO ~1~ Diesel. good condition, runslike E-t,~lL:COun(Jl@bcpresscouncil,org WEB: bcpres$councJl,org '98 new, well maintained, good ~ . . . .  The plan is available for review by the public, resource agencles Plymouth Gr.Voyager 
family vehtcle. $2850. Phone m I ~ ~ 1 " ~  and First Nations before approval is considered by the Ministry of V6, Auto, Air 
• . . . .  Lame 25o.847-2805(w) or25O- 786  Trucks Forests. ' $12,995 1996 Ardic C.t 847-5788 (h) ~ ~IL~I~ ~ The proposed FDP will be available for public review et the 
Bulkley-Caeglar Forest District Office, 3333 Tatlow Road, '98Jeep Cherokee 
Powder Spedal ~ ~ ~/- Smlthers, B.C. from November 13, 2002 to January 14, 2003 on Sport 
~ ~  regular working days between the hours of 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 40oar, 4x4 
$2  9 9 5  O0 2001Chev Venture 1995ChevExtCab ~ p.m. Small Business Program statt will be available to discuss the $17 ,995  
$17,995 3/4Ton 2Wh Dr $12,995 ~ ~ "  proposed plans and receive comments. If any interested parties are '98 
' ' ' ~'~'~ unable to review the proposed FDP during these times, arrange- Chrysler Neon 
• • 2OOl Civic DX-G 1995 Civic Hatch 
1998 Arctic Cat 
i : $16,995 $8,995 , ~ ments can be made to review the plan at a time that is convenient 4 Dr., Auto, Air 
2001 Civic LX-G 1994 Jeep YJ ~ ~:  ~:~ and mulually agreeable by contacting Paul Hatcher or Glen Buhr at $9,995 
$18,995 $9,995 ~ ~ ) ~ : ~  ~ (250) 847-6300. The plan will also .be available for public vlew- .ZR 500! 2, LongtraCk Ing at the Dease Lake Field Office, Ministry of Foreets, Stlklne 'g7 Plymouth Breeze 
i 1999 Pontiac Transport Montana 1994 GMC Suburban SLE ~ ~  and Commercial Road, Dease Lake, B.C., during regular office NC, Auto, Tilt, Cruise 
.o.re. ,~  i i ! i aO= j l~ l~ $17,995 NOW $16,995 ~ ~: I~-~ ~ $12,995 
• 1] t~1111~11~ 1993 Subaru Loyale i ~ ~ 0  ~!~ In order for comments to be considered In the preparation of : i 1999 GMC SLT 3/4 Ton NOW $8,995 / ' ~ ; ~ ~ 7 ~ !  ~ ~ 'g5 Dodge Ram Reg Cab • ........ ....................... , ...... ' T Diesel 4WD Extra Cab i the final plan, written comments must be received no later than 2500, 4x4,V8, Auto, Can0py, NC 
$31,995 1993 ChevS-Blazer . . - .~"~J~_<~:~,  ~-  January 14, 2003, and should be addressed to the D!strict $14,995 
$10,995 ~ _ / ~ ~  ~ Manager, Bulkley-Cassiar Forest District, Bag 6000, 3333 Tatlow Demo 2002 1999 VOIkS Golf Wolfsburg 1993 Buick Century Custom ~ ~  ~= Road, Smith,re, British Columbia, VOJ 2N0, Phone (250)847-6300, '85 Jeep Grand Wagoneer 
Kodiak Ultra-Marie w~s~,,.s. Now $16,995 was 510,995 NOW $8,995 ~ / ~ ~  ~ Fax (250)847-6353. VS, Auto, 4 Door, 4 Wheel Drive 
400, 4x4 1999 Ford 4 WD S Cab XLT ; ONLY $5,495 1993CivlcSl / ' / / /~ t~/  I \N~,%'~ 525,995 $8,~s ~7/ ~{~ i ~'\~.~. ~ ~0"]~ J: 7 49 $ O0 ~-,999 Honda Odyssey EX 1 9 9 ~ O r  e / "  ~ ~ , - -  ' n n ~ ~ : n n ~ n b . . . .  " n nq n ~ ~ F '  n n ~ ' In " J ~ .J j 
• Jr $25,995 - 27,995 
9 ~  " • , . . . . . .  .... " .- 2001 Ford Ranger XCab 1999 XLT, 4x4, V6, Auto, Air, Wind0ws, 19 0 1993 Mazda 323 ~ ~ ~ I 
$7,995 L . . , , /~  J" Locks, Cruise, Tilt and More 
:~ i GrizZlyi600,i4x4: 1996 Chevy Suburban LT 1992 Ford Explorer XLT I ~ J  I u $26 ,995 
: ....................... .... $22,995 NOW $8,995 J ~ ~ :  !1 ( k 
1996 1 Ton Crew Cab 1990 Toyota CamP/ ~J JJL I l r~ l  i~ iJ J 2000 Ford F150 XCab 
ChevSilverado $7,995 " zl Jl I;" INVITATION TO TENDER 4x4,V8,Auto, Loaded$24,995 
• ": ' " . . . .  . . . . .  " I m 
n l lmml lm / 4x4. Diesel $26,995 1989 Jeep Cherokee i . . . . . .  m" ~"~P.'=" 
/ 1995 Accord EX V/6 $4,995 The Ministry of Water, Land and Air Protection invites interested ] : 99 ~or0MJl~!~!~;~i~n 
~i  ~ J l~jl , , l l l j lU~= ~ $15,995 1 9 ~ ~ T  ~ parties to submit a bid for the following Contract at TJe]l B.C. i i ~ : (~ l i~ '  
i~"  I ~ ~  " i t~  1995 Honda Accord EX-R ~ ~_~ rJ~j~NT ]~ ~R. [ )  ......... 
Br~l= ~ , pl~l~j Now $15,995 1988 N/s_san Sentra 3210ClintonSI re ..... ~ vso.~ Naikoon Provincial Park Headquarters: '97.Ford F150Xcab 
~-  ,um.,:l.L':~w ~ 6~emm 1995 Ford4WDExt $2,955 _~ . . . .  ' .  . . 4X4,VU,AU[O, NU 
nLJ ~ :  ~ Cab w/Plow 1981 Volks Rabbit Cony. ~ Roo~ Rep lacement .  $17,995 
J ~n l l~[ l l  n Ju J  WA8516,995 NOW $14,995 $3,995 . " . . . .  l mn I=nr~t n~, ,~% 
,,,, ,,,,~, I 1 t . ,  ~ , . J  ,,-,, : . .  _ , , - i Work will consist of removing the existing roof, installation of Aut0 , /~ i  ~0cks  Terra (L-(~h~./.~)'~ r l  U | I u (~1 . . . . . . .  . . i .  new metal roofing, installation oF meta! facto end insta[lation o f  ~ ~J9"5 
• . 4838 Hwy 16 W ~J '  [250)638-8171 ~ new continuous gutters. ' '95 Ford 1:tSn'~E'~ab 
o# 9662 / 1-800-665-1990 " "" " ntmct however 4x ~'~'~ ~ ~'~'O USEDCARSINBC CaM OVER ~ k,.k.,..I . . . .  ~ There w,I not be a mandatory s te v,s t for the co , . x ~ . ~ . ~  
400 veh0cles weekly. $0 down. __ .~ interested parties may contact B..C Parks Area Superv ear Lucy ~ ~ ' I ~ ~  
Finance or lease. Credit by / ' I L .  RDrr ,cu  Stefanyk for an appointment o view from December 9 2002 to '92 Ford Exnlorer 
phone. Cars, trucks vans, ~ IW.~ : . _ . .  I / . . ,~u, ~ ,~^ December 12 2002"dur]ng normal bus ness hours at (250) 557 v~ Atutn Air Cr~ Tilt 
SUV's Sunfire, Coveter SPE- ~ ( \ II 115 LegaINotices I ~...u UlVlDIf3, 4390. • - Wind0ws, Sunro0f Cassette 
'~16-~6.~~Dl'~8"~o'o-2"4"::"t°ll fr6e ':~- ~,~V' :  :" ' ,'; File:MR-17227 • ' "  " ,,, Tenders must be reae~ved,by Skeena Pro~t Services,..4445... $11 ,995  
- ='= . . . .  r ............................... 2 3at ~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  Ih . . . .  = . . . . . . . . . .  ' '  .... Greig Ave, Terrace B.C. on or before 2:0Opm Jan 10 ~ O0 92 Ford Esc0rt Wagon 
• f r i l L ;  H" I IN ~ Nov. 15, 2002 which time tenders will be opened in public. $5,995 
CANADAV ~ REGISTERED MAIL: or any may be accepted " B m:u,,~,~:m:u mAlu ' The Lowest lender not necessarily 
I~J'IISH 2o COLUMB~ Harry Nyce, Chair of the Completion date for work w;ll be March 2003. 
~r~- , .Br j l~ j~ l~ l~_~rH- j r .~ .  ~ , ~ ~ i ~ j  ~ ~, . . . . . . . .  Boa rdro ! Directors To rece ve a Tender Package, p ease contact Skeena Project 201~. Pon!Iac.GR PrJx 
g l l I I I B I i l l l l I J ' ~ i l I l I i ~ L . ]  ~ur rim: ~n~-zouy z~ara or uirecmrs ~...~; . . . .  ,t,)¢n~.~,~nnnn~,,,k,,~,,x. t250~ 635 4667 or b,, vu, ram,/~r, Till urulse. 
• w'.,v • ~ - . I  m • :~ • ~ ~ ~ ~m'--JL~ "S "A  ~ -. J~z'.m R lanai District of . . . . . . . . .  ~"~'  . . . . . . . . . .  ~' " ' ~ ' ~' Windows Locks 
Nov 15, 2002 ~at-St ik ine E-mail: Iome@skeenaprojects.com . $20 ,995  
in ,  e,, m~l~m' ;~ lm~ I ,= l l _~- . - _~, ,~ rn  A,,B' REGISTERED MAIL" Su:,^ .~rw All Inquires should be directed to Rob Sea,an, Regional Project . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,.= ^ _  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " ° " " " "  ' 20  5 -uuu rumluu a lu .u  ~:.  uz i, mv- .uu  , ' a  an  4545 LazelleAvenue Coordinator for B.C. Parks (250) 638 0808 or Cell 5 6 !  NC Tilt Automatic Cruise 
Last 5 Soeed Left E~Ki f f~~'~'~ '~ ~! '~:  Honourable Mayor Terrace, BC V8G 4E1 2271 Pwr. ~n~tows/Locks'and More 
LaYs Mal~e A Deai ~!~'~¼"~!~I~~'~;~: '~  :~i;'~' :i;: Jack Ta stra and Counc . .~ .  $18,995 / "  ~E~"  ( • ~ ~ ~-,~.,. . • 
• ~ . ~  ,~ i '~- .  Cty of Terrace Dear Char and Board of ~ la"/P_Ik a .mlat  '1 I~fi/1 VP_a h 
A A~I  ~ ............. ~ ~ ' ~ ! ~ = ~ 1 .  3215 Eb'" Street r.,. ~ . ".~." ." . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  t#'~'~.~ l ~,lrecvurs F ieanc in  ' • ~, ......... " ~ ' ' H 4x4, Only 33 000 Km , f l  Ilv/, . . . . . . .  .: ~ : ~ ~ ~ , :  Terrace, ~.C, VSG 2Xe .~B~L~ . . .  ;~. .  ' 
• ~" ~ ' ~ Re Nolif celia L.C)LUMBI~ ~: : . ,u=a VtT IUAvada .... ~  ~ '~i~,,~ : "" "noflntentto , . . .  . . , , 
~ ~ ~ tM,nlslry of Waler, Land and Air Protection 97 Grand AM i " :: i~" ' ~  | :,.~1 ~ /~ i i~- !  Dear Mayor and Council: Issue Operallonal Cerllficato . 
II Rated #1by  Car & "~ . i ~.'~ ~ ~ ; . ~ ;  . . . . . . . .  • MR-17227 NC, Auto, AJr, Crulse, Tilt, 
l n_..__,.,.:___;_,~L._.:. ~] I J ~ gi~lllgg~ ~i~:  Ke:~ofiricafionor,nrentto " Windows Power Seat , .v=-o . , . .~ ,. "~ x~"~ ~ . . . .  ' I ur,vur-o ,,mu=, , o~Z~u~ ~]I | i I~  ~ ~  Issue Operational Certificate . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ : -¢11 995 
MR 2809 rursuanr to section 4 to/la; ~ "" ' 
I Im "..] t~l = l l~[ - -~kv~vm ;,, :  :1~[ * ]kv~A ~ I ::! *~e~r"~ ;~- - /  " I of,he Public Notification ~ '95Chevrolet4x4Reo Cab 
I '86 Fer¢l'Temmo~** 5 ..... ~$1 500 Pursuant o seclion 4 (6) (a) i Regulation issued under the ~ V8 AUtO Ak, Cruise, Tllt& ~1ore 
I eu  ruru  .~,,,IpU ~uoor, opeea ~ ' of the Public Notification i ' Waste Management Act, J I ~ $11,995 
1'86 they Camera  | ro¢ss~ $6,995 Regulallon issued under the . am hereby notifying you that I ~ '95GMC4x4EXCabSLT 
m . ~.Jv.~rert~ Waste Manaaement Act, I I intend to issue on i ~ . 4 Door o ~ Auto, NC, Tilt, Crume 89 Chev Celebri ~ l ' 89  Chev  Ce lebr i ty  ,_ . . . . .  am hereby noti[ying you that operafionalcertlficataforthe : ~P' -01  IIBI I t "  k l t '~TI t " l : :  $19,995 
'91 SubcruSubaru LeqaeyLe aey Sedan Aw0.. ~pllYYO I intend to issue an * Forceman R dge Regiona : i; [~,,F IJIIk, l%,~ 1 1V i l l i , , ,  
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t ~ '~ ~ . ~ , ~ landfill facilily under . requirements to rotect the 
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I '98  Ford F- IS0 Ext. z;¢D qxq 3~r # ~  Manager .., g , c/o Regional Manager MPV AWD Van 
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 i ili!J www, terracestandard,c0m . . . .  FIGURE skating fans are in for a treat Dec. 15 as the 
Terrace Skating Club hosts its annual Christmas pop 
concert. Junior and senior skaters will be presenting 
showcase solos and the performance will include group 
numbers from the pre junior, junior and senior skaters. 
Admission is free but people are encouraged to bring 
a donation of non-perishable food for the food bank. The 
ice show starts at 6 p.m. and goes until 7:30 p.m. 
Light it up 
THE SNOW Valley Nordic Ski club hosts a light-up 
party for members and volunteers Dec. 28 - snow per- 
mitting- at the Onion Lake cross country ski trails. 
It's a celebration of all the hard work that went into 
bringing light to the trails allowing for night skiing this 
year. For details call Mark in Terrace at 638-8567 dur- 
ing the day or evenings at 635-3132. 
Stewart logs personal 
best at Seattle marathon 
DAVE STEWART recently logged his best time ever in 
a marathon. Stewart and his wife Mary both competed 
Dec. 1 in the Seattle marathon with Dave running the 
full event and Mary completing the half marathon. 
Dave came 12th out of the 143 men in his age group 
category in a time of 3:15:59. Mary nabbed 19th spot in 
her division of 209 women in 1:55:43. 
Ski for free 
THINKING about getting into cross country skiing but 
never tried it before? The Snow Valley Nordic Ski club 
has the answer. 
The club hosts its annual open house - which means 
free skiing- at the Onion Lake ski trails Jan 4. Skiers of 
all ages and abilities are welcome to take part in free 
trail tours, food, beverages and ultra-cheap ski rentals 
for those who don't have their own gear. 
Short introductory lessons will also be on the bill for 
beginners. For details call Mark in Terrace at 638-8567 
during the day or evenings at 635-3132. 
Scoreboard 
Minor Hockey 
Midget House League Standings to Dec. 5 
GP 
Team Yellow 22 
Team White 
Team Red 
Team Teal 
Player 
Eric Eide 
Chris Schlenker 
Kristlan Gough 
Jordan Wall 
Sam Gill 
James Inkster 
GF GA W L T PTS 
107 68 15 6 1 31 
23 91 86 12 10 1 25 
22 67 76 9 13 0 18 
21 67 102 7 14 0 14 
Goal Scoring Leaders 
Team Goals 
Yellow 22 
White 19 
Yellow 18 
Yellow 18 
Teal 17 
Yellow 17 
$ ANGELS ANONYMOUS 
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WITH A week-cud free 
from Skeena Valley Hock- 
ey League games, Ihe Ter- 
race Inhmd Kenworth Ban- 
tam reps picked up two 
exhibition games in Prince 
Rupert Nov. 30. 
Game one saw Terrace 
go head to head with Kid- 
mat. 
Bryan Hull scored a 
whopping five goals, Tay- 
lor Ouinn picked up a hat 
trick and an assist and 
Adam Kerr put one in the 
net as Terrace defeated 
Kitimat 9-2. 
"This was ~ good effort 
by our guys, it was the first 
game in a long time they 
played a full 60 minutes of 
hockey," says coach John 
Amos. "I was quite happy 
with their performance." 
Next up was Prince Ru- 
pert who had a hard time 
keeping Terrace players at 
bay when it came to put- 
ting the puck between the 
pipes. 
Terrace walked away 
from this one trouncing 
Prince Rupert 19-4. 
Taylor 0uinn scored six 
goals Colby Link scored 
four goals as did Bryan 
Hull, 
Tristan Murray picked 
up two while Calen Find- 
lay, Kenny McColl and 
Nick Lindstrom added sin- 
gles. 
Michael Cox-Rogers 
and Kendal State-Smith 
each had a goal and an 
assist for Prince Rupert. 
"Prince Rupert lost 
their captain Andrew Pond 
with a suspected broken 
wrist. It looked real bad 
but hopefully he will be 
okay," says Amos. 
"He hopefully will be 
ready for the Northwest 
Under-16 tryouts in five 
weeks in Fraser Lake." 
~'~-'~t:~L~:t;!~ ','FOr- every 
~:~:'~':':~. ~,:.! question 
~£.~:  '::! ::..We're here. 
We Treat You Right ® 
RACE 
~,TION 
3 Pare  
enue  
Of the Chlldren's MIiacle 
~ptlalS for ~IId(£~I. 
AY, DECEMBER 15 
TERRACE ARENA 
6:00- 7:30 p.m. 
~:~!~i~. ,~ .... ° Senior & Junior 
, " "*~,~."-:~. .......~;:~:~'Skaters Perform 
S owco,e ou,  o, 
~:~,  "~ ~'~'~j~ * Group Performance 
:~..~!tI ' , , .~L : , " I '  by Pre-iuniors, Juniors %.: "" ~,,'~ - -  / I 
i ~ ~ ~  &Senior Skaters 
/ IP [:so. 8:00 p.m. 
~":11 ~ / ~ Christmas Canskate 
- Checkoulourslloorcal1638-7283foradvertlslnglnformatlon . ~ p v ~  ,, ,::' t i 
SHAMES LeeK. I~EEP: 
MOUNTNN ...... " ...... "' 
SHAME5 MOUNTAIN TENTATIVE OPENING PATE 
FRIPAY, DECEMBER 13, 2002 
enow perr~il;~lnB - keep doing your enow daniel 
REGISTER NGWI 
MCDONALDS KIDZ CAMFZ 
~E6~ION I- PEC. 27, 2&; 29, 2002 
SE~510N II - JAN. 2, ~, 4, 200~ 
DAY CAMP' - TWO 1 HOUR LE~ON~ EACH DAY & 
LUNCH PROVIDED BY US-10 AM-1PM 
CALL 250-~5-~00~ TO REGISTER 
~;i~!::; ::~,' .i~!.~:::;:'!:,::~:i " '  
THE ~E,~T MOUN'r~IN "r~E^SU~E HUNT 
COMING WINTER 2 0 0 ~  
CONTACT US: 5NO-FHONE: 1-D?'7-D9D-4754 
4544 LAKELSE PH: (250) 635-3773 
TERRACE, B.C, FAX: (250) 6~5-9773 
V8G 4A2 E-MAIL: sham~smountaln@r.elus.net 
ww~.eha mesmoun'~ain.~om 
Kinsmen Club of TerracePr ents 
..... ~E!i:::~KE :~ili:,i;~ 
~,~i~:i;::;: !~/  ~:;: :  : i : :  ? :':'~:,i ':i~ii'~i::il 
Join the:;e participants... 
Name Challenainq Name Challen~ina 
Steel Jason Kl:ug- ~ Steel Jason Krug- 
Dan Fraser ........................... Dan Fraser 
Wade Steel Jason Krug Wade Steel Jason Krug 
Dan Fraser Dan Fraser 
Wade Steel Jason Krug Wade Steel Jason Krug 
For  more  in fo rmat ion ,  cRlI Lou is  at  635-1550 
i 
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